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Disclaimer
This document has been prepared by BNP PARIBAS for informational purposes only. Although the
information in this document has been obtained from sources which BNP PARIBAS believes
reliable, we do no represent or warrent its accuracy, and such information may be incomplete or
condensed. This document does not constitute a prospectus or solicitation.
All estimates and opinions included in this document constitute our judgement as of the date of the
document and may be subject to change without notice. Changes to assumptions may have a
material impact on any recommendations made herein.
The elements of information provided hereafter represent detailed requirements for optimising
international payment processing with BNP Paribas. For transactions where the mandatory data is
not correctly filled in or is missing, processing will be carried out on a "Best Effort" basis. This
means that in the case of an overrun of the cut off due to manual processing, BNP Paribas cannot
be held responsible for any claims made by the beneficiary's bank. In certain BNP Paribas
branches, not all the currencies mentioned are available for making payments and some currencies
may have additional requirements. Please contact your Account Manager for more details.
In case you use the PDF version of the Currency Guide, please make sure to always use the latest
version as regular updates to the Currency Guide are being performed.
This document is confidential and is being submitted toselected recipients only. It may not be
reproduced (in whole or in part) to any other person without the prior written permission of BNP
PARIBAS.
Make sure to always check the latest updates on the Currency Guide website
© 2023 BNP PARIBAS. All rights reserved.
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Helping you make successful international payments
As a global banking player with a strong local footprint, we are in pole position to observe the changes of our
environment. We believe that change is a chance if we know how to make the best of it. This is why our Cash
Management team is committed to innovation and to providing the best-in-class advisory services and forwardthinking
solutions.
Sharing our knowledge with you is part of our philosophy, and it was the driving force behind the release of this Currency
Guide, an operational tool that addresses a challenge common to all organisations today: managing the uncertainty and
complexity of making international payments.
In a globalised economy, the scenarios are multiple, yet the common denominator between a German-based chemical
group with integrated R&D facilities in India, a US-based chemical group having subsidiaries all around the world and a
Belgian chocolate producer with suppliers in Brazil is that they are all confronted with the potential risks brought by
making international payments.
Designed for organisations of all sizes and profiles, this Currency Guide builds on the knowledge of our leading experts in
the domains of foreign exchange and transaction banking. Also available online, it explains the whys, whats and hows of
international payments. By delivering the essential guidelines to make successful international payments as well as
exhaustive data on more than 130 currencies, it responds to the needs of treasurers while also supporting those in charge
of making international payments. Visit our dedicated website https://cashmanagement.bnpparibas.com/cg.
This Currency Guide was put together for you. We hope you find it clear and useful.
Wim Grosemans, Global Head of Product Management – Payments & Collections
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Currencies traded by BNP Paribas
Currency Code

Currency Name

Country

AED

UAE dirham

United Arab Emirates

ALL

Albanian lek

Albania

AMD

Armenian dram

Armenia

ANG

Netherlands Antillean guilder

Netherlands Antilles

AOA

Angolan kwanza

Angola

AUD

Australian dollar

Australia

AWG

Aruban florin

Aruba

AZN

Azerbaijan manat

Azerbaijan

BAM

Bosnia and Herzegovina convertible mark

Bosnia and Herzegovina

BBD

Barbadian dollar

Barbados

BDT

Bangladeshi taka

Bangladesh

BGN

Bulgarian lev

Bulgaria

BHD

Bahraini dinar

Bahrain

BIF

Burundi franc

Burundi

BMD

Bermudian dollar

Bermuda

BND

Brunei dollar

Brunei

BOB

Bolivian boliviano

Bolivia

BRL

Brazilian real

Brazil

BSD

Bahamian dollar

Bahamas

BTN

Bhutanese ngultrum

Bhutan

BWP

Botswana pula

Botswana

BYN

Belarusian ruble

Belarus

BZD

Belize dollar

Belize

CAD

Canadian dollar

Canada

CDF

Congolese franc

Democratic Republic of Congo

CHF

Swiss franc

Switzerland, Liechtenstein

CLP

Chilean peso

Chile

CNY

Chinese Yuan Renminbi

China

COP

Colombian peso

Colombia

CRC

Costa Rican colon

Costa Rica

CVE

Cabo Verdean escudo

Cape Verde

CZK

Czech koruna

Czech Republic

DJF

Djiboutian franc

Djibouti

DKK

Danish krone

Denmark, Faroe Islands, Greenland

DOP

Dominican peso

Dominican Republic

DZD

Algerian dinar

Algeria

EGP

Egyptian pound

Egypt

ERN

Eritrean nakfa

Eritrea

ETB

Ethiopian birr

Ethiopia

EUR

European euro

Andorra, Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Germany, Estonia, Spain, Finland, France, French Guiana, Guadeloupe, Greece, Croatia,
Ireland, Italy, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Latvia, Monaco, Montenegro, Martinique, Malta, Netherlands, Saint-Pierre and
Miquelon, Portugal, Slovenia, Slovakia, San Marino, Vatican, Kosovo

FJD

Fijian dollar

Fiji

GBP

Pound sterling

United Kingdom, Guernsey, Isle of Man, Jersey
Georgia

GEL

Georgian lari

GHS

Ghanaian cedi

Ghana

GMD

Gambian dalasi

Gambia

GNF

Guinean franc

Guinea

GTQ

Guatemalan quetzal

Guatemala

GYD

Guyanese dollar

Guyana

HKD

Hong Kong dollar

Hong Kong
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Currency Code

Currency Name

Country
Honduras

HNL

Honduran lempira

HTG

Haitian gourde

Haiti

HUF

Hungarian forint

Hungary

IDR

Indonesian rupiah

Indonesia

ILS

Israeli new shekel

Israel

INR

Indian rupee

India

JMD

Jamaican dollar

Jamaica

JOD

Jordanian dinar

Jordan, Palestine

JPY

Japanese yen

Japan

KES

Kenyan shilling

Kenya

KGS

Kyrgyzstani som

Kyrgyzstan

KHR

Cambodian riel

Cambodia

KMF

Comorian franc

Comoros
South Korea

KRW

South Korean won

KWD

Kuwaiti dinar

Kuwait

KYD

Cayman Islands dollar

Cayman Islands
Kazakhstan

KZT

Kazakhstani tenge

LAK

Lao kip

Laos

LBP

Lebanese pound

Lebanon

LKR

Sri Lankan rupee

Sri Lanka

LSL

Lesotho loti

Lesotho

MAD

Moroccan dirham

Morocco

MDL

Moldovan leu

Moldova

MGA

Malagasy ariary

Madagascar

MKD

Macedonian denar

Macedonia

MNT

Mongolian tugrik

Mongolia

MOP

Macanese pataca

Macau

MRU

Mauritanian ouguiya

Mauritania

MUR

Mauritian rupee

Mauritius

MVR

Maldivian rufiyaa

Maldives

MWK

Malawian kwacha

Malawi

MXN

Mexican peso

Mexico

MYR

Malaysian ringgit

Malaysia

MZN

Mozambican metical

Mozambique

NAD

Namibian dollar

Namibia

NGN

Nigerian naira

Nigeria

NIO

Nicaraguan cordoba

Nicaragua

NOK

Norwegian krone

Norway

NPR

Nepalese rupee

Nepal

NZD

New Zealand dollar

New Zealand

OMR

Omani rial

Oman

PEN

Peruvian sol

Peru

PGK

Papua New Guinean kina

Papua New Guinea

PHP

Philippine peso

Philippines

PKR

Pakistani rupee

Pakistan

PLN

Polish zloty

Poland

PYG

Paraguayan guarani

Paraguay

QAR

Qatari riyal

Qatar

RON

Romanian leu

Romania

RSD

Serbian dinar

Serbia

RUB

Russian ruble

Russia

RWF

Rwandan franc

Rwanda

SAR

Saudi Arabian riyal

Saudi Arabia

SBD

Solomon Islands dollar

Solomon Islands
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Currency Code

Currency Name

Country

SCR

Seychellois rupee

Seychelles

SEK

Swedish krona

Sweden

SGD

Singapore dollar

Singapore
Sierra Leone

SLE

Sierra Leonean leone

SRD

Surinamese dollar

Suriname

STN

Sao Tome and Principe dobra

São Tomé and Príncipe

SZL

Swazi lilangeni

Swaziland

THB

Thai baht

Thailand

TND

Tunisian dinar

Tunisia

TOP

Tongan pa’anga

Tonga

TRY

Turkish lira

Turkey

TTD

Trinidad and Tobago dollar

Trinidad and Tobago

TWD

New Taiwan dollar

Taiwan
Tanzania

TZS

Tanzanian shilling

UGX

Ugandan shilling

Uganda

USD

United States dollar

Ecuador, United States of America, British Virgin Islands

UYU

Uruguayan peso

Uruguay

VND

Vietnamese dong

Vietnam

VUV

Vanuatu vatu

Vanuatu

WST

Samoan tala

Samoa

XAF

Central African CFA franc

Central African Republic, Congo, Cameroon, Gabon, Equatorial Guinea, Chad

XCD

East Caribbean dollar

Antigua and Barbuda, Anguilla, Dominica, Grenada, Saint Kitts en Nevis, Saint Lucia, Montserrat, Saint Vincent en de
Grenadines

XOF

West African CFA franc

Burkina Faso, Benin, Ivory Coast, Guinea-Bissau, Mali, Niger, Senegal, Togo

XPF

CFP franc

New Caledonia, French Polynesia, Wallis and Futuna

ZAR

South African rand

South Africa

ZMW

Zambian kwacha

Zambia
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Currency holidays in 2023
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UAE dirham (AED) from France to United
Arab Emirates
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of the United Arab Emirates: http://www.centralbank.ae/en/index.php

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BNPAAEAAXXX

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an overseas bank
account. The number starts with a two-digit country code, then two
numbers, followed by several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (23
characters)

Mandatory

:59:AE070400000000998129463

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Purpose of
payment code

The purpose of payment code consists of a 3 character code (see
Appendix XI). This code needs to be populated on the first line of the
regulatory reporting field of the payment instruction.
• For cross-border transactions outbound from UAE:
/ORDERRES/AE//purpose code
• For cross-border transactions inbound to UAE or transiting through
UAE: /BENEFRES/AE//purpose code
Remark: for payments made from accounts held within BNPP France,
or in case the purpose code cannot be specified in the regulatory
reporting field, the code needs to be indicated on the first line of the
remittance information of the payment instruction.

3 digits

Mandatory

:77B:/BENEFRES/AE//COM

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
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Data

Specification

BIC Code of
the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Beneficiary
Account
Number
Beneficiary
Name

Description

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>BNPAAEAAXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

IBAN (23
characters)

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>AE070400000000998129463</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Format

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
8 or 11 digits
transactions and identifying business parties.
An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system developed to
identify an overseas bank account. The number starts
with a two-digit country code, then two numbers,
followed by several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN Account

Beneficiary's full The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
legal name
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed
purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
For example, providing an invoice number without
guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in
errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice
n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Purpose of
payment code

The purpose of payment code consists of a 3 character
code (see Appendix XI). This code needs to be populated
on the first line of the regulatory reporting field of the
payment instruction.
• For cross-border transactions outbound from UAE:
/ORDERRES/AE//purpose code
• For cross-border transactions inbound to UAE or
transiting through UAE: /BENEFRES/AE//purpose code
Remark: for payments made from accounts held within
BNPP France, or in case the purpose code cannot be
specified in the regulatory reporting field, the code needs
to be indicated on the first line of the remittance
information of the payment instruction.

3 digits

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS>
<CD>/BENEFRES/AE//COM</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BNPAAEAAXXX

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an overseas
bank account. The number starts with a two-digit country code,
then two numbers, followed by several more alphanumeric
characters.

IBAN (23
characters)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:AE070400000000998129463

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary
address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of
travel expenses – invoice n° 123456789

Purpose of
payment code

The purpose of payment code consists of a 3 character code (see
Appendix XI). This code needs to be populated on the first line of the
regulatory reporting field of the payment instruction.
• For cross-border transactions outbound from UAE:
/ORDERRES/AE//purpose code
• For cross-border transactions inbound to UAE or transiting through
UAE: /BENEFRES/AE//purpose code
Remark: for payments made from accounts held within BNPP
France, or in case the purpose code cannot be specified in the
regulatory reporting field, the code needs to be indicated on the first
line of the remittance information of the payment instruction.

3 digits

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:/BENEFRES/AE//COM

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose
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Albanian lek (ALL) from France to Albania
Overview
ALL is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Albania.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Albania: http://www.bankofalbania.org/
Please note that for specific type of payments, it is mandatory to add additional information in the remittence
information:
• For utility payments: name of the client, month of the utility bill period covered, and contract number of the subscriber
are all required.
• For tax payments: FDP (payment order document generated by Tax Office system) is required.
• For custom fee payments: NIPT (tax identification number) is required.

Guidelines
MT101
Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://STANALTRXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an
overseas bank account. The number starts with a two-digit
country code, then two numbers, followed by several more
alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (28
characters)

Mandatory

:59:AL25208110080000001043631803

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose
of payment code is mandatory for payments towards nonSEPA countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given through the
BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Data
BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

Payment
Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
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Data

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>STANALTRXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

IBAN (28
characters)

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>AL25208110080000001043631803</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be
Beneficiary's full
written out in full, without initials, abbreviations
legal name
or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code
and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary address</ADRLINE>
</PSTLADR> </CDTR>

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a
full written description (in English) of the nature
of payment and needs to be provided in the
Detailed purpose
remittance information. For example, providing
of payment
an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Specification

Description

Format

BIC Code of
The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
the Beneficiary SWIFT BIC Code business transactions and identifying business
8 or 11 digits
Bank
parties.

Beneficiary
Account
Number

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary
Address

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

IBAN Account

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

BAPA code

An IBAN, or international bank account number,
is a standard international numbering system
developed to identify an overseas bank account.
The number starts with a two-digit country
code, then two numbers, followed by several
more alphanumeric characters.

In order to feed the economic balance of
payments, a purpose of payment code is
mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or BAPA Format
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:STANALTRXXX

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system developed to
identify an overseas bank account. The number starts with
a two-digit country code, then two numbers, followed by
several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (28
characters)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:AL25208110080000001043631803

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary address

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
Detailed purpose and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
Free message
of payment
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Payment
Purpose

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
BAPA Format
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA code
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Armenian dram (AMD) from France to
Armenia
Overview
AMD is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Armenia.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Relevant to funds receipt in Armenia: According to the law on combating money laundering and terrorism financing of
Armenia, “Reporting entities should identify their customers and verify their identity, based on reliable documents or
other information received from competent sources, when:
I. Business relationships are being established;
II. Occasional transaction is being carried out, including a domestic or cross border wire transfer at a value above 400-fold
of the minimal salary in drams or in foreign currency, unless stricter provisions are stipulated by other legal acts;
III. Suspicions arise with regard to the veracity or adequacy of previously obtained customer”
• For more information on law on combating money laundering and terrorism financing:
https://www.cba.am/Storage/EN/FDK/Regulation_old/law_on_combating_money_laundering_and_terrorism_financing
_eng.pdf
• Central bank of Armenia: https://www.cba.am/en/sitepages/default.aspx

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://ARMNAM22XXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Bank Code

Beneficiary bank
code

The 3-digit bank code has to be in front of the beneficiary account
number.

3 digits

Mandatory

:59:123

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary's physical
full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in
errors or delays. Payments above 20 million AMD might require
supporting documentation indicating the purpose of payment (ex: copy
of invoice).

Free
message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary's full legal
Beneficiary Name
name
Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank full
name

The beneficiary bank full name needs to be provided in the remittance
information.

Free
message

Mandatory

:70:Beneficiary bank (branch)
full name

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank full
address

The beneficiary bank full address needs to be provided in the
remittance information (exact branch location).

Free
message

Mandatory

:70:Beneficiary bank full
address

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA code

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>ARMNAM22XXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Bank Code

Beneficiary bank
code

The 3-digit bank code has to be in front of the beneficiary
account number.

3 digits

Mandatory

<CDTR> <CDTRACCT> <ID> <IBAN> <CDTR>
<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID> (if BBAN)123</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT> </CDTR> </IBAN>
</ID> </CDTRACCT> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
to be provided in the remittance information. For example,
Detailed purpose of
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
payment
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays. Payments above 20 million AMD might require
supporting documentation indicating the purpose of
payment (ex: copy of invoice).

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank
full name

The beneficiary bank full name needs to be provided in
the remittance information.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Beneficiary bank (branch) full
name</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank
full address

The beneficiary bank full address needs to be provided in
the remittance information (exact branch location).

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Beneficiary bank full
address</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:ARMNAM22XXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Bank Code

Beneficiary bank
code

The 3-digit bank code has to be in front of the beneficiary account
number.

3 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:123

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment to be provided in
the remittance information. For example, providing an invoice
number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can
result in errors or delays. Payments above 20 million AMD might
require supporting documentation indicating the purpose of
payment (ex: copy of invoice).

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank full
name

The beneficiary bank full name needs to be provided in the
remittance information.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Beneficiary bank (branch) full
name
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank full
address

The beneficiary bank full address needs to be provided in the
remittance information (exact branch location).

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Beneficiary bank full address

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA
code

Payment Purpose
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Netherlands Antillean guilder (ANG) from
France to Netherlands Antilles
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.
However, we can only deliver ANG to banks that are licensed to operate local currency accounts.
Moreover, payments to Bancaribe Curacao (CARACWCUXXX) are not permitted.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Netherlands Antilles: http://www.centralbank.cw

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://MEESANCUXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>MEESANCUXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs
to be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:MEESANCUXXX

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
physical full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Specification

Description

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Payment Purpose

Format
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Angolan kwanza (AOA) from France to
Angola
Overview
AOA is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Angola.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Angola: http://www.bna.ao/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://ANCEAOLUXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can be
used to instruct the payment. However, it's recommended to
use IBAN format.

IBAN (25
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

:59:AO06000800000000037131175

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose
of payment code is mandatory for payments towards nonSEPA countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given through the
BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
SWIFT BIC Code
Bank
Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business
parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>ANCEAOLUXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the
IBAN (25
beneficiary can be used to instruct the payment. characters) or
However, it's recommended to use IBAN format. BBAN Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>AO06000800000000037131175</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be
written out in full, without initials, abbreviations
or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code
and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a
full written description (in English) of the nature
of payment and needs to be provided in the
Detailed purpose
remittance information. For example, providing Free message
of payment
an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Payment
Purpose

In order to feed the economic balance of
payments, a purpose of payment code is
mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or BAPA Format
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA code

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:ANCEAOLUXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can be
used to instruct the payment. However, it's recommended
to use IBAN format.

IBAN (25
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:AO06000800000000037131175

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction
with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary
address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
For example, providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose
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Australian dollar (AUD) from France to
Australia
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be highly standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Australian Payments Clearing Association: http://apca.com.au
• Central bank of Australia: http://www.rba.gov.au

Guidelines
MT101
Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

Local Clearing
System

Local clearing code
(BSB code)

A BSB code (Bank State Branch) identifies an Australian bank and is preferred as
best practice in order to ensure the correct routing of the payment in the domestic
clearing. It is a six digit code which identifies the financial institution (first two
digits), the state (third digit) and the branch code (last three digits). In certain
cases, the BSB code could be included within the domestic account number. Please
ask your beneficiary to indicate separately the BSB code and the domestic account
number.
In case the BSB code is not provided, it's mandatory to mention the BIC SWIFT
code (branch identifier included, if provided)

AU + 6
digits

Recommended

:57A://AU123456

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary complies with
the local account format of the destination country.

Up to 9
digits

Mandatory

:59:123456789

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without initials,
abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code, province,
country code and country name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description (in
English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the remittance
information. For example, providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of payment code is
mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA
code which is required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Data

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
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Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Local Clearing
System

Local clearing
code (BSB code)

A BSB code (Bank State Branch) identifies an Australian bank
and is preferred as best practice in order to ensure the correct
routing of the payment in the domestic clearing. It is a six digit
code which identifies the financial institution (first two digits),
the state (third digit) and the branch code (last three digits). In
certain cases, the BSB code could be included within the
domestic account number. Please ask your beneficiary to
indicate separately the BSB code and the domestic account
number.
In case the BSB code is not provided, it's mandatory to mention
the BIC SWIFT code (branch identifier included, if provided)

AU + 6
digits

Recommended

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <CLRSYSMMBID>
<MMBID>AU123456</MMBID>
</CLRSYSMMBID> </FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account
Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Up to 9
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR>
<ID>123456789</ID> </OTHR> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is considered
as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent).
The purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code
which is required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Data

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

A BSB code (Bank State Branch) identifies an Australian bank and is preferred
as best practice in order to ensure the correct routing of the payment in the
domestic clearing. It is a six digit code which identifies the financial institution
(first two digits), the state (third digit) and the branch code (last three digits). In
Local clearing code
certain cases, the BSB code could be included within the domestic account
(BSB code)
number. Please ask your beneficiary to indicate separately the BSB code and
the domestic account number.
In case the BSB code is not provided, it's mandatory to mention the BIC SWIFT
code (branch identifier included, if provided)

AU + 6
digits

Recommended

ENREG.05 POSITION 11 À
45:AU123456

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary complies
with the local account format of the destination country.

Up to 9
digits

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:123456789

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without initials,
abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à
80:Mr Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
Beneficiary's
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used unless it
physical full address
is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Data

Local Clearing
System

Beneficiary
Address

Specification

Description

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description (in
English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the remittance
information. For example, providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of payment code
is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above
50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given through the
BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code
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Aruban florin (AWG) from France to Aruba
Overview
AWG is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Aruba.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Aruba: http://www.cbaruba.org/cba/home.do

Guidelines
MT101
Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://ARUBAWAXXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Data

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>ARUBAWAXXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:ARUBAWAXXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose
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Azerbaijan manat (AZN) from France to
Azerbaijan
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Azerbaijan: http://en.cbar.az/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BRESAZ22XXX

Bank Account

Beneficiary bank
account held at the
Central Bank

It's mandatory to mention the beneficiary's bank IBAN
account held at the Central Bank.

IBAN Format

Mandatory

:57A://AZ27NABZ01340100000000001212

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system developed to
identify an overseas bank account. The number starts with
a two-digit country code, then two numbers, followed by
several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (28
characters)

Mandatory

:59:AZ27NABZ01350100000000007944

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank
tax ID

The beneficiary bank tax ID (TIN/VOEN) should be
instructed into the remittence information field.

Tax ID

Mandatory

:70:Beneficiary bank tax ID

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank
BIK code

The 6 digits beneficiary bank BIK code should be instructed
into the remittance information field.

6 digits

Mandatory

:70:123456

Beneficiary's
Details

Beneficiary's tax ID

The beneficiary tax ID (TIN/VOEN) is mandatory and should
be instructed into the remittence field. The tax ID consists
of 10 characters. The beneficiary's tax ID is not required if
the beneficiary is an individual.

10 digits

Mandatory

:70:1234567890

Tax Payments

Budget level and
classification code

For tax payments to the State Treasury Agency of
Azerbaijan (CTREAZ22), a budget level Code (1 numericaldigit) and a classification code (6 numerical-digits) should
be provided in the remittance information.

12 characters

Mandatory

:70:LC1 CC123456

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
Free message
For example, providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.
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Data

Specification

Payment Purpose

Description

Format

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
BAPA Format
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA code

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

BIC Code of the
The BIC is used for addressing messages,
Beneficiary
SWIFT BIC Code
routing business transactions and
8 or 11 digits
Bank
identifying business parties.

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>BRESAZ22XXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
bank account
held at the
Central Bank

It's mandatory to mention the
beneficiary's bank IBAN account held at IBAN Format
the Central Bank.

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT>
<FININSTNID>AZ27NABZ01340100000000001212</FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account
number, is a standard international
numbering system developed to identify
an overseas bank account. The number
starts with a two-digit country code,
then two numbers, followed by several
more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (28
characters)

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <IBAN>AZ27NABZ01350100000000007944</IBAN>
</ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to
be written out in full, without initials,
abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street
number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless
it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary address</ADRLINE>
</PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed
purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment
consists of a full written description (in
English) of the nature of payment and
needs to be provided in the remittance
information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result
in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Beneficiary
Bank Details

Beneficiary
bank tax ID

The beneficiary bank tax ID (TIN/VOEN)
should be instructed into the remittence
information field.

Tax ID

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Beneficiary bank tax ID</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Beneficiary
Bank Details

Beneficiary
bank BIK code

The 6 digits beneficiary bank BIK code
should be instructed into the remittance
information field.

6 digits

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>123456</USTRD> </RMTINF>

The beneficiary tax ID (TIN/VOEN) is
mandatory and should be instructed into
Beneficiary's tax the remittence field. The tax ID consists
ID
of 10 characters. The beneficiary's tax ID
is not required if the beneficiary is an
individual.

10 digits

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>1234567890</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Bank Account

Beneficiary's
Details

Tax Payments

Payment
Purpose

Budget level
and
classification
code

For tax payments to the State Treasury
Agency of Azerbaijan (CTREAZ22), a
budget level Code (1 numerical-digit) and
a classification code (6 numerical-digits)
should be provided in the remittance
information.

12
characters

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>LC1 CC123456</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of
payments, a purpose of payment code is
mandatory for payments towards nonSEPA countries with an amount above
50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose
of the payment is given through the
BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:BRESAZ22XXX
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

Bank Account

Beneficiary bank
account held at
the Central Bank

It's mandatory to mention the beneficiary's bank IBAN
account held at the Central Bank.

IBAN Format

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:AZ27NABZ01340100000000001212

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system developed to
identify an overseas bank account. The number starts
with a two-digit country code, then two numbers,
followed by several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (28
characters)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:AZ27NABZ01350100000000007944

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary address

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
Free message
For example, providing an invoice number without
guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in
errors or delays.

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank
tax ID

The beneficiary bank tax ID (TIN/VOEN) should be
instructed into the remittence information field.

Tax ID

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Beneficiary bank tax
ID

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank
BIK code

The 6 digits beneficiary bank BIK code should be
instructed into the remittance information field.

6 digits

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:123456

Beneficiary's
Details

Beneficiary's tax
ID

The beneficiary tax ID (TIN/VOEN) is mandatory and
should be instructed into the remittence field. The tax ID
consists of 10 characters. The beneficiary's tax ID is not
required if the beneficiary is an individual.

10 digits

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:1234567890

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:LC1 CC123456

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Tax Payments

Payment Purpose

For tax payments to the State Treasury Agency of
Budget level and Azerbaijan (CTREAZ22), a budget level Code (1 numerical12 characters
classification code digit) and a classification code (6 numerical-digits) should
be provided in the remittance information.

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format
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Bosnia and Herzegovina convertible mark
(BAM) from France to Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Bosnia-Herzegovina: http://www.cbbh.ba/?lang=en

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://HAABBA2BXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can be used to
instruct the payment. However, it's recommended to use IBAN
format.

IBAN (20
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

:59:BA391611000002446107

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business
parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>HAABBA2BXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary
can be used to instruct the payment. However, it's
recommended to use IBAN format.

IBAN (20
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>BA391611000002446107</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written
out in full, without initials, abbreviations or
acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code and
country name. PO Box should not be used unless it is
in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of
Detailed purpose payment and needs to be provided in the remittance
Free message
of payment
information. For example, providing an invoice
number without guiding text is considered as
insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments,
a purpose of payment code is mandatory for
payments towards non-SEPA countries with an
amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA
code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:HAABBA2BXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can be
used to instruct the payment. However, it's recommended to
use IBAN format.

IBAN (20
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:BA391611000002446107

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary
address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is considered
as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of
travel expenses – invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose
of payment code is mandatory for payments towards nonSEPA countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given through the
BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose
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Barbadian dollar (BBD) from France to
Barbados
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Barbados: http://www.centralbank.org.bb/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://AMIBBBBBXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of payment
code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries with an
amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is BAPA Format
given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of France
(see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>AMIBBBBBXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs
to be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:AMIBBBBBXXX

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
physical full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Payment Purpose

Description

Format

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
8 or 11 digits
and identifying business parties.
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Bangladeshi taka (BDT) from France to
Bangladesh
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).
The beneficiary might be required to complete local documents to release the funds (“Form C”).
If the beneficiary is a non-profit organization, pre-approval by the local NGO office is required in order to receive the
funds.
Please note that due to the current lockdown, local banks are operating on reduce workforce having as consequence that
payments in this currency will likely face delays.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Bangladesh: http://www.bangladesh-bank.org/
The nationality of the beneficiary is mandatory for all payments made to any individuals in Bangladesh. If applicable, this
information should be communicated into the remittance information. If the beneficiary is an institution (and not an
individual), then it is not required to specify the nationality.

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://ABBLBDDHXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full legal
name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's physical
full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank full
name

The beneficiary bank full name needs to be provided in the
remittance information.

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Beneficiary bank (branch)
full name

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank full
address

The beneficiary bank full address needs to be provided in the
remittance information (exact branch location).

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Beneficiary bank full address

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
Free message
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.
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Data

Payment Purpose

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
8 or 11 digits
transactions and identifying business parties.

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>ABBLBDDHXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Specification

Description

Format

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
Detailed purpose of and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
Payment Purpose
payment
For example, providing an invoice number without
guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in
errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank
full name

The beneficiary bank full name needs to be provided in
the remittance information.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Beneficiary bank (branch)
full name</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank
full address

The beneficiary bank full address needs to be provided in
the remittance information (exact branch location).

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Beneficiary bank full
address</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:ABBLBDDHXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's physical
full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should
not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank full
name

The beneficiary bank full name needs to be provided in the
remittance information.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Beneficiary bank (branch) full
name

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank full
address

The beneficiary bank full address needs to be provided in the
remittance information (exact branch location).

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Beneficiary bank full address

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA
code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The BAPA Format
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).
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Bulgarian lev (BGN) from France to Bulgaria
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be highly standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• In principle, for payments subject to the Payment Services Directive (PSD) and without currency conversion, only
shared charges are allowed.
• For more information concerning tax payments and the payment type codes: National Revenue Agency:
http://portal.nap.bg/en/page?id=1
• Central bank of Bulgaria: http://www.bnb.bg/?toLang=_EN&toLang=_EN

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BNPABGSXXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an overseas
bank account. The number starts with a two-digit country code, then
two numbers, followed by several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (22
characters)

Mandatory

:59:BG52UBBS80021057826420

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Tax Payments

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
Free message
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

The 9-digits BULSTAT code is the tax identification number for
Bulstat code of the
Bulgarian legal entities. This information needs to be provided in the
beneficiary
remittance information.

9 digits

Mandatory

:70:BULSTAT 175296952 -

Tax Payments

Payment type
code

The 6-digits payment type code which is defined by the Ministry of
Finance and local regulation, needs to be provided in the remittance
information. Additional information might be required, please contact
your accountmanager for more information.

6 digits

Mandatory

:70: PAYMENT CODE 110000

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001
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Data

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>BNPABGSXXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system developed to
identify an overseas bank account. The number starts
with a two-digit country code, then two numbers,
followed by several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (22
characters)

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>BG52UBBS80021057826420</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary's full The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out
legal name
in full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of
Detailed purpose payment and needs to be provided in the remittance
of payment
information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice
n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Specification

BIC Code of
the Beneficiary SWIFT BIC Code
Bank
Beneficiary
Account
Number
Beneficiary
Name
Beneficiary
Address

Payment
Purpose

IBAN Account

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

Tax Payments

Bulstat code of
the beneficiary

The 9-digits BULSTAT code is the tax identification
number for Bulgarian legal entities. This information
needs to be provided in the remittance information.

9 digits

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>BULSTAT 175296952 -</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

Tax Payments

Payment type
code

The 6-digits payment type code which is defined by
the Ministry of Finance and local regulation, needs to
be provided in the remittance information. Additional
information might be required, please contact your
accountmanager for more information.

6 digits

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD> PAYMENT CODE 110000</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
BAPA Format
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment
is given through the BAPA code which is required by
the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BNPABGSXXXX

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an
overseas bank account. The number starts with a two-digit
country code, then two numbers, followed by several more
alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (22
characters)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:BG52UBBS80021057826420

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary
address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of
travel expenses – invoice n° 123456789

Tax Payments

Bulstat code of
the beneficiary

The 9-digits BULSTAT code is the tax identification number for
Bulgarian legal entities. This information needs to be provided in
the remittance information.

9 digits

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:BULSTAT
175296952 -

Tax Payments

Payment type
code

The 6-digits payment type code which is defined by the Ministry
of Finance and local regulation, needs to be provided in the
remittance information. Additional information might be required,
please contact your accountmanager for more information.

6 digits

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150: PAYMENT
CODE 110000

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an Free message
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The BAPA Format
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).
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Bahraini dinar (BHD) from France to Bahrain
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.
This currency accepts three decimal places.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central Bank of Bahrain: http://www.cbb.gov.bh/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BNPABHBWXXX

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an overseas bank
account. The number starts with a two-digit country code, then two
numbers, followed by several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (22
characters)

Mandatory

:59:BH57AUBB00053000585017

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
Free message
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Purpose of
payment code

The purpose of payment code consists of a 3 character code. The
information can be mentionned in the regularoty field or in the
remittance information. Any payment missing this information could face
a delay or rejection. The information should be structured as follow:
• For payments towards Bahrain or transiting through Bahrain:
/BENEFRES/BH//PPC/
• For outbound payments from Bahrain: /ORDERRES/BH//PPC/
Where 'PPC' has to be replaced by the correct 3-character purpose code
that can be found in the purpose of payment codes list (see Appendix
XVIII).
Remark: In case payments from or towards Bahrain are operated with
another country which also requires a mandatory purpose of payment
code, the inbound information (/BENEFRES/country ISO code//PPC/)
should be communicated in the regulatory reporting field and the
outbound information should be communicated in the remittance
information as follow: /ORDERRES/country ISO code//PPC/

3 digits

Mandatory

:77B:/BENEFRES/BH//COM/

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of
the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>BNPABHBWXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system developed to
identify an overseas bank account. The number starts with
a two-digit country code, then two numbers, followed by
several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (22
characters)

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>BH57AUBB00053000585017</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed
purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
For example, providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Purpose of
payment code

The purpose of payment code consists of a 3 character
code. The information can be mentionned in the regularoty
field or in the remittance information. Any payment
missing this information could face a delay or rejection.
The information should be structured as follow:
• For payments towards Bahrain or transiting through
Bahrain: /BENEFRES/BH//PPC/
• For outbound payments from Bahrain:
/ORDERRES/BH//PPC/
Where 'PPC' has to be replaced by the correct 3-character
purpose code that can be found in the purpose of payment
codes list (see Appendix XVIII).
Remark: In case payments from or towards Bahrain are
operated with another country which also requires a
mandatory purpose of payment code, the inbound
information (/BENEFRES/country ISO code//PPC/) should
be communicated in the regulatory reporting field and the
outbound information should be communicated in the
remittance information as follow: /ORDERRES/country ISO
code//PPC/

3 digits

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS>
<CD>/BENEFRES/BH//COM/</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BNPABHBWXXX

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an overseas
bank account. The number starts with a two-digit country code, then
two numbers, followed by several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (22
characters)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:BH57AUBB00053000585017

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary
address

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of
travel expenses – invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
legal name
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
Free message
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.
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Data

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

Purpose of
payment code

The purpose of payment code consists of a 3 character code. The
information can be mentionned in the regularoty field or in the
remittance information. Any payment missing this information could
face a delay or rejection. The information should be structured as
follow:
• For payments towards Bahrain or transiting through Bahrain:
/BENEFRES/BH//PPC/
• For outbound payments from Bahrain: /ORDERRES/BH//PPC/
Where 'PPC' has to be replaced by the correct 3-character purpose
code that can be found in the purpose of payment codes list (see
Appendix XVIII).
Remark: In case payments from or towards Bahrain are operated with
another country which also requires a mandatory purpose of
payment code, the inbound information (/BENEFRES/country ISO
code//PPC/) should be communicated in the regulatory reporting
field and the outbound information should be communicated in the
remittance information as follow: /ORDERRES/country ISO
code//PPC/

3 digits

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:/BENEFRES/BH//COM/

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code
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Burundi franc (BIF) from France to Burundi
Overview
BIF is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency. Fund
transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Burundi.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be standardized.
This currency has no decimal. In case you instruct a payment in this currency with decimals, it can be either rejected or
rounded.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Burundi: http://www.brb.bi/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BCRBBIBIXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

11 digits

Mandatory

:59:01000025833

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of payment
code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries with an
amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of France
(see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BCRBBIBIXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR>
<ID>01000025833</ID> </OTHR> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs
to be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Example CFONB

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BCRBBIBIXXX

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:01000025833

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
8 or 11 digits
and identifying business parties.

Mandatory /
recommended
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Bermudian dollar (BMD) from France to
Bermuda
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Monetary authority of Bermuda: http://www.bma.bm/SitePages/Home.aspx

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://ATIDBMH1XXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of payment
code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries with an
amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is BAPA Format
given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of France
(see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>ATIDBMH1XXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs
to be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:ATIDBMH1XXX

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
physical full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Payment Purpose

Description

Format

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
8 or 11 digits
and identifying business parties.
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Brunei dollar (BND) from France to Brunei
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Monetary authority of Brunei: http://www.ambd.gov.bn/Home.aspx

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://SCBLBNBBXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>SCBLBNBBXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs
to be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:SCBLBNBBXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
physical full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Payment Purpose
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Bolivian boliviano (BOB) from France to
Bolivia
Overview
BOB is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Bolivia.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Bolivia: http://www.bcb.gob.bo/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BANIBOLXXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BANIBOLXXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs
to be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Example CFONB

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BANIBOLXXXX

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
physical full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Payment Purpose

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
8 or 11 digits
and identifying business parties.

Mandatory /
recommended
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Brazilian real (BRL) from France to Brazil
Overview
BRL is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Brazil.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).
Please note that payments to Broker Dealers as well as payments to football/soccer teams are not supported.
Payments cannot be executed towards following beneficiary banks:
• Ourinvest Bank
• Maxima Bank
• Travelex
• Topazio Bank
• Confidence Bank
• Bex Bank
If for any reason a payment is executed towards one of the above beneficiary banks, the payment will be cancelled.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Brazil: http://www.bcb.gov.br/?ENGLISH
IMPORTANT: Be aware that the Brazil Foreign Exchange Regulation is requesting from each beneficiary a onetime
registration set-up to receive cross-border payments in local currency. If a beneficiary has not been registered yet, the
payment will not be rejected, but the credit to the beneficiary is likely to be delayed. Based on the contact details
provided in the remittance information of the payment, BNPP’s local providers will contact & work with the beneficiary
in Brazil to register him. Only once registration is complete, the FX and credit to their account can be executed. It's highly
recommended that the remitter does reach out to his beneficiary to inform him that the payment has been initiated and
that BNPP's local currency provider is going to contact him to complete the registration if it hasn't been done yet.
In addition, bear also in mind that every single payment done in local currency to Brazil needs to be supported by a
document proving the purpose of the payment. This document will be asked by BNPP's local currency provider to the
beneficiary. This emphasizes again the importance to provide the complete beneficiary contact details within the
remittance information.
Last but not least, when making local currency payments to entities domiciled in Brazil, it is expected that all
beneficiaries are aware of documentation requirements both at registration and at FX / payment execution.

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BNPABRSPXXX
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system developed to
identify an overseas bank account. The number starts with a
two-digit country code, then two numbers, followed by
several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (29
characters)

Mandatory

:59:BR8900360305040720000195710P1

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
Free message
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Beneficiary's
Details

Beneficiary's tax
ID

The beneficiary tax ID needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For legal entities it's called the CNPJ
11 or 14 digits
number and consists of 14 characters. For individuals, it's
called CPF number and consists of 11 characters.

Mandatory

:70:12345678901(234)

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's
phone number and
email address

The beneficiary contact details (phone number, email
address,…) needs to be provided in the remittance
information.

Free text

Mandatory

:70:Phone number, email address,…

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages,
routing business transactions and identifying
business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>BNPABRSPXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account
number, is a standard international numbering
system developed to identify an overseas bank
account. The number starts with a two-digit
country code, then two numbers, followed by
several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (29
characters)

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>BR8900360305040720000195710P1</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be
written out in full, without initials,
abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number,
street name, city, postal code, province,
country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction
with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary address</ADRLINE>
</PSTLADR> </CDTR>

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists
of a full written description (in English) of the
nature of payment and needs to be provided in
Detailed purpose
the remittance information. For example,
of payment
providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result
in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Payment
Purpose

Beneficiary's
Details

Beneficiary's tax
ID

The beneficiary tax ID needs to be provided in
the remittance information. For legal entities
it's called the CNPJ number and consists of 14
characters. For individuals, it's called CPF
number and consists of 11 characters.

11 or 14
digits

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>12345678901(234)</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's
phone number
and email
address

The beneficiary contact details (phone number,
email address,…) needs to be provided in the
remittance information.

Free text

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Phone number, email address,…</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of
payments, a purpose of payment code is
mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR
BAPA Format
(or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix
XXI ).
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CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:BNPABRSPXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system developed to
identify an overseas bank account. The number starts
with a two-digit country code, then two numbers,
followed by several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (29
characters)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:BR8900360305040720000195710P1

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out
in full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary address

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789

Data
BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

Beneficiary
Address

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
Free message
For example, providing an invoice number without
guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result
in errors or delays.

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

Beneficiary's
Details

Beneficiary's tax
ID

The beneficiary tax ID needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For legal entities it's called the
CNPJ number and consists of 14 characters. For
individuals, it's called CPF number and consists of 11
characters.

11 or 14 digits

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:12345678901(234)

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's
phone number
and email address

The beneficiary contact details (phone number, email
address,…) needs to be provided in the remittance
information.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Phone number, email
address,…

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose
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Bahamian dollar (BSD) from France to
Bahamas
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Bahamas: http://www.centralbankbahamas.com/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BITCBSNSXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of payment
code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries with an
amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is BAPA Format
given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of France
(see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BITCBSNSXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs
to be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BITCBSNSXXX

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:BBAN

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
physical full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Payment Purpose

Description

Format

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
8 or 11 digits
and identifying business parties.
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Bhutanese ngultrum (BTN) from France to
Bhutan
Overview
BTN is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Bhutan.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Monetary authority of Bhutan: http://www.rma.org.bt/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BHUBBTBTXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BHUBBTBTXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs
to be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Example CFONB

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BHUBBTBTXXX

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
physical full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Payment Purpose

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
8 or 11 digits
and identifying business parties.

Mandatory /
recommended
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Botswana pula (BWP) from France to
Botswana
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Botswana: http://www.bankofbotswana.bw/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BARCBWGXXXX

Beneficiary Account
Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full legal
name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary Address

Beneficiary's physical
full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank
branch code

The 6 digits beneficiary bank branch code should be instructed into
the remittance information field.

6 digits

Mandatory

:70:123456

Beneficiary's Contact
Details

Beneficiary's phone
number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in the
remittance information.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Phone number

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BARCBWGXXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
Local BBAN
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
Format
destination country.

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Free text
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Payment Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
Detailed purpose of and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
payment
For example, providing an invoice number without
guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in
errors or delays.

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank
branch code

The 6 digits beneficiary bank branch code should be
instructed into the remittance information field.

6 digits

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>123456</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's phone
number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in
the remittance information.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Phone number</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BARCBWGXXXX

Beneficiary Account
Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary Address

Beneficiary's physical
full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should
not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank
branch code

The 6 digits beneficiary bank branch code should be instructed
into the remittance information field.

6 digits

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:123456

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's phone
number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in the
remittance information.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Phone number

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The BAPA Format
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).
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Belarusian ruble (BYN) from France to
Belarus
Overview
Payments in BYN currency are currently suspended.
BYN is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Belarus.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).
In some cases, the final beneficiaries will have to contact their local branch to release the funds, or might be required to
sign documents to authorise the release of funds

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Belarus: http://www.nbrb.by/engl/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://MMBNBY22XXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system developed to
identify an overseas bank account. The number starts with
a two-digit country code, then two numbers, followed by
several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (28
characters)

Mandatory

:59:BY13NBRB3600900000002Z00AB00

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
For example, providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Beneficiary's
Details

Beneficiary's tax
ID

The beneficiary’s tax ID (UNN, INN or UNP) needs to be
provided into the remittance information.

Local format

Mandatory

:70:UNN or INN or UNP

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
BAPA Format
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

BAPA code
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* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages,
routing business transactions and identifying
business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>MMBNBY22XXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account
number, is a standard international
numbering system developed to identify an
overseas bank account. The number starts
with a two-digit country code, then two
numbers, followed by several more
alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (28
characters)

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>BY13NBRB3600900000002Z00AB00</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be
written out in full, without initials,
abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number,
street name, city, postal code, province,
country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction
with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary address</ADRLINE>
</PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed
purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists
of a full written description (in English) of the
nature of payment and needs to be provided
in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can
result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Beneficiary's
Details

Beneficiary's tax
ID

The beneficiary’s tax ID (UNN, INN or UNP)
needs to be provided into the remittance
information.

Local format

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>UNN or INN or UNP</USTRD> </RMTINF>

In order to feed the economic balance of
payments, a purpose of payment code is
mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR
BAPA Format
(or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix
XXI ).

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Data
BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:MMBNBY22XXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system developed to
identify an overseas bank account. The number starts
with a two-digit country code, then two numbers,
followed by several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (28
characters)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:BY13NBRB3600900000002Z00AB00

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out
in full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary address

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of
payment and needs to be provided in the remittance
information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary's tax
ID

The beneficiary’s tax ID (UNN, INN or UNP) needs to be
provided into the remittance information.

Local format

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:UNN or INN or UNP

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Detailed purpose
Payment Purpose
of payment

Beneficiary's
Details

Payment Purpose
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Belize dollar (BZD) from France to Belize
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Belize: https://www.centralbank.org.bz/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://LIBABZBZXXX

Beneficiary Account
Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Beneficiary's Bank
Details

Transit code

If the beneficiary's bank is Scotia Bank or one of its branches, a 5-digit
transit code is mandatory and needs to be provided in the remittance
information.

5 digits

Mandatory

:70:12345

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of payment
code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries with an
amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is BAPA Format
given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of France
(see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>LIBABZBZXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs
to be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

Beneficiary's Bank
Details

Transit code

If the beneficiary's bank is Scotia Bank or one of its branches,
a 5-digit transit code is mandatory and needs to be provided
in the remittance information.

5 digits

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>12345</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA
code</CD> </DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:LIBABZBZXXX

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:BBAN

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
physical full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Beneficiary Account
Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

Beneficiary Address

Description

Format

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
8 or 11 digits
and identifying business parties.

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary's Bank
Details

Transit code

If the beneficiary's bank is Scotia Bank or one of its branches, a 5-digit
transit code is mandatory and needs to be provided in the remittance
information.

5 digits

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:12345

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose
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Canadian dollar (CAD) from France to
Canada
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be highly standardized.
New regulation: as of June 2021, all Canadian banks should take reasonable measures to ensure the identification of the
final beneficiary. As a consequence, all payments in all currencies towards Canada as well as all CAD payments now
require the beneficiary address. The reasonable measures will vary from a Canadian bank to another, depending on their
size, risk appetite and other variables which can result in a normal payment processing to a strict rejection.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Canada:www.bankofcanada.ca/
• More payment information: https://www.payments.ca/resources/payment-guides/business-guides/wire transfers

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

:57A://BCANCAXX

Recommended

:57A://CC000306962

Local Clearing
System

The Canadien "CC" code identifies a Canadien bank and enables
the correct routing of payments in the domestic clearing . The
CC code is a nine digit code which identifies the direct payment
routing number (the first four digits) and the branch transit
Local clearing code
number (the last five digits).
CC + 9 digits
(CC code)
In certain cases, the CC code could be included within the
domestic account number. Please ask to your beneficiary to
indicate separately the CC code and the domestic account
number. Be aware, the local clearing code is mandatory if the
beneficiary bank is CIBC!

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:4330 RUE SAINT DENIS
/H2J2K8/MONTREAL/QC/CA/Canada

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is considered
as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent).
The purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code
which is required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose
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* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business
parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>BCANCAXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

The Canadien "CC" code identifies a Canadien
bank and enables the correct routing of
payments in the domestic clearing . The CC code
is a nine digit code which identifies the direct
payment routing number (the first four digits)
and the branch transit number (the last five
digits).
In certain cases, the CC code could be included
within the domestic account number. Please ask
to your beneficiary to indicate separately the CC
code and the domestic account number. Be
aware, the local clearing code is mandatory if the
beneficiary bank is CIBC!

CC + 9
digits

Recommended

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <CLRSYSMMBID>
<MMBID>CC000306962</MMBID> </CLRSYSMMBID>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account
Number

It's important that the domestic account number
Domestic
of the beneficiary complies with the local account
account number
format of the destination country.

Local
BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID> </OTHR> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be
written out in full, without initials, abbreviations
or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code
and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>4330 RUE SAINT DENIS
/H2J2K8/MONTREAL/QC/CA/Canada</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR>
</CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a
full written description (in English) of the nature
of payment and needs to be provided in the
Detailed purpose
remittance information. For example, providing
of payment
an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Payment
Purpose

In order to feed the economic balance of
payments, a purpose of payment code is
mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
SWIFT BIC Code
Bank

Local Clearing
System

Local clearing
code (CC code)

BAPA code

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:BCANCAXX

CC + 9
digits

Recommended

ENREG.05 POSITION 11 À 45:CC000306962

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Local Clearing
System

The Canadien "CC" code identifies a Canadien bank and
enables the correct routing of payments in the domestic
clearing . The CC code is a nine digit code which identifies
the direct payment routing number (the first four digits) and
Local clearing code
the branch transit number (the last five digits).
(CC code)
In certain cases, the CC code could be included within the
domestic account number. Please ask to your beneficiary to
indicate separately the CC code and the domestic account
number. Be aware, the local clearing code is mandatory if
the beneficiary bank is CIBC!

Beneficiary
Domestic account
Account Number
number
Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:4330 RUE SAINT
DENIS /H2J2K8/MONTREAL/QC/CA/Canada

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs
to be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789
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Data

Payment
Purpose

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code
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Congolese franc (CDF) from France to
Democratic Republic of Congo
CDF is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Democratic Republic of Congo.
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Swiss franc (CHF) from France to
Liechtenstein
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be highly standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• According to the Commission Services, Titles III and IV of the PSD also apply to payment transactions made in Swiss
Francs (CHF) within the EU/EEA countries, covering, amongst others, a transfer made in Swiss Francs between two PSPs
both located in one Member State (e.g. France)
• Central bank of Switzerland: http://www.snb.ch/en/

Guidelines
MT101
Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BLFLLI2XXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an overseas
bank account. The number starts with a two-digit country code, then
two numbers, followed by several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (21
characters)

Mandatory

:59:LI12123451234567890AB

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Data

Payment Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>BLFLLI2XXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system developed to
identify an overseas bank account. The number starts
with a two-digit country code, then two numbers,
followed by several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (21
characters)

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>LI12123451234567890AB</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary's full The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out
legal name
in full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Beneficiary
Name
Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of
Detailed purpose payment and needs to be provided in the remittance
Free message
of payment
information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Payment
Purpose

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
BAPA Format
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment
is given through the BAPA code which is required by
the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA code

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BLFLLI2XXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an overseas
bank account. The number starts with a two-digit country code,
then two numbers, followed by several more alphanumeric
characters.

IBAN (21
characters)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:LI12123451234567890AB

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should
not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment
of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA
code

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an Free message
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.
In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format
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Chilean peso (CLP) from France to Chile
Overview
CLP is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Chile.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).
This currency has no decimal. In case you instruct a payment in this currency with decimals, it can be either rejected or
rounded.
If your beneficiary is a NGO, they may need to provide up-to-date registration documents in order to receive funds.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Chile: http://www.bcentral.cl/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BADECLRMXXX

Beneficiary Account
Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Beneficiary's Details Beneficiary's tax ID

The beneficiary’s tax ID, RUT (Registro Unico Tributario) or RUN (Rol
Unico Nacional) needs to be provided in the remittance information. It
consists of 7 or 8 digits and one character (letter or number).

7 or 8 digits +
1 character

Mandatory

:70:RUT:76086466-5

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BADECLRMXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of
the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out
in full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of
payment and needs to be provided in the remittance
information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Beneficiary's
Details

Beneficiary's tax
ID

The beneficiary’s tax ID, RUT (Registro Unico Tributario)
or RUN (Rol Unico Nacional) needs to be provided in
7 or 8 digits
the remittance information. It consists of 7 or 8 digits + 1 character
and one character (letter or number).

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>RUT:76086466-5</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

BAPA
Format

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BADECLRMXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Free message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

The beneficiary’s tax ID, RUT (Registro Unico Tributario) or RUN (Rol
7 or 8 digits +
Unico Nacional) needs to be provided in the remittance information.
1 character
It consists of 7 or 8 digits and one character (letter or number).

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:RUT:76086466-5

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Beneficiary
Address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
physical full address
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

Beneficiary's
Details

Beneficiary's tax ID

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format
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Chinese Yuan Renminbi (CNY) from France
to China
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).
Payments in CNY toward mainland China are processed through the Chinese cross-border clearing system, called CIPS
(Cross-border Interbank Payment System), which uses specific codes and information. Cross-border payments in CNY
towards mainland China are only authorised for capital, commercial and similar transactions. Besides, cross-border
payments in CNY from corporates outside China to individuals located in mainland China are possible, using one of the
following purpose codes: /PAYT/02112, /PAYT/02114 or /PAYT/02125. In addition, self-transfer (with the same name)
cross-border payments in CNY initiated by individual to own individual account located in mainland China are possible
with the daily limit CNY80.000.
In order to avoid any payment delay or rejection when providing the full beneficiary address, please make sure to split
the full beneficiary name and the full beneficiary address. There are two options possible:
• Field 59, Option F (59F) : use the structured format provided by option F.
• Field 59, No Option (59) : please add "ADD" just in front of the address.
Be aware that regulations change frequently: please contact your accountmanager for the latest status or any specific
request.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of China: http://www.pbc.gov.cn/english/130437/index.html

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://ABOCCNBJXXX

Local Clearing
System

Local clearing code
(CNAPS code)

The CNAPS code identifies a Chinese bank and enables the correct
routing of payments in the domestic clearing. The CNAPS code is a 12
digits code.

CN + 12
digits

Recommended

:57A://CN123456789123

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's physical
full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

Payment Purpose

Purpose of payment
code

The purpose of payment code is mandatory for regulatory reporting to
the People’s Bank of China and should be instructed in the remittance
information. The format to follow is as follow: PAYT/XXXXX where
"XXXXX" is the correct 5 digit purpose of payment code, which can be
found in the purpose of payment code list (see Appendix III).

PAYT/ + 5
digits

Mandatory

:70:PAYT/02114

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank full
address

The beneficiary's bank full address needs to be provided in the
remittance information (exact branch location).

Free text

Recommended

:70:Beneficiary bank address

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA code

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>ABOCCNBJXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

Local Clearing
System

Local clearing
code (CNAPS
code)

The CNAPS code identifies a Chinese bank and enables
the correct routing of payments in the domestic
clearing. The CNAPS code is a 12 digits code.

CN + 12
digits

Recommended

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <CLRSYSMMBID>
<MMBID>CN123456789123</MMBID>
</CLRSYSMMBID> </FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account
Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
Local BBAN
beneficiary complies with the local account format of
Format
the destination country.

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID> </OTHR>
</ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out
in full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of
payment and needs to be provided in the remittance
information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Payment
Purpose

Purpose of
payment code

The purpose of payment code is mandatory for
regulatory reporting to the People’s Bank of China and
should be instructed in the remittance information. The
format to follow is as follow: PAYT/XXXXX where
"XXXXX" is the correct 5 digit purpose of payment code,
which can be found in the purpose of payment code list
(see Appendix III).

PAYT/ + 5
digits

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>PAYT/02114</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Beneficiary
Bank Details

Beneficiary bank
full address

The beneficiary's bank full address needs to be provided
in the remittance information (exact branch location).

Free text

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Beneficiary bank
address</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:ABOCCNBJXXX

CN + 12
digits

Recommended

ENREG.05 POSITION 11 À
45:CN123456789123

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
physical full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Local Clearing
System

Local clearing code
(CNAPS code)

The CNAPS code identifies a Chinese bank and enables the correct
routing of payments in the domestic clearing. The CNAPS code is a 12
digits code.

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

Description

Format

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
8 or 11 digits
and identifying business parties.
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Data

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

The purpose of payment code is mandatory for regulatory reporting to
the People’s Bank of China and should be instructed in the remittance
information. The format to follow is as follow: PAYT/XXXXX where
"XXXXX" is the correct 5 digit purpose of payment code, which can be
found in the purpose of payment code list (see Appendix III).

PAYT/ + 5
digits

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:PAYT/02114

Beneficiary bank full
address

The beneficiary's bank full address needs to be provided in the
remittance information (exact branch location).

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Beneficiary bank address

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Specification

Purpose of payment
Payment Purpose
code

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Payment Purpose
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Colombian peso (COP) from France to
Colombia
Overview
COP is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Colombia.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).
For payments below 10.000 USD equivalent, the final beneficiaries will be contacted to release the funds by filling an
appropriate form onshore. While for payments above 10.000 USD equivalent, the beneficiary bank requires supporting
documents to be filled out and presented on the day the transaction is closed for the funds to be credited. This
emphasises the importance of adding the beneficiary’s contact details in the payment instructions.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Colombia: http://www.banrep.gov.co/en
Currently we can only support payments to the following local banks:
a) Banco AV Villas (only payments less than 10 000 USD equivalent) - BAVICOBB
b) Banco de Bogota - BBOGCOBB
c) Bancolombia - COLOCOBM
d) Banco de Occidente - OCCICOBCBO 2
e) Citibank - CITICOBB
f) Banco Caja Social BCSC (only payments less than 10 000 USD equivalent) - CASOCOBB
g) Banco Davivienda - CAFECOBB
h) Helm Bank (Banco de Credito - BCTOCOBB
i) BBVA Colombia - GEROCOBB
j) CorpBanca - BCTOCOBB
k) Banco GNB Sudameris - BSUDCOBB
l) Banco Colpatria (only payments less than 10 000 USD equivalent) - COLPCOBB
m) Banco Santander - SANTCOBBXXX

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BNPACOBBCLP

Beneficiary Account
Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full legal The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
name
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.
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Data

Specification

Beneficiary Address

Description

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's physical
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Beneficiary's Details

Beneficiary's tax ID

The beneficiary’s tax ID, NIT (Número De Identificación Tributaria)
needs to be provided in the remittance information. It consists of 9
digits and one controle character which is also a number.

9 digits + 1
controle
character
(digit)

Mandatory

:70:NIT:123456789-0

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's phone
number or email
address

Mandatory

:70:Phone number or email
address

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

The beneficiary contact details (phone number or email address) needs
Free message
to be mentioned in the remittance information.
In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA code

BAPA Format

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Description

Example Pain 001

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BNPACOBBCLP</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID> </OTHR>
</ID> </CDTRACCT>

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
8 or 11 digits
business transactions and identifying business parties.

It's important that the domestic account number of
Domestic account
the beneficiary complies with the local account format
number
of the destination country.

Beneficiary
Account Number

Mandatory /
recommended

Format

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written
out in full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of
payment and needs to be provided in the remittance
information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Beneficiary's
Details

Beneficiary's tax ID

The beneficiary’s tax ID, NIT (Número De Identificación
Tributaria) needs to be provided in the remittance
information. It consists of 9 digits and one controle
character which is also a number.

9 digits + 1
controle
character
(digit)

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>NIT:123456789-0</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's
phone number or
email address

The beneficiary contact details (phone number or
email address) needs to be mentioned in the
remittance information.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Phone number or email
address</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
BAPA Format
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment
is given through the BAPA code which is required by
the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BNPACOBBCLP

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should
not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

Beneficiary's
Details

Beneficiary's tax ID

The beneficiary’s tax ID, NIT (Número De Identificación Tributaria)
needs to be provided in the remittance information. It consists of 9
digits and one controle character which is also a number.

9 digits + 1
controle
character
(digit)

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:NIT:123456789-0

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's phone
number or email
address

The beneficiary contact details (phone number or email address)
needs to be mentioned in the remittance information.

Free message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Phone
number or email address

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA
code

Payment Purpose
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Costa Rican colon (CRC) from France to
Costa Rica
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Costa Rica: http://www.bccr.fi.cr/bccr_home_page/index.html

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BSNJCRSJXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an overseas
bank account. The number starts with a two-digit country code, then
two numbers, followed by several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (22
characters)

Mandatory

:59:CR98015201001027816206

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary's tax
ID

The beneficiary's tax ID needs to be provided in the remittance
information. The beneficiary's tax ID must be formatted as "TAXID"
followed by numeric code of 10 or 12 digits as described below. There
is no space between letters and numbers.
If the beneficiary is an individual with costa rican nationality, the tax
ID to provide is the "Cédula de Persona Física" which consists of 10
digits. A zero should be placed before the 9 digits of the ID number.
TAXID + 10 or
Example: TAXID0123456789.
12 digits
If the beneficiary is an individual which is legally foreign registred, the
taks ID to provide is the "DIMEX" (Documento de Identificación de
Migración y Extranjería) which consists of 12 digits (as indicated in
identification document). Example: TAXID123456789012.
If the beneficiary is a legal entity/corporate, the tax ID to provide is
the "Cédula de Persona Jurídica" which consists of 10 digits (as
indicated in legal document). Example: TAXID1234567890.

Mandatory

:70:TAXID0123456789

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Beneficiary's
Details

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
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Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
SWIFT BIC Code
Bank

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>BSNJCRSJXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

IBAN (22
characters)

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>CR98015201001027816206</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system developed to
identify an overseas bank account. The number starts
with a two-digit country code, then two numbers,
followed by several more alphanumeric characters.

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out
in full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed
purpose of
payment

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

TAXID + 10
or 12 digits

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>TAXID0123456789</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Beneficiary's
Details

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
Free message
For example, providing an invoice number without
guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result
in errors or delays.

The beneficiary's tax ID needs to be provided in the
remittance information. The beneficiary's tax ID must be
formatted as "TAXID" followed by numeric code of 10 or
12 digits as described below. There is no space between
letters and numbers.
If the beneficiary is an individual with costa rican
nationality, the tax ID to provide is the "Cédula de
Persona Física" which consists of 10 digits. A zero should
be placed before the 9 digits of the ID number. Example:
Beneficiary's tax
TAXID0123456789.
ID
If the beneficiary is an individual which is legally foreign
registred, the taks ID to provide is the "DIMEX"
(Documento de Identificación de Migración y Extranjería)
which consists of 12 digits (as indicated in identification
document). Example: TAXID123456789012.
If the beneficiary is a legal entity/corporate, the tax ID to
provide is the "Cédula de Persona Jurídica" which
consists of 10 digits (as indicated in legal document).
Example: TAXID1234567890.

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BSNJCRSJXXX

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an overseas
bank account. The number starts with a two-digit country code,
then two numbers, followed by several more alphanumeric
characters.

IBAN (22
characters)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:CR98015201001027816206

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary
address

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of
travel expenses – invoice n° 123456789

Data

Specification

Description

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

Beneficiary
Account Number

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

Detailed purpose
Payment Purpose
of payment

Format
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Data

Beneficiary's
Details

Payment Purpose

Specification

Beneficiary's tax
ID

BAPA code

Description

Format

The beneficiary's tax ID needs to be provided in the remittance
information. The beneficiary's tax ID must be formatted as "TAXID"
followed by numeric code of 10 or 12 digits as described below.
There is no space between letters and numbers.
If the beneficiary is an individual with costa rican nationality, the
tax ID to provide is the "Cédula de Persona Física" which consists of
10 digits. A zero should be placed before the 9 digits of the ID
TAXID + 10 or
number. Example: TAXID0123456789.
12 digits
If the beneficiary is an individual which is legally foreign registred,
the taks ID to provide is the "DIMEX" (Documento de Identificación
de Migración y Extranjería) which consists of 12 digits (as indicated
in identification document). Example: TAXID123456789012.
If the beneficiary is a legal entity/corporate, the tax ID to provide is
the "Cédula de Persona Jurídica" which consists of 10 digits (as
indicated in legal document). Example: TAXID1234567890.
In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:TAXID0123456789

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA
code
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Cabo Verdean escudo (CVE) from France to
Cape Verde
Overview
CVE is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Cape Verde.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Cape Verde: http://www.bcv.cv/vEN/Pages/Homepage.aspx

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://CANBCVCVXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>CANBCVCVXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment and
Detailed purpose of
needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
payment
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:CANBCVCVXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
physical full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Payment Purpose
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Czech koruna (CZK) from France to Czech
Republic
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be highly standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• In principle, for payments subject to the Payment Services Directive (PSD) and without currency conversion, only
shared charges are allowed.
• Central bank of the Czech Republic: https://www.cnb.cz/en/index.html
In the case where structured remittance information is to be passed, it is important to note that this can be either one of
the following, or a combination of:
• Variable code (1-10 digits) e.g. /VS/xxxxx
• Constant code (1-4 digits) e.g. /KS/xxxxx
• Specific code (1-10 digits) e.g. /SS/xxxxx
These codes shall be provided by the beneficiary.

Guidelines
MT101
Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://GEBACZPPXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an overseas
bank account. The number starts with a two-digit country code,
then two numbers, followed by several more alphanumeric
characters.

IBAN (24
characters)

Mandatory

:59:CZ7601000000195504610227

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should
not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice
n° 123456789

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Data
BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
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Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
SWIFT BIC Code
Bank

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business
parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>GEBACZPPXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

IBAN (24
characters)

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>CZ7601000000195504610227</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system
developed to identify an overseas bank account.
The number starts with a two-digit country code,
then two numbers, followed by several more
alphanumeric characters.

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written
out in full, without initials, abbreviations or
acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code and
country name. PO Box should not be used unless it
is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a
full written description (in English) of the nature of
payment and needs to be provided in the
Free message
remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered
as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments,
a purpose of payment code is mandatory for
payments towards non-SEPA countries with an
amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
BAPA Format
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA
code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:GEBACZPPXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an
overseas bank account. The number starts with a two-digit
country code, then two numbers, followed by several more
alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (24
characters)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:CZ7601000000195504610227

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary
address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of
travel expenses – invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose
of payment code is mandatory for payments towards nonSEPA countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given through the
BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose
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Djiboutian franc (DJF) from France to
Djibouti
Overview
DJF is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency. Fund
transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Djibouti.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.
This currency has no decimal. In case you instruct a payment in this currency with decimals, it can be either rejected or
rounded.
Please note that for the moment, we are unable to make payments to Dahabshil Bank International.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Djibouti: http://banque-centrale.herokuapp.com/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://ICDJDJJDXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's physical
full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number without
guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of payment
code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries with an
amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is BAPA Format
given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data
BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

Specification

SWIFT BIC Code

Description
The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

Format
8 or 11
digits

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>ICDJDJJDXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose
of payment code is mandatory for payments towards nonSEPA countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given through the
BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA
code</CD> </DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:ICDJDJJDXXX

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:BBAN

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

Description

Format

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
8 or 11 digits
and identifying business parties.

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).
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Danish krone (DKK) from France to
Greenland
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be highly standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• In principle, for payments subject to the Payment Services Directive (PSD) and without currency conversion, only
shared charges are allowed.
• Central bank of Denmark: http://www.nationalbanken.dk/en/Pages/default.aspx

Guidelines
MT101
Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://GRENGLGXXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an overseas bank
account. The number starts with a two-digit country code, then two
numbers, followed by several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (18
characters)

Mandatory

:59:GL1212341234567891

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Data

Detailed purpose of
Payment Purpose
payment

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data
BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank
Beneficiary
Account
Number

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>GRENGLGXXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system developed to
identify an overseas bank account. The number starts
with a two-digit country code, then two numbers,
followed by several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (18
characters)

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>GL1212341234567891</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out
in full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Beneficiary
Address

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
Detailed purpose and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
Free message
of payment
For example, providing an invoice number without
guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in
errors or delays.

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:GRENGLGXXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an overseas
bank account. The number starts with a two-digit country code,
then two numbers, followed by several more alphanumeric
characters.

IBAN (18
characters)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:GL1212341234567891

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA
code

Payment
Purpose
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Dominican peso (DOP) from France to
Dominican Republic
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of the Dominican Republic: http://www.bancentral.gov.do:8080/english/index-e.asp

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BAESDOS1XXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can be
used to instruct the payment. However, it's recommended
to use IBAN format.

IBAN (28
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

:59:DO20BCBH00000000015235450013

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Beneficiary's tax
ID

The beneficiary’s tax ID (RNC - Registro Nacional de
Contribuyentes (9 digits or more) or Registro Mercantil (7
digits or more) or Cédula (11 digits) or Passport Number)
needs to be provided in the remittance information.
For an individual: passport number or Cédula (11 digits).
For a legal entity: RNC code (Registro Nacional de
Contribuyentes)

7 digits or 9
digits or 11
digits

Mandatory

:70:12345678912

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Beneficiary's
Details

Payment Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
SWIFT BIC Code
Bank

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

The BIC is used for addressing messages,
routing business transactions and identifying
business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>BAESDOS1XXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the
beneficiary can be used to instruct the
payment. However, it's recommended to use
IBAN format.

IBAN (28
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>DO20BCBH00000000015235450013</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be
written out in full, without initials,
abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number,
street name, city, postal code, province,
country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction
with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary address</ADRLINE>
</PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

7 digits or 9
digits or 11
digits

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>12345678912</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

Beneficiary's
Details

Payment
Purpose

Detailed
purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists
of a full written description (in English) of the
nature of payment and needs to be provided in
the remittance information. For example,
Free message
providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result
in errors or delays.

The beneficiary’s tax ID (RNC - Registro
Nacional de Contribuyentes (9 digits or more)
or Registro Mercantil (7 digits or more) or
Cédula (11 digits) or Passport Number) needs
Beneficiary's tax
to be provided in the remittance information.
ID
For an individual: passport number or Cédula
(11 digits).
For a legal entity: RNC code (Registro Nacional
de Contribuyentes)

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of
payments, a purpose of payment code is
mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR
(or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix
XXI ).

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:BAESDOS1XXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can
be used to instruct the payment. However, it's
recommended to use IBAN format.

IBAN (28
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:DO20BCBH00000000015235450013

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out
in full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary address

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
Detailed purpose and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
Payment Purpose
Free message
of payment
For example, providing an invoice number without
guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in
errors or delays.

Beneficiary's
Details

Payment Purpose

Beneficiary's tax
ID

The beneficiary’s tax ID (RNC - Registro Nacional de
Contribuyentes (9 digits or more) or Registro Mercantil
(7 digits or more) or Cédula (11 digits) or Passport
Number) needs to be provided in the remittance
information.
For an individual: passport number or Cédula (11 digits).
For a legal entity: RNC code (Registro Nacional de
Contribuyentes)

7 digits or 9
digits or 11
digits

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:12345678912

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code
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Algerian dinar (DZD) from France to Algeria
Overview
DZD is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Algeria.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Additional information: FX activities in Algeria are heavily regulated and tightly controlled by the Algerian central bank.
• Central bank of Algeria: http://www.bank-of-algeria.dz/html/present.htm

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BNPADZALXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can be
used to instruct the payment. However, it's recommended
to use IBAN format.

IBAN (26
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

:59:DZ580002100001113000000570

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
Detailed purpose of and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
Payment Purpose
payment
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.
Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Payment Purpose

Beneficiary's phone
number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in
the remittance information.

Free message

Recommended

:70:+2131234567890

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages,
routing business transactions and identifying
business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>BNPADZALXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the
beneficiary can be used to instruct the
payment. However, it's recommended to use
IBAN format.

IBAN (26
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>DZ580002100001113000000570</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be
written out in full, without initials,
abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number,
street name, city, postal code, province,
country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction
with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Payment
Purpose

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists
of a full written description (in English) of the
nature of payment and needs to be provided
Detailed purpose
in the remittance information. For example,
Free message
of payment
providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result
in errors or delays.
Beneficiary's
phone number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be
provided in the remittance information.

Free message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>+2131234567890</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of
payments, a purpose of payment code is
mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR
(or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix
XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:BNPADZALXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can
be used to instruct the payment. However, it's
recommended to use IBAN format.

IBAN (26
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:DZ580002100001113000000570

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out
in full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary
address

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
Free message
For example, providing an invoice number without
guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result
in errors or delays.

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's
phone number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in
the remittance information.

Free message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:+2131234567890

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose
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Egyptian pound (EGP) from France to Egypt
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).
Due to a new legal opinion on local regulation which implies it is no longer possible for offshore banks to trade EGP
currency, it consequently brings some limitations to our EGP offer:
• Incoming EGP payments to be converted and credited to accounts denominated in other currencies will be rejected
• Outgoing payments requiring FX into EG: no change
• Incoming an outgoing EGP payment without a FX will also be rejected.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Egypt: http://www.cbe.org.eg/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://AFXMEGCAXXX

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an
overseas bank account. The number starts with a two-digit
country code, then two numbers, followed by several more
alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (29
characters)

Mandatory

:59:EG380019000500000000263180002

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs
to be provided in the remittance information. For example,
Free message
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.
In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001
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Data

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

The BIC is used for addressing messages,
routing business transactions and identifying
business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>AFXMEGCAXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

An IBAN, or international bank account number,
is a standard international numbering system
developed to identify an overseas bank account.
The number starts with a two-digit country
code, then two numbers, followed by several
more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (29
characters)

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>EG380019000500000000263180002</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be
Beneficiary's full
written out in full, without initials, abbreviations
legal name
or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code
and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary address</ADRLINE>
</PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Detailed
purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of
a full written description (in English) of the
nature of payment and needs to be provided in
the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result
in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of
payments, a purpose of payment code is
mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR BAPA Format
(or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required
by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Specification

BIC Code of
the Beneficiary SWIFT BIC Code
Bank

Beneficiary
Account
Number

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary
Address

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

IBAN Account

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:AFXMEGCAXXX

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system developed to
identify an overseas bank account. The number starts with
a two-digit country code, then two numbers, followed by
several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (29
characters)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:EG380019000500000000263180002

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary address

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
Detailed purpose and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
Free message
of payment
For example, providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format
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Eritrean nakfa (ERN) from France to Eritrea
Overview
ERN is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Eritrea.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://CBERERAIXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full legal
name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's physical
full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
Free message
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank full
address

The beneficiary bank full address needs to be provided in the remittance
Free message
information (exact branch location).

Mandatory

:70:Beneficiary bank full
address

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>CBERERAIXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
Detailed purpose of and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
Payment Purpose
payment
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Payment Purpose

Beneficiary bank
full address

The beneficiary bank full address needs to be provided in
the remittance information (exact branch location).

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Beneficiary bank full
address</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:CBERERAIXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank full
address

The beneficiary bank full address needs to be provided in the
remittance information (exact branch location).

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Beneficiary bank full address

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose
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Ethiopian birr (ETB) from France to Ethiopia
Overview
ETB is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Ethiopia.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://ABAYETAAXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary's full legal The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
name
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary Name
Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's physical
full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank full
name

The beneficiary bank full name needs to be provided in the remittance
Free message
information.

Mandatory

:70:Beneficiary bank (branch)
full name

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>ABAYETAAXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country name.
PO Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with
the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address
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Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
Detailed purpose of and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
Payment Purpose
payment
For example, providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Data

Payment Purpose

Specification

Description

Beneficiary bank
full name

The beneficiary bank full name needs to be provided in the
remittance information.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Beneficiary bank (branch)
full name</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:ABAYETAAXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank full
name

The beneficiary bank full name needs to be provided in the
remittance information.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Beneficiary bank (branch) full
name

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose
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European euro (EUR) from France to Kosovo
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be standardized.
Today, all transactions in EUR between 2 countries with EUR as domestic currency must respect the SEPA regulation
(Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta,
Portugal, Slovenia, Slovakia, Spain and The Netherlands). As from November 2016, all transactions in EUR between 2
countries within the SEPA Area (see Appendix VII) must also respect the SEPA regulation. Payment transactions
processed and settled through large-value payment systems, regardless of the amount, remain out of scope of the SEPA
regulation.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• In principle, for payments subject to the Payment Services Directive (PSD) and without currency conversion, only
shared charges are allowed.
• More information about the Euro zone:
http://europa.eu/about-eu/basic-information/money/euro/
• European Central Bank: https://www.ecb.europa.eu/home/html/index.en.html

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://CBRKXKPRXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can be used to
instruct the payment. However, it's recommended to use IBAN
format.

IBAN (20
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

:59:XK051212012345678906

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
Payment Purpose
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Payment Purpose

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

BAPA code

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business
parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>CBRKXKPRXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary
can be used to instruct the payment. However, it's
recommended to use IBAN format.

IBAN (20
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>XK051212012345678906</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written
out in full, without initials, abbreviations or
acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code and
country name. PO Box should not be used unless it is
in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of
Detailed purpose payment and needs to be provided in the remittance
Free message
of payment
information. For example, providing an invoice
number without guiding text is considered as
insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Payment
Purpose

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above
BAPA Format
50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA code

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:CBRKXKPRXXX

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can be used
to instruct the payment. However, it's recommended to use
IBAN format.

IBAN (20
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:XK051212012345678906

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary
address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is considered
as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of
travel expenses – invoice n° 123456789

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose
of payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent).
The purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code
which is required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA
code

Data

Specification

Description

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Beneficiary
Name

Format
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Fijian dollar (FJD) from France to Fiji
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Fiji: http://www.rbf.gov.fj/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://ANZBFJFXXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>ANZBFJFXXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs
to be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:ANZBFJFXXXX

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
physical full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Payment Purpose

Description

Format

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
8 or 11 digits
and identifying business parties.
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Pound sterling (GBP) from France to Jersey
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be highly standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• In principle, for payments subject to the Payment Services Directive (PSD) and without currency conversion, only
shared charges are allowed.
• Central bank of the United Kingdom : http://www.bankofengland.co.uk

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://ABNAJESHXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can be used to
instruct the payment. However, it's recommended to use IBAN
format.

IBAN (22
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

:59:GB12BICC12345612345678

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should
not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
Detailed purpose of
Payment Purpose
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
payment
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business
parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>ABNAJESHXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary
can be used to instruct the payment. However, it's
recommended to use IBAN format.

IBAN (22
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>GB12BICC12345612345678</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written
out in full, without initials, abbreviations or
acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code and
country name. PO Box should not be used unless it
is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a
full written description (in English) of the nature of
payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered
as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice
n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments,
a purpose of payment code is mandatory for
payments towards non-SEPA countries with an
amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA
code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:ABNAJESHXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can be
used to instruct the payment. However, it's recommended to
use IBAN format.

IBAN (22
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:GB12BICC12345612345678

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary
address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of
travel expenses – invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose
of payment code is mandatory for payments towards nonSEPA countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given through the
BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose
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Georgian lari (GEL) from France to Georgia
Overview
GEL is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Georgia.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.
It's also important to note that tax payments are not permitted.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Georgia: https://www.nbg.gov.ge/index.php?m=2&lng=eng

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://CBASGE22XXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an overseas
bank account. The number starts with a two-digit country code,
then two numbers, followed by several more alphanumeric
characters.

IBAN (22
characters)

Mandatory

:59:GE65NB0331100001150207

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
SWIFT BIC Code
Bank

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business
parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>CBASGE22XXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>
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Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system developed
to identify an overseas bank account. The number
starts with a two-digit country code, then two
numbers, followed by several more alphanumeric
characters.

IBAN (22
characters)

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>GE65NB0331100001150207</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written
out in full, without initials, abbreviations or
acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code and
country name. PO Box should not be used unless it is
in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of
Detailed purpose payment and needs to be provided in the remittance
Free message
of payment
information. For example, providing an invoice
number without guiding text is considered as
insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice
n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Payment
Purpose

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above
BAPA Format
50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Data

BAPA code

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:CBASGE22XXX

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an
overseas bank account. The number starts with a two-digit
country code, then two numbers, followed by several more
alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (22
characters)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:GE65NB0331100001150207

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary
address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is considered
as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of
travel expenses – invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose
of payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent).
The purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code
which is required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Data

Specification

Description

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

Beneficiary
Account Number

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

Payment
Purpose

Format
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Ghanaian cedi (GHS) from France to Ghana
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Ghana: http://www.bog.gov.gh/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BARCGHACXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BARCGHACXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
Detailed purpose of and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
payment
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Payment
Purpose

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA code

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BARCGHACXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
physical full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Payment Purpose
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Gambian dalasi (GMD) from France to
Gambia
Overview
GMD is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Gambia.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Gambia: http://www.cbg.gm/

Guidelines
MT101
Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

Mandatory

:57A://ACGAGMGFXXX

18 digits

Mandatory

:59:123456789123456789

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Payment Purpose

Description

Format

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
8 or 11 digits
and identifying business parties.

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>ACGAGMGFXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

18 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR>
<ID>123456789123456789</ID> </OTHR> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Domestic account
Account Number
number
Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
For example, providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:ACGAGMGFXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

18 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:123456789123456789

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
physical full address
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
Payment Purpose
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment
of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Payment Purpose

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA
code

Beneficiary
Address

BAPA code
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Guinean franc (GNF) from France to Guinea
Overview
GNF is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Guinea.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be standardized.
This currency has no decimal. In case you instruct a payment in this currency with decimals, it can be either rejected or
rounded.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Guinea: http://www.bcrg-guinee.org/
The domestic account number (BBAN) is eighteen digits in Guinea. This account structure is made up of a bank/branch
identifier (three digits), an agency code (three digits), a domestic account number (ten digits) and a key (two digits).

Guidelines
MT101
Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

Mandatory

:57A://CCEIGNGNXXX

18 digits

Mandatory

:59:123456789012345678

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Payment Purpose

Description

Format

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
8 or 11 digits
and identifying business parties.

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>CCEIGNGNXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>
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Data

Specification

Beneficiary
Domestic account
Account Number
number

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

18 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR>
<ID>123456789012345678</ID> </OTHR> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
For example, providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:CCEIGNGNXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

18 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:123456789012345678

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
physical full address
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
Payment Purpose
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment
of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Payment Purpose

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA
code

Beneficiary
Address

BAPA code
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Guatemalan quetzal (GTQ) from France to
Guatemala
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.
Please take into account that for the moment, payments to individuals are not available except if the beneficiary holds an
account with Banco Industrial.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Guatemala: http://www.banguat.gob.gt/default.asp?lang=2

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://AGROGTGCXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can be
used to instruct the payment. However, it's recommended
to use IBAN format.

IBAN (28
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

:59:GT85AMCN02010000000847610004

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country name.
PO Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with
the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
For example, providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

BIC Code of
the Beneficiary SWIFT BIC Code
Bank

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

The BIC is used for addressing messages,
routing business transactions and identifying
business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>AGROGTGCXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the
beneficiary can be used to instruct the
payment. However, it's recommended to use
IBAN format.

IBAN (28
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>GT85AMCN02010000000847610004</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be
written out in full, without initials,
abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number,
street name, city, postal code, province,
country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction
with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary address</ADRLINE>
</PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists
of a full written description (in English) of the
nature of payment and needs to be provided
Detailed purpose
in the remittance information. For example, Free message
of payment
providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can
result in errors or delays.

Payment
Purpose

In order to feed the economic balance of
payments, a purpose of payment code is
mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR
BAPA Format
(or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix
XXI ).

BAPA code

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:AGROGTGCXXX

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can
be used to instruct the payment. However, it's
recommended to use IBAN format.

IBAN (28
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:GT85AMCN02010000000847610004

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out
in full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of
payment and needs to be provided in the remittance
information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Beneficiary
Address

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose
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Guyanese dollar (GYD) from France to
Guyana
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.
Funds paid to the Guyana Revenue Authority requires a reference in the following format: YYMMDD/RRRRRRRRRRRR.
The relevant reference should be obtained from the Guyana Revenu Authority.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Guyana: http://www.bankofguyana.org.gy/bog/

Guidelines
MT101
Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

Mandatory

:57A://BNPAGFGXXXX

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Free
message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Beneficiary Account
Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

Beneficiary Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

Payment Purpose

Beneficiary's Bank
Details

Payment Purpose

Description

Format

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions and
8 or 11 digits
identifying business parties.

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
Detailed purpose of
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
payment
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number without
guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Transit code

The 8-digit transit Code enables to identify a bank branch and is required
in order to route the payment. It should be instructed in the remittance
information. This routing code consists of one cheque digit, four digits for
the branch and three digits for the bank.

Free text

Mandatory

:70:12345678

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of payment
code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries with an
amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BNPAGFGXXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

Beneficiary's Bank
Details

Transit code

The 8-digit transit Code enables to identify a bank branch and
is required in order to route the payment. It should be
instructed in the remittance information. This routing code
consists of one cheque digit, four digits for the branch and
three digits for the bank.

Free text

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>12345678</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose
of payment code is mandatory for payments towards nonSEPA countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given through the
BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BNPAGFGXXXX

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary's Bank
Details

Transit code

The 8-digit transit Code enables to identify a bank branch and is
required in order to route the payment. It should be instructed in the
remittance information. This routing code consists of one cheque digit,
four digits for the branch and three digits for the bank.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:12345678

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

Beneficiary Address

Payment Purpose

Description

Format

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
8 or 11 digits
and identifying business parties.
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Hong Kong dollar (HKD) from France to
Hong Kong
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be highly standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Hong Kong monetary authority: http://www.hkma.gov.hk/eng/index.shtml

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BNPAHKHHXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BNPAHKHHXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BNPAHKHHXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose
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Honduran lempira (HNL) from France to
Honduras
Overview
HNL is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Honduras.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).
In addition, a series of limitation applies:
• Individual to individual payments are not supported
• Payments from corporations to individuals must be pre-cleared before processing. Please contact your account manager
for further informations.
• Capital injection payments are not supported
Trading and settlements in HNL are temporarily working on a half day basis due to the outbreak of covid-19. Due to the
shortened operating hours, delivery timelines of payments and investigations may be delayed.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Honduras: http://www.bch.hn/eng/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://ATTDHNTEXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary's
Details

Beneficiary's tax ID

The beneficiary's tax ID number needs to be provided in the remittance
information . It consists of the Tarjeta de Identidad (13 digits) for
individuals and the Registro Tributario Nacional (RTN + 14 digits) for
corporates.

RTN + 14
digits or 10
digits

Mandatory

:70:RTN12345678901234

Beneficiary's
Details

Beneficiary's
account type

The beneficiary's type of account can be either "cuenta corriente"
(checking account) or "cuenta de ahorro" (saving account). This
information needs to be mentioned in the remittance information.

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Cuenta de ahorro
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Data

Payment Purpose

Specification

Description

Format

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA code

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data
BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

Specification

Description

Format

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

It's important that the domestic account number of
Beneficiary
Domestic account
Local BBAN
the beneficiary complies with the local account format
Account Number
number
Format
of the destination country.

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>ATTDHNTEXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID> </OTHR>
</ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written
out in full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code and
country name. PO Box should not be used unless it is
in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of
payment and needs to be provided in the remittance
information. For example, providing an invoice
number without guiding text is considered as
insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Beneficiary's
Details

Beneficiary's tax
ID

The beneficiary's tax ID number needs to be provided
in the remittance information . It consists of the
Tarjeta de Identidad (13 digits) for individuals and the
Registro Tributario Nacional (RTN + 14 digits) for
corporates.

RTN + 14
digits or 10
digits

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>RTN12345678901234</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

Beneficiary's
Details

Beneficiary's
account type

The beneficiary's type of account can be either
"cuenta corriente" (checking account) or "cuenta de
ahorro" (saving account). This information needs to be
mentioned in the remittance information.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Cuenta de ahorro</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above
50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:ATTDHNTEXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
Detailed purpose of
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
payment
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment
of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Payment Purpose

Beneficiary's
Details

Beneficiary's tax ID

The beneficiary's tax ID number needs to be provided in the
remittance information . It consists of the Tarjeta de Identidad (13
digits) for individuals and the Registro Tributario Nacional (RTN +
14 digits) for corporates.

RTN + 14
digits or 10
digits

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:RTN12345678901234

Beneficiary's
Details

Beneficiary's
account type

The beneficiary's type of account can be either "cuenta corriente"
(checking account) or "cuenta de ahorro" (saving account). This
information needs to be mentioned in the remittance information.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Cuenta
de ahorro

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA
code

Payment Purpose
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Haitian gourde (HTG) from France to Haiti
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Haiti: http://www.brh.net/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BNPAHTP1XXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BNPAHTP1XXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs
to be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BNPAHTP1XXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
physical full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Payment Purpose
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Hungarian forint (HUF) from France to
Hungary
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be highly standardized.
Please instruct your HUF payments without decimals. In case you instruct a payment in this currency with decimals, it
can be either rejected or rounded.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• In principle, for payments subject to the Payment Services Directive (PSD) and without currency conversion, only
shared charges are allowed.
• Central bank of Hungary: http://english.mnb.hu/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BNPAHUHXXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an
overseas bank account. The number starts with a two-digit
country code, then two numbers, followed by several more
alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (28
characters)

Mandatory

:59:HU42117730161111101800000000

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose
of payment code is mandatory for payments towards nonSEPA countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given through the
BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

BIC Code of
The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
the Beneficiary SWIFT BIC Code
business transactions and identifying business
8 or 11 digits
Bank
parties.

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>BNPAHUHXXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number,
is a standard international numbering system
developed to identify an overseas bank account.
The number starts with a two-digit country
code, then two numbers, followed by several
more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (28
characters)

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>HU42117730161111101800000000</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be
written out in full, without initials, abbreviations
or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code
and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary address</ADRLINE>
</PSTLADR> </CDTR>

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a
full written description (in English) of the nature
of payment and needs to be provided in the
Detailed purpose
remittance information. For example, providing
of payment
an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Beneficiary
Account
Number

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of
payments, a purpose of payment code is
mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or BAPA Format
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:BNPAHUHXXXX

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system developed to
identify an overseas bank account. The number starts with
a two-digit country code, then two numbers, followed by
several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (28
characters)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:HU42117730161111101800000000

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary address

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
Detailed purpose and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
Free message
of payment
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Payment
Purpose

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
BAPA Format
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA code
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Indonesian rupiah (IDR) from France to
Indonesia
Overview
IDR is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Indonesia.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).
This currency has no decimal. In case you instruct a payment in this currency with decimals, it can be either rejected or
rounded.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Indonesia: http://www.bi.go.id/en/Default.aspx

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

:57A://BNPAIDJAXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary SKN
number

The SKN number needs to be mentioned on the first line of the
remittance information or regulatory reporting field with format
“/ACC/BENEFRES/ID/SKN/2*2**” where
* BenefTypeCode value = 1 / 2/ 3 (1: Individual, 2: Corporate, 3:
Government)
** BenefStatusCode value = 1 / 2 (1: Resident, 2: Non-Resident)
Examples: /ACC/BENEFRES/ID/SKN/21 (for corporate resident) or
/ACC/BENEFRES/ID/SKN/22 (for corporate non-resident). In above
examples, "ID" is a fixed value that stands for "Indonesia" and not for a
particular identification reference.

2 digits

Mandatory

:70:/ACC/BENEFRES/ID/SKN/21

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of payment
code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries with an
amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of France
(see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Beneficiary's
Details

Payment Purpose
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* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

BIC Code of the
The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
Beneficiary
SWIFT BIC Code
transactions and identifying business parties.
Bank
Beneficiary
Account
Number

Domestic
account number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
legal name
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>BNPAIDJAXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

Local
BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID> </OTHR>
</ID> </CDTRACCT>

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed
purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
For example, providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice
n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

2 digits

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>/ACC/BENEFRES/ID/SKN/21</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Beneficiary's
Details

Payment
Purpose

The SKN number needs to be mentioned on the first line
of the remittance information or regulatory reporting field
with format “/ACC/BENEFRES/ID/SKN/2*2**” where
* BenefTypeCode value = 1 / 2/ 3 (1: Individual, 2:
Corporate, 3: Government)
Beneficiary SKN
** BenefStatusCode value = 1 / 2 (1: Resident, 2: Nonnumber
Resident)
Examples: /ACC/BENEFRES/ID/SKN/21 (for corporate
resident) or /ACC/BENEFRES/ID/SKN/22 (for corporate
non-resident). In above examples, "ID" is a fixed value that
stands for "Indonesia" and not for a particular identification
reference.

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BNPAIDJAXXX

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary
Domestic account
Account Number
number
Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary
address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of
travel expenses – invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary's
Details

Beneficiary SKN
number

The SKN number needs to be mentioned on the first line of the
remittance information or regulatory reporting field with format
“/ACC/BENEFRES/ID/SKN/2*2**” where
* BenefTypeCode value = 1 / 2/ 3 (1: Individual, 2: Corporate, 3:
Government)
** BenefStatusCode value = 1 / 2 (1: Resident, 2: Non-Resident)
Examples: /ACC/BENEFRES/ID/SKN/21 (for corporate resident) or
/ACC/BENEFRES/ID/SKN/22 (for corporate non-resident). In above
examples, "ID" is a fixed value that stands for "Indonesia" and not for a
particular identification reference.

2 digits

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:/ACC/BENEFRES/ID/SKN/21

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code
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Israeli new shekel (ILS) from France to
Israel
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be highly standardized.
Please note that payments in transit via Israel with destination Palestine are forbidden.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Israel: http://www.boi.org.il/en/Pages/Default.aspx

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://POALILITXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an
overseas bank account. The number starts with a two-digit
country code, then two numbers, followed by several more
alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (23
characters)

Mandatory

:59:IL730540300000300025533

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Detailed purpose of
Payment Purpose
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing Free message
an invoice number without guiding text is considered as
insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's phone
number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in the
remittance information.

Free message

Recommended

:70:Phone number

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which
is required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business
parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>POALILITXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>
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Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is
a standard international numbering system
developed to identify an overseas bank account.
The number starts with a two-digit country code,
then two numbers, followed by several more
alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (23
characters)

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>IL730540300000300025533</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written
out in full, without initials, abbreviations or
acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code and
country name. PO Box should not be used unless it
is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice
n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Data

Payment
Purpose

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a
full written description (in English) of the nature of
Detailed purpose
payment and needs to be provided in the
Free message
of payment
remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered
as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.
Beneficiary's
phone number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be
provided in the remittance information.

Free message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Phone number</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of
payments, a purpose of payment code is
mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:POALILITXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an
overseas bank account. The number starts with a two-digit
country code, then two numbers, followed by several more
alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (23
characters)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:IL730540300000300025533

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary
address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs
to be provided in the remittance information. For example,
Free message
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of
travel expenses – invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's
phone number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in the
remittance information.

Free message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Phone
number

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose
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Indian rupee (INR) from France to India
Overview
INR is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of India.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• List of Purpose code: http://www.rbi.org.in/scripts/PublicationReportDetails.aspx?ID=292
• List of IFSC code: http://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/bs_viewcontent.aspx?Id=2009
• For more information about the NEFT System and IFSC code:
http://www.rbi.org.in/scripts/FAQView.aspx?Id=60
• Central Bank of India: http://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/AboutusDisplay.aspx
NGOs and individuals receiving charity/donation payments must open a specific account number called a FCRA account.
For payments those payments, it is mandatory to instruct New Delhi’s Central Bank branch as the beneficiary bank.
Payment will be rejected if the IFSC code or BIC code is not the one of New Delhi’s Central Bank branch.
Additional documentation might be requested for certain type of payments. This additional documentation is called “FIRC”
or “e-FIRC” for its electronic equivalent. These documents can only be provided by Indian banks.

Guidelines
MT101
Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

Local Clearing
System

Local clearing code
(IFSC code)

The IFSC code (Indian Financial System Code) is an alpha-numeric code (eleven
digit code) that uniquely identifies a bank-branch participating in the NEFT
system (National electronic funds transfer system) and is preferred as best
practice in order to ensure the correct processing of the payment through the
local clearing. The IFSC code is a 11 digits code.
In case the IFSC Code is not provided, it's mandatory to mention the BIC SWIFT
code (branch identifier included, if provided) and recommended to mention the
exact branch location of the beneficiary bank in the remittance information.

IN + 11
digits

Recommended

:57A://INAPMC1234567

Beneficiary
Account
Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary complies
with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without initials,
abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used unless it is
in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Data
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Data

Payment
Purpose

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description (in
English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the remittance
information. For example: providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays. To apply funds in
India, based on the detailed explanation, three questions must be answered:
• What is the Purpose of remittance to identify the relevant regulation/code as
per the enclose file
• What is the relationship between the Remitter and Beneficiary
• Whether the transaction would be repetitive in nature
Note: the reason of payment must not start with the special character '/'.

Free
message

Mandatory

:70:Rent paid to parent for the
month of March21 or Rent
paid to employer/non relative
for the month of March21

The purpose of payment code should be mentioned in the remittance
information. The format to respect is the following "PXXXX" where XXXX should
be replaced by the relevant purpose of payment code.
Please note that the purpose code mentioned by the ordering party should
match the purpose code provided by the beneficiary. If you are not able to agree
beforehand of the purpose code with your beneficiary or you are unsure of the P + 4 digits
purpose code to use, do not insert a purpose code but make sure to have a
detailed free text explanation with the three questions answered related to the
purpose of the payment. A list with all the purpose of payment codes is available
(see Appendix I).
Note: the purpose of payment code must not start with the special character '/'.

Mandatory

:70:P0017

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of payment code
is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above
50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given through the
BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

Purpose of
payment code

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

BAPA
Format

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Local Clearing
System

Local clearing
code (IFSC code)

The IFSC code (Indian Financial System Code) is an alphanumeric code (eleven digit code) that uniquely identifies a
bank-branch participating in the NEFT system (National
electronic funds transfer system) and is preferred as best
practice in order to ensure the correct processing of the
payment through the local clearing. The IFSC code is a 11 digits
code.
In case the IFSC Code is not provided, it's mandatory to
mention the BIC SWIFT code (branch identifier included, if
provided) and recommended to mention the exact branch
location of the beneficiary bank in the remittance information.

IN + 11
digits

Recommended

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <CLRSYSMMBID>
<MMBID>INAPMC1234567</MMBID>
</CLRSYSMMBID> </FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account
Number

Domestic
account number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local
BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example:
providing an invoice number without guiding text is considered
as insufficient and can result in errors or delays. To apply funds
in India, based on the detailed explanation, three questions
Detailed purpose
must be answered:
of payment
• What is the Purpose of remittance to identify the relevant
regulation/code as per the enclose file
• What is the relationship between the Remitter and
Beneficiary
• Whether the transaction would be repetitive in nature
Note: the reason of payment must not start with the special
character '/'.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Rent paid to parent for the
month of March21 or Rent paid to employer/non
relative for the month of March21</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

P + 4 digits

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>P0017</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Data

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

Purpose of
payment code

The purpose of payment code should be mentioned in the
remittance information. The format to respect is the following
"PXXXX" where XXXX should be replaced by the relevant
purpose of payment code.
Please note that the purpose code mentioned by the ordering
party should match the purpose code provided by the
beneficiary. If you are not able to agree beforehand of the
purpose code with your beneficiary or you are unsure of the
purpose code to use, do not insert a purpose code but make
sure to have a detailed free text explanation with the three
questions answered related to the purpose of the payment. A
list with all the purpose of payment codes is available (see
Appendix I).
Note: the purpose of payment code must not start with the
special character '/'.
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Data

Payment
Purpose

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose
of payment code is mandatory for payments towards nonSEPA countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given through the
BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Local Clearing
System

Specification

Description

The IFSC code (Indian Financial System Code) is an alpha-numeric code (eleven
digit code) that uniquely identifies a bank-branch participating in the NEFT
system (National electronic funds transfer system) and is preferred as best
Local clearing code practice in order to ensure the correct processing of the payment through the
(IFSC code)
local clearing. The IFSC code is a 11 digits code.
In case the IFSC Code is not provided, it's mandatory to mention the BIC SWIFT
code (branch identifier included, if provided) and recommended to mention the
exact branch location of the beneficiary bank in the remittance information.

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

IN + 11
digits

Recommended

ENREG.05 POSITION 11 À
45:INAPMC1234567

Beneficiary
Account
Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary complies
with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:BBAN

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without initials,
abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used unless it
is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description (in
English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the remittance
information. For example: providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays. To apply funds in
India, based on the detailed explanation, three questions must be answered:
• What is the Purpose of remittance to identify the relevant regulation/code as
per the enclose file
• What is the relationship between the Remitter and Beneficiary
• Whether the transaction would be repetitive in nature
Note: the reason of payment must not start with the special character '/'.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Rent paid to parent for the
month of March21 or Rent paid
to employer/non relative for the
month of March21

The purpose of payment code should be mentioned in the remittance
information. The format to respect is the following "PXXXX" where XXXX
should be replaced by the relevant purpose of payment code.
Please note that the purpose code mentioned by the ordering party should
match the purpose code provided by the beneficiary. If you are not able to
agree beforehand of the purpose code with your beneficiary or you are unsure
P + 4 digits
of the purpose code to use, do not insert a purpose code but make sure to have
a detailed free text explanation with the three questions answered related to
the purpose of the payment. A list with all the purpose of payment codes is
available (see Appendix I).
Note: the purpose of payment code must not start with the special character
'/'.

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:P0017

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of payment
code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries with an amount
above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see Appendix
XXI ).

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

Purpose of
payment code

BAPA code

BAPA
Format
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Jamaican dollar (JMD) from France to
Jamaica
Overview
JMD is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Jamaica.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Jamaica: http://www.boj.org.jm/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://NOSCJMKNXXX

Beneficiary Account
Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary Address

Beneficiary's physical
full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary bank
transit code

It's mandatory to provide in the remittance information the
beneficiary's bank transit code if the payment is going to the one of the
following banks:
• Bank of Nova Scotia
• First Global Bank
• Citibank N.A.
• Bank of Jamaica

Free text

Mandatory

:70:Beneficiary bank transit
code

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Beneficiary's Bank
Details

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data
BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

Specification

SWIFT BIC Code

Description
The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

Format
8 or 11
digits

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>NOSCJMKNXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
Detailed purpose of and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
Payment Purpose
payment
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Beneficiary bank
transit code

It's mandatory to provide in the remittance information the
beneficiary's bank transit code if the payment is going to
the one of the following banks:
• Bank of Nova Scotia
• First Global Bank
• Citibank N.A.
• Bank of Jamaica

Free text

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Beneficiary bank transit
code</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Beneficiary's Bank
Details

Payment Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:NOSCJMKNXXX

Beneficiary Account
Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary bank
transit code

It's mandatory to provide in the remittance information the
beneficiary's bank transit code if the payment is going to the one of
the following banks:
• Bank of Nova Scotia
• First Global Bank
• Citibank N.A.
• Bank of Jamaica

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Beneficiary bank transit code

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Beneficiary's Bank
Details

Payment Purpose
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Jordanian dinar (JOD) from France to
Palestine
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Jordan: http://www.cbj.gov.jo/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://PINVPS22XXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an
overseas bank account. The number starts with a two-digit
country code, then two numbers, followed by several more
alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (29
characters)

Mandatory

:59:PS12BICC123456789012345678901

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
Free message
providing an invoice number without guiding text is considered
as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Payment
Purpose

Purpose of
payment code

The purpose of payment code consists of 2 digits and has to be
mentionned in the remittance information. A list with all
purpose of payment codes is available (see Appendix X).

Mandatory

:70:10

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

2 digits

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose
of payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent).
BAPA Format
The purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code
which is required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

BIC Code of
the Beneficiary SWIFT BIC Code
Bank

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business
parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>PINVPS22XXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>
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Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is
a standard international numbering system
developed to identify an overseas bank account.
The number starts with a two-digit country code,
then two numbers, followed by several more
alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (29
characters)

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>PS12BICC123456789012345678901</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be
written out in full, without initials, abbreviations
or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code
and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a
full written description (in English) of the nature
of payment and needs to be provided in the
Detailed purpose
remittance information. For example, providing
of payment
an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

2 digits

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>10</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Data

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

Purpose of
payment code

BAPA code

The purpose of payment code consists of 2 digits
and has to be mentionned in the remittance
information. A list with all purpose of payment
codes is available (see Appendix X).

In order to feed the economic balance of
payments, a purpose of payment code is
mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or BAPA Format
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:PINVPS22XXX

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system developed to
identify an overseas bank account. The number starts with a
two-digit country code, then two numbers, followed by
several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (29
characters)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:PS12BICC123456789012345678901

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary
address

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
Free message
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

Payment
Purpose

Purpose of
payment code

The purpose of payment code consists of 2 digits and has to
be mentionned in the remittance information. A list with all
purpose of payment codes is available (see Appendix X).

2 digits

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:10

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose
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Japanese yen (JPY) from France to Japan
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be highly standardized.
This currency has no decimal. In case you instruct a payment in this currency with decimals, it can be either rejected or
rounded.
Even though, AML controls in Japan are very strict and might delay final credit to the beneficiary.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Au Japon, les commissions de frais de transfert concernant les opérations sans change peuvent être plus élevées que
dans les autres pays car elles sont basées sur un pourcentage appelé « frais de levée ».
• Relevant for funds receipt in Japan. Please note that, according to the Bankers Association: “The Japanese government
has required Japanese financial institutions, etc. to identify and verify customers under the Act on prevention of transfer
of criminal proceeds and the foreign exchange and foreign trade act, as part of countermeasures against money
laundering activities and the financing of terrorism. Under these circumstances, banks will identify and verify customers
when they open a new account and/or perform large cash transactions, domestic cash transfers of more than 100,000
yen and overseas remittances, etc. Banks are also required to report transactions that are suspected of being related to
criminal proceeds by the Act. For more information please go to the website”.
• Japanese Bankers Association: https://www.zenginkyo.or.jp/en/banks/banking_regulation/
• Central bank of Japan: http://www.boj.or.jp

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BNPAJPJTXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

7 digits

Mandatory

:59:1234567

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of payment
code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries with an
amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of France
(see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
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Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BNPAJPJTXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

7 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>1234567</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs
to be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose
of payment code is mandatory for payments towards nonSEPA countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given through the
BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BNPAJPJTXXX

7 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:1234567

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Payment Purpose

Description

Format

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
8 or 11 digits
and identifying business parties.
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Kenyan shilling (KES) from France to Kenya
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Kenya: https://www.centralbank.go.ke/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BARCKENXXXX

Local Clearing
System

Local clearing code
(KBA code)

The KBA code identifies a kenyan bank and consists of 5 digits.

5 digits

Recommended

:57A://12345

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full legal
name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's physical
full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BARCKENXXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Local Clearing
System

Local clearing code
(KBA code)

The KBA code identifies a kenyan bank and consists of 5
digits.

5 digits

Recommended

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <CLRSYSMMBID>
<MMBID>12345</MMBID> </CLRSYSMMBID>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
Detailed purpose of and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
payment
For example, providing an invoice number without
guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in
errors or delays.

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BARCKENXXXX

Local Clearing
System

Local clearing code
(KBA code)

The KBA code identifies a kenyan bank and consists of 5 digits.

5 digits

Recommended

ENREG.05 POSITION 11 À 45:12345

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's physical
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
full address
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Beneficiary
Address
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Kyrgyzstani som (KGS) from France to
Kyrgyzstan
Overview
KGS is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Kyrgyzstan.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).
In some cases, the remitter may be required to provide supporting documentation indicating the purpose of each
payment. In addition, please note that payments to individuals are permitted except where a payment is directly done to
a landlord for rent of premises.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Kyrgyzstan: http://www.nbkr.kg/index.jsp?lang=ENG

Guidelines
MT101
Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

Mandatory

:57A://AJRAKG22XXX

16 digits

Mandatory

:59:1234567891234567

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Payment Purpose

Purpose of payment
code

The purpose of payment code consists of 8 digits and has to be
mentionned in the remittance information.

8 digits

Mandatory

:70:12345678

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank BIK
code

The 6 digits beneficiary bank BIK code should be instructed into the
remittance information field.

6 digits

Mandatory

:70:123456

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full legal
name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's physical
full address

Payment Purpose

Description

Format

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
8 or 11 digits
and identifying business parties.

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>AJRAKG22XXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

16 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR>
<ID>1234567891234567</ID> </OTHR> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
Detailed purpose of and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
Payment Purpose
payment
For example, providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.
Payment Purpose

Purpose of
payment code

The purpose of payment code consists of 8 digits and has
to be mentionned in the remittance information.

8 digits

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>12345678</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank
BIK code

The 6 digits beneficiary bank BIK code should be
instructed into the remittance information field.

6 digits

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>123456</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:AJRAKG22XXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

16 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:1234567891234567

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
physical full address
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Payment Purpose

Purpose of payment
code

The purpose of payment code consists of 8 digits and has to be
mentionned in the remittance information.

8 digits

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:12345678

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank BIK
code

The 6 digits beneficiary bank BIK code should be instructed into
the remittance information field.

6 digits

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:123456

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA
code

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose
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Cambodian riel (KHR) from France to
Cambodia
Overview
KHR is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Cambodia.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be standardized.
This currency has no decimal. In case you instruct a payment in this currency with decimals, it can be either rejected or
rounded.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Cambodia: http://www.nbc.org.kh/english/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://ACLBKHPPXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>ACLBKHPPXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs
to be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:ACLBKHPPXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
physical full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Payment Purpose
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Comorian franc (KMF) from France to
Comoros
Overview
KMF is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Comoros.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be standardized.
This currency has no decimal. In case you instruct a payment in this currency with decimals, it can be either rejected or
rounded.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of the Comoros: http://www.banque-comores.km/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BICCKMKMXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BICCKMKMXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
Detailed purpose of and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
payment
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Payment
Purpose

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

BAPA code

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BICCKMKMXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose
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South Korean won (KRW) from France to
South Korea
Overview
KRW is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of South Korea.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).
This currency has no decimal. In case you instruct a payment in this currency with decimals, it can be either rejected or
rounded.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• The beneficiary, the beneficiary’s address and bank must be located in South Korea. The beneficiary’s account has to be
KRW denominated and must be opened in South Korea.
• Central bank of South Korea: http://eng.bok.or.kr/eng/engMain.action
Transactions above 20,000.00 USD equivalent can only be executed if the purpose for KRW payment falls under one of
the following two categories:
• Paying for Current Trades*
• Reinsurance Claim
Relevant supporting documentation should be submitted in order to verify its true purpose. The requested documentation
is in most cases provided by the beneficiary, emphasizing the need to provide beneficiary contact details in the
remittance information (field 70). In addition, transactions above 20,000.00 USD equivalent for personal purposes, or so
called 'Capital Trade', cannot be executed.
*'Current Trades' category includes the following - trade related transactions, salary, student payments and taks payment.
Below, some examples of acceptable documents for each purpose of payment:
• Trade Related Payment: Invoices (PI/CI), Contract, etc
• Salary: Salary Statement, etc.
• Student Payment: University/School Fee Details, Tuition Statement, etc.
• Tax: Tax Bill
• Others: To be determined

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BNPAKRSEXXX
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

Beneficiary Account
Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full legal
name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary Address

Beneficiary's physical
full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of purchasing
goods (cosmetics) – invoice n°
123456789

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's phone
number and email
address

The beneficiary contact details (phone number and email address)
needs to be provided in the remittance information. The e-mail address
can be removed in case there are insufficient characters available in the
remittance information.

Free
message

Mandatory

:70:Phone number + email
address

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BNPAKRSEXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
Detailed purpose of and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
Payment Purpose
payment
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of purchasing
goods (cosmetics) – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Beneficiary's phone
number and email
address

The beneficiary contact details (phone number and email
address) needs to be provided in the remittance
information. The e-mail address can be removed in case
there are insufficient characters available in the remittance
information.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Phone number + email
address</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Payment Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BNPAKRSEXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of purchasing goods
(cosmetics) – invoice n° 123456789
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's phone
number and email
address

The beneficiary contact details (phone number and email address)
needs to be provided in the remittance information. The e-mail
address can be removed in case there are insufficient characters
available in the remittance information.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Phone number + email address

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose
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Kuwaiti dinar (KWD) from France to Kuwait
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.
This currency accepts three decimal places.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central Bank of Kuwait: http://new.cbk.gov.kw/en/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BNPAKWKWXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system developed to
identify an overseas bank account. The number starts
with a two-digit country code, then two numbers,
followed by several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (30
characters)

Mandatory

:59:KW21KFHO0000000000101020692561

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
Free message
For example, providing an invoice number without
guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in
errors or delays.

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's
phone number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in
the remittance information.

Free message

Recommended

:70:Phone number

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages,
routing business transactions and
identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>BNPAKWKWXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>
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Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account
number, is a standard international
numbering system developed to identify an
overseas bank account. The number starts
with a two-digit country code, then two
numbers, followed by several more
alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (30
characters)

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>KW21KFHO0000000000101020692561</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be
written out in full, without initials,
abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number,
street name, city, postal code, province,
country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction
with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary address</ADRLINE>
</PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed
purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment
consists of a full written description (in
English) of the nature of payment and needs
to be provided in the remittance
information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in
errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's
phone number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be
provided in the remittance information.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Phone number</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Data

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of
payments, a purpose of payment code is
mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000
BAPA Format
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code
which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:BNPAKWKWXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system developed
to identify an overseas bank account. The number
starts with a two-digit country code, then two
numbers, followed by several more alphanumeric
characters.

IBAN (30
characters)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:KW21KFHO0000000000101020692561

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written
out in full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code and
country name. PO Box should not be used unless it is
in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of
payment and needs to be provided in the remittance
information. For example, providing an invoice
number without guiding text is considered as
insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's
phone number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided
Free message
in the remittance information.

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Phone number

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above
50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format
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Cayman Islands dollar (KYD) from France to
Cayman Islands
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Monetary authority of Cayman Islands: http://www.cimoney.com.ky/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://ABCBKYKXXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>ABCBKYKXXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs
to be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:ABCBKYKXXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
physical full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Payment Purpose
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Kazakhstani tenge (KZT) from France to
Kazakhstan
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).
To avoid payment delays, we recommend to follow a specific structure in the remittance information:
• The 1st line should contain the purpose of payment
• The 2nd line should contain the BIN/IIN code
• The 3rd line should contain the EKNP code
• The 4th line should contain the KBK code (only for tax payments)

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• According to the Central bank’s Article 19: “The Obligation to Submit Information and Documents:
1. Residents, and non-residents performing activities in the Republic of Kazakhstan, shall be required to submit reports,
information, and documents on their currency operations to the currency regulation and control authorities and to
currency control agents in fulfilment of requirements established by this Law.
2. Residents and non-residents shall be required, when so requested by authorised banks, to state the purpose of
payments and transfers of money in currency operations carried out through them, and to submit documents supporting
the stated purposes of money transfers and payments in fulfilment of requirements established by this Law.”
• Public services and information online: http://egov.kz/wps/portal/index
• For the BCC codes, please find the list here:
http://egov.kz/wps/portal/Content?contentPath=/egovcontent/bus_tax_finance&lang=en
• Central Bank of Kazakhstan: http://www.nationalbank.kz

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://LARIKZKAXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can be used to
instruct the payment. However, it's recommended to use IBAN format.

IBAN (20
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

:59:KZ75125KZT2069100100

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

Beneficiary's
Details

Beneficiary
BIN/INN code

The 12-digits fiscal code, BIN - Business Identification Number or IIN Individual Identification Number, needs to be included in the
remittance information. The structure should be the prefix BIN or IIN,
followed by a space, followed by the code (see Appendix XIV).

BIN or IIN + 9
digits

Mandatory

:70:BIN 123456789

Payment Purpose

EKNP code

The 10-digit EKNP code should be included in the remittance
information. This code consists of the EKNP prefix, followed by a
space, followed by KOD (2-digit remitter code), a KBE (2-digit
beneficiary code), "KZT" and KNP (3-digit Purpose of Payment Code) (see Appendix XIV).

10 digits

Mandatory

:70:EKNP 1122KZT333

Budget
Classification Code

KBK code

In case of tax payments, it is mandatory to provide a 6-digit KBK code
in the remittance information. It's correspond to a budget
classification code (see Appendix XIV).

6 digits

Mandatory

:70:123456

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>LARIKZKAXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can
IBAN (20
be used to instruct the payment. However, it's
characters) or
recommended to use IBAN format.
BBAN Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>KZ75125KZT2069100100</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out
in full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of
Detailed purpose payment and needs to be provided in the remittance
Free message
of payment
information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

The 12-digits fiscal code, BIN - Business Identification
Number or IIN - Individual Identification Number, needs
BIN or IIN + 9
to be included in the remittance information. The
digits
structure should be the prefix BIN or IIN, followed by a
space, followed by the code (see Appendix XIV).

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>BIN 123456789</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

10 digits

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>EKNP 1122KZT333</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

6 digits

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>123456</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Beneficiary
Address

Payment
Purpose

Beneficiary's
Details

Beneficiary
BIN/INN code

Payment
Purpose

EKNP code

The 10-digit EKNP code should be included in the
remittance information. This code consists of the EKNP
prefix, followed by a space, followed by KOD (2-digit
remitter code), a KBE (2-digit beneficiary code), "KZT"
and KNP (3-digit Purpose of Payment Code) - (see
Appendix XIV).

Budget
Classification
Code

KBK code

In case of tax payments, it is mandatory to provide a 6digit KBK code in the remittance information. It's
correspond to a budget classification code (see
Appendix XIV).

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
BAPA Format
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:LARIKZKAXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can be used to
IBAN (20
instruct the payment. However, it's recommended to use IBAN
characters) or
format.
BBAN Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:KZ75125KZT2069100100

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should
not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment
of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Beneficiary's
Details

Beneficiary
BIN/INN code

The 12-digits fiscal code, BIN - Business Identification Number or
IIN - Individual Identification Number, needs to be included in the
remittance information. The structure should be the prefix BIN or
IIN, followed by a space, followed by the code (see Appendix
XIV).

BIN or IIN + 9
digits

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:BIN
123456789

Payment Purpose

EKNP code

The 10-digit EKNP code should be included in the remittance
information. This code consists of the EKNP prefix, followed by a
space, followed by KOD (2-digit remitter code), a KBE (2-digit
beneficiary code), "KZT" and KNP (3-digit Purpose of Payment
Code) - (see Appendix XIV).

10 digits

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:EKNP
1122KZT333

Budget
Classification Code

KBK code

In case of tax payments, it is mandatory to provide a 6-digit KBK
code in the remittance information. It's correspond to a budget
classification code (see Appendix XIV).

6 digits

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:123456

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA
code

Payment Purpose
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Lao kip (LAK) from France to Laos
Overview
LAK is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Laos.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).
This currency has no decimal. In case you instruct a payment in this currency with decimals, it can be either rejected or
rounded.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Lao People’s Democratic Republic: http://www.bol.gov.la/english/index1.php

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://AYUDLALAXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>AYUDLALAXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs
to be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:AYUDLALAXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
physical full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Payment Purpose
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Lebanese pound (LBP) from France to
Lebanon
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).
Please take into account that Individual-to-Individual payments are not permitted.
Be aware that the high volatily of the LBP currency could have an impact on your payments.

Additional information
• Available charge options: OUR
BEN can only be used for payments greater than LBP 15 000
• Central bank of Lebanon: http://www.bdl.gov.lb/

Guidelines
MT101
Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://ALCVLBBEXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an
overseas bank account. The number starts with a two-digit
country code, then two numbers, followed by several more
alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (28
characters)

Mandatory

:59:LB41005600040702442100200408

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose
of payment code is mandatory for payments towards nonSEPA countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given through the
BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Data
BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

Payment
Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

BIC Code of
The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
the Beneficiary SWIFT BIC Code
business transactions and identifying business
8 or 11 digits
Bank
parties.

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>ALCVLBBEXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number,
is a standard international numbering system
developed to identify an overseas bank account.
The number starts with a two-digit country
code, then two numbers, followed by several
more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (28
characters)

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>LB41005600040702442100200408</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be
written out in full, without initials, abbreviations
or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code
and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary address</ADRLINE>
</PSTLADR> </CDTR>

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a
full written description (in English) of the nature
of payment and needs to be provided in the
Detailed purpose
remittance information. For example, providing
of payment
an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Beneficiary
Account
Number

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of
payments, a purpose of payment code is
mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or BAPA Format
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:ALCVLBBEXXX

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system developed to
identify an overseas bank account. The number starts with
a two-digit country code, then two numbers, followed by
several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (28
characters)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:LB41005600040702442100200408

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary address

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
Detailed purpose and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
Free message
of payment
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format
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Sri Lankan rupee (LKR) from France to Sri
Lanka
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.
Please note that payments for less than 500 LKR cannot be processed.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Sri Lanka: http://www.cbsl.gov.lk/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://AMNALKLXXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>AMNALKLXXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment and
Detailed purpose of
needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
payment
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:AMNALKLXXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
physical full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Payment Purpose
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Lesotho loti (LSL) from France to Lesotho
Overview
LSL is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency. Fund
transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Lesotho.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Lesotho: http://www.centralbank.org.ls/home/default.php

Guidelines
MT101
Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://LESHLSMMXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Data

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>LESHLSMMXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>
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Data

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

Specification

Description

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment and
Detailed purpose of
needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
payment
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:LESHLSMMXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
physical full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Payment Purpose
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Moroccan dirham (MAD) from France to
Morocco
Overview
MAD is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Morocco.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Morocco: http://www.bkam.ma/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BCMAMAMCXXX

Beneficiary Account
Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can be used to
instruct the payment. However, it's recommended to use IBAN
format.

IBAN (28
characters) or
BBAN (24
characters)
Format

Mandatory

:59:IBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should
not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. In particular the following
elements must be considered:
• The reason of payment must be clear and give a total visibility on
the operation (e.g. )
• It can be completed by technical references related to bills,
contracts, …
• It should avoid global information such as < settlement invoices
>, < prepayment >
Ignoring these rules might lead to payment or cover rejection

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's phone
number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in the
remittance information.

Free message

Recommended

:70:Phone number

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BCMAMAMCXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can
be used to instruct the payment. However, it's
recommended to use IBAN format.

IBAN (28
characters) or
BBAN (24
characters)
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <IBAN>IBAN</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out
in full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of
payment and needs to be provided in the remittance
information. In particular the following elements must
be considered:
• The reason of payment must be clear and give a total
visibility on the operation (e.g. )
• It can be completed by technical references related to
bills, contracts, …
• It should avoid global information such as <
settlement invoices >, < prepayment >
Ignoring these rules might lead to payment or cover
rejection

Free message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's
phone number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided
in the remittance information.

Free message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Phone number</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BCMAMAMCXXX

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can be used
to instruct the payment. However, it's recommended to use
IBAN format.

IBAN (28
characters) or
BBAN (24
characters)
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:IBAN

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. In particular the
following elements must be considered:
• The reason of payment must be clear and give a total visibility
on the operation (e.g. )
• It can be completed by technical references related to bills,
contracts, …
• It should avoid global information such as < settlement
invoices >, < prepayment >
Ignoring these rules might lead to payment or cover rejection

Free message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's phone
number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in the
remittance information.

Free message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Phone number

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose
of payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent).
The purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code
which is required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Data

Specification

Description

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

Beneficiary Account
Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary Address

Format
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Moldovan leu (MDL) from France to Moldova
Overview
MDL is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Moldova.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Moldova: http://www.pbc.gov.cn/

Guidelines
MT101
Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://MOLDMD2XXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an
overseas bank account. The number starts with a two-digit
country code, then two numbers, followed by several more
alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (24
characters)

Mandatory

:59:MD24AG000987100013104168

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice
n° 123456789

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank
full address

The beneficiary bank full address needs to be provided in the
remittance information (exact branch location).

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Beneficiary bank full address

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's phone
number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in the
remittance information.

Free text

Mandatory

:70:Phone number

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose
of payment code is mandatory for payments towards nonSEPA countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given through the
BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Data
BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

Payment Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001
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Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business
8 or 11 digits
parties.

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>MOLDMD2XXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

IBAN (24
characters)

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>MD24AG000987100013104168</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Description

Format

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number,
is a standard international numbering system
developed to identify an overseas bank account.
The number starts with a two-digit country
code, then two numbers, followed by several
more alphanumeric characters.

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be
written out in full, without initials, abbreviations
or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code
and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of
a full written description (in English) of the
nature of payment and needs to be provided in
Detailed purpose
the remittance information. For example,
Free message
of payment
providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result in
errors or delays.

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank
full address

The beneficiary bank full address needs to be
provided in the remittance information (exact
branch location).

Free message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Beneficiary bank full address</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's
phone number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be
provided in the remittance information.

Free text

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Phone number</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of
payments, a purpose of payment code is
mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or BAPA Format
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:MOLDMD2XXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system developed to
identify an overseas bank account. The number starts with
a two-digit country code, then two numbers, followed by
several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (24
characters)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:MD24AG000987100013104168

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction
with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary
address

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of
travel expenses – invoice n° 123456789

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
Free message
For example, providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank
full address

The beneficiary bank full address needs to be provided in
the remittance information (exact branch location).

Free message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Beneficiary bank
full address

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's
phone number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in
the remittance information.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Phone number

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose
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Malagasy ariary (MGA) from France to
Madagascar
Overview
MGA is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Madagascar.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Madagascar: http://www.banque-centrale.mg/index.php?id

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://ABMGMGMGXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can be
used to instruct the payment. However, it's recommended to
use IBAN format.

IBAN (27
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

:59:MG4600005030010101914016056

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs
to be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
SWIFT BIC Code
Bank
Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

The BIC is used for addressing messages,
routing business transactions and identifying
business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>ABMGMGMGXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the
beneficiary can be used to instruct the
payment. However, it's recommended to use
IBAN format.

IBAN (27
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>MG4600005030010101914016056</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be
written out in full, without initials,
abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number,
street name, city, postal code, province,
country code and country name. PO Box should
not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary address</ADRLINE>
</PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of
a full written description (in English) of the
nature of payment and needs to be provided in
Detailed purpose
the remittance information. For example,
Free message
of payment
providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result
in errors or delays.

Payment
Purpose

In order to feed the economic balance of
payments, a purpose of payment code is
mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR BAPA Format
(or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required
by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA code

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:ABMGMGMGXXX

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can
be used to instruct the payment. However, it's
recommended to use IBAN format.

IBAN (27
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:MG4600005030010101914016056

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
For example, providing an invoice number without
guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in
errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose
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Macedonian denar (MKD) from France to
Macedonia
Overview
MKD is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Macedonia.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Macedonia: http://www.nbrm.mk/default-en.asp

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can be used to
instruct the payment. However, it's recommended to use IBAN
format.

IBAN (19
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

:59:MK12123123456789012

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
Payment Purpose
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary Bank Beneficiary bank full
Details
address

The beneficiary bank full address needs to be provided in the
remittance information (exact branch location).

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Beneficiary bank full address

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary
can be used to instruct the payment. However, it's
recommended to use IBAN format.

IBAN (19
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>MK12123123456789012</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written
out in full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of
payment and needs to be provided in the remittance
Free message
information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Beneficiary
Bank Details

Beneficiary bank
full address

The beneficiary bank full address needs to be provided
Free message
in the remittance information (exact branch location).

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Beneficiary bank full
address</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
BAPA Format
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment
is given through the BAPA code which is required by
the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can be used
to instruct the payment. However, it's recommended to use
IBAN format.

IBAN (19
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:MK12123123456789012

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is considered
as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment
of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank
full address

The beneficiary bank full address needs to be provided in the
remittance information (exact branch location).

Free message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Beneficiary bank full address

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent).
The purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code
which is required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA
code

Payment
Purpose
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Mongolian tugrik (MNT) from France to
Mongolia
Overview
MNT is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Mongolia.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Mongolia: http://www.mongolbank.mn/eng/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://ANODMNUBXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>ANODMNUBXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:ANODMNUBXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA
code

Payment Purpose
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Macanese pataca (MOP) from France to
Macau
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Monetary authority of Macao: http://www.amcm.gov.mo/eIndex.htm

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BBPIMOMXXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BBPIMOMXXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
Detailed purpose of and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
payment
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Payment
Purpose

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA code

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BBPIMOMXXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose
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Mauritanian ouguiya (MRU) from France to
Mauritania
Overview
MRU is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Mauritania.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be standardized.
The below type of payments cannot be facilitated in MRU currency and must be made in hard currency:
• Payments made toward the fishing and mining industries
• Payments related to exports

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BMCAMRMRXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an
overseas bank account. The number starts with a two-digit
country code, then two numbers, followed by several more
alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (27
characters)

Mandatory

:59:MR1300008000010019932001981

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose
of payment code is mandatory for payments towards nonSEPA countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given through the
BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

BIC Code of
The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
the Beneficiary SWIFT BIC Code business transactions and identifying business
8 or 11 digits
Bank
parties.

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>BMCAMRMRXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number,
is a standard international numbering system
developed to identify an overseas bank account.
The number starts with a two-digit country
code, then two numbers, followed by several
more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (27
characters)

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>MR1300008000010019932001981</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be
written out in full, without initials, abbreviations
or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code
and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary address</ADRLINE>
</PSTLADR> </CDTR>

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a
full written description (in English) of the nature
of payment and needs to be provided in the
Detailed purpose
remittance information. For example, providing
of payment
an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Beneficiary
Account
Number

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of
payments, a purpose of payment code is
mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or BAPA Format
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:BMCAMRMRXXX

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system developed to
identify an overseas bank account. The number starts with
a two-digit country code, then two numbers, followed by
several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (27
characters)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:MR1300008000010019932001981

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary address

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
Detailed purpose and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
Free message
of payment
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Payment
Purpose

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
BAPA Format
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA code
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Mauritian rupee (MUR) from France to
Mauritius
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Mauritius: https://www.bom.mu/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://ABCKMUMUXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system developed to
identify an overseas bank account. The number starts
with a two-digit country code, then two numbers,
followed by several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (30
characters)

Mandatory

:59:MU52MCBL0901000000204792000MUR

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out
in full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Recommended

:70:Phone number

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Payment Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
Detailed purpose and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
Free message
of payment
For example, providing an invoice number without
guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result
in errors or delays.
Beneficiary's
phone number

BAPA code

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in
Free message
the remittance information.
In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
SWIFT BIC Code
Bank

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

The BIC is used for addressing messages,
routing business transactions and
identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>ABCKMUMUXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>
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Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account
number, is a standard international
numbering system developed to identify an
overseas bank account. The number starts
with a two-digit country code, then two
numbers, followed by several more
alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (30
characters)

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>MU52MCBL0901000000204792000MUR</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be
written out in full, without initials,
abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number,
street name, city, postal code, province,
country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary address</ADRLINE>
</PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed
purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment
consists of a full written description (in
English) of the nature of payment and
needs to be provided in the remittance
information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in
errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's
phone number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to
be provided in the remittance information.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Phone number</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of
payments, a purpose of payment code is
mandatory for payments towards nonSEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of
the payment is given through the BAPA
code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Data

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business
parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:ABCKMUMUXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system developed
to identify an overseas bank account. The number
starts with a two-digit country code, then two
numbers, followed by several more alphanumeric
characters.

IBAN (30
characters)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:MU52MCBL0901000000204792000MUR

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written
out in full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code and
country name. PO Box should not be used unless it is
in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary address

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Phone number

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's
phone number

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of
payment and needs to be provided in the remittance
Free message
information. For example, providing an invoice
number without guiding text is considered as
insufficient and can result in errors or delays.
The beneficiary's phone number needs to be
provided in the remittance information.

Free message

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above
BAPA Format
50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).
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Maldivian rufiyaa (MVR) from France to
Maldives
Overview
MVR is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Maldives.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be standardized.
Please note that due to the increase in number of COVID-19 cases in the Maldives, local banks are only operating on
Mondays, Tuesdays and Thursdays which means that payments will likely face delays.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Monetary authority of Maldives: http://www.mma.gov.mv/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BCEYMVMVXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BCEYMVMVXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BCEYMVMVXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose
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Malawian kwacha (MWK) from France to
Malawi
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Malawi: https://www.rbm.mw/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://CDHIMWMWXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>CDHIMWMWXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
For example, providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:CDHIMWMWXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA
code

Payment Purpose
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Mexican peso (MXN) from France to Mexico
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).
The MXN is a very sensitive currency due to the complexity of the Mexican payment system. We advise to strictly follow
the guidelines in order to avoid payment rejection and to validate with your beneficiary every mandatory information.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Mexico: http://www.banxico.org.mx/
The beneficiary account number in Mexico is called the CLABE account and consists of 18 digits for corporate and
individuals. Otherwise, vostro account. The CLABE is a unique number assigned to a bank account in Mexico
CLABE: BBBG GGCC CCCC CCCC CK (B = Bank, G = Branch, C = Account number, K = Control number).

Guidelines
MT101
Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

Mandatory

:57A://ABNAMXMMXXX

18 digits

Mandatory

:59:123456789123456789

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Data

Specification

Description

Format

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

Beneficiary
Address

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
8 or 11 digits
and identifying business parties.

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>ABNAMXMMXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>
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Data

Specification

Beneficiary
Domestic account
Account Number
number

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

18 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR>
<ID>123456789123456789</ID> </OTHR> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
For example, providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:ABNAMXMMXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

18 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:123456789123456789

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
physical full address
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
Payment Purpose
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment
of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Payment Purpose

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA
code

Beneficiary
Address

BAPA code
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Malaysian ringgit (MYR) from France to
Malaysia
Overview
MYR is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Malaysia.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be standardized.
For regulatory reasons, it is not possible to make MYR payments to beneficiaries holding an account with Labuan Bank.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Malaysia: http://www.bnm.gov.my/

Guidelines
MT101
Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BNPAMYKAXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Up to 20
digits

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Data

Payment Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BNPAMYKAXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Up to 20
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs
to be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BNPAMYKAXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Up to 20
digits

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
physical full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Payment Purpose
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Mozambican metical (MZN) from France to
Mozambique
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Mozambique: http://www.bancomoc.mz/Default_en.aspx

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://ABMZMZMAXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can be used
to instruct the payment. However, it's recommended to use
IBAN format.

IBAN (25
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

:59:MZ59000100000012334194987

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is considered
as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice
n° 123456789

The beneficiary tax ID is also known as the Taxpayer Single
Identification Number or NUIT code. This 9 digits code should
Beneficiary tax ID be instructed in the remittance information and be preceded by RUIT + 9 digits
the prefix "RUIT" (a space is required between the prefix and
the 9 digits code).

Mandatory

:70:RUIT 123456789

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Beneficiary's
Details

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose
of payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent).
The purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code
which is required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
SWIFT BIC Code
Beneficiary Bank

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business
parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>ABMZMZMAXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the
beneficiary can be used to instruct the payment.
However, it's recommended to use IBAN format.

IBAN (25
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>MZ59000100000012334194987</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Data

Specification

IBAN or BBAN
Account
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be
written out in full, without initials, abbreviations
or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code
and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Payment
Purpose

Beneficiary's
Details

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a
full written description (in English) of the nature
Detailed purpose
of payment and needs to be provided in the
Free message
of payment
remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered
as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Beneficiary tax
ID

The beneficiary tax ID is also known as the
Taxpayer Single Identification Number or NUIT
code. This 9 digits code should be instructed in
the remittance information and be preceded by
the prefix "RUIT" (a space is required between the
prefix and the 9 digits code).

RUIT + 9
digits

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>RUIT 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of
payments, a purpose of payment code is
mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:ABMZMZMAXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can be
used to instruct the payment. However, it's recommended
to use IBAN format.

IBAN (25
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:MZ59000100000012334194987

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary
address

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of
travel expenses – invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary tax ID

The beneficiary tax ID is also known as the Taxpayer Single
Identification Number or NUIT code. This 9 digits code
should be instructed in the remittance information and be
preceded by the prefix "RUIT" (a space is required between
the prefix and the 9 digits code).

RUIT + 9 digits

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:RUIT 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

Beneficiary's
Details

Payment Purpose
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Namibian dollar (NAD) from France to
Namibia
Overview
NAD is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Namibia.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Namibia: https://www.bon.com.na/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BAPANANXXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full legal
name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Beneficiary
Address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
Beneficiary's physical
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
full address
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank full
address

The beneficiary bank full address needs to be provided in the
remittance information (exact branch location).

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Beneficiary bank full
address

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BAPANANXXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
Detailed purpose of and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
payment
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Beneficiary
Address

Payment
Purpose

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Payment
Purpose

Beneficiary bank
full address

The beneficiary bank full address needs to be provided in
the remittance information (exact branch location).

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Beneficiary bank full
address</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BAPANANXXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank full
address

The beneficiary bank full address needs to be provided in the
remittance information (exact branch location).

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Beneficiary bank full address

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose
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Nigerian naira (NGN) from France to Nigeria
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.
Please take into account that Individual-to-Individual payments are not permitted.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Nigeria: http://www.cenbank.org/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://ABNGNGLAXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

10 digits
(NUBAN
Format)

Mandatory

:59:1234567890

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Free message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Beneficiary
Address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
Beneficiary's
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
physical full address
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>ABNGNGLAXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

10 digits
(NUBAN
Format)

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR>
<ID>1234567890</ID> </OTHR> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:ABNGNGLAXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

10 digits
(NUBAN
Format)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:1234567890

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose
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Nicaraguan cordoba (NIO) from France to
Nicaragua
Overview
NIO is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Nicaragua.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Nicaragua: http://www.bcn.gob.ni/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://ATTDNIMAXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>ATTDNIMAXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs
to be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:ATTDNIMAXXX

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
physical full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Specification

Description

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Payment Purpose

Format
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Norwegian krone (NOK) from France to
Norway
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be highly standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• In principle, for payments subject to the Payment Services Directive (PSD) and without currency conversion, only
shared charges are allowed.
• Central bank of Norway: http://www.norges-bank.no/en/

Guidelines
MT101
Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BNPANOKKXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an overseas bank
account. The number starts with a two-digit country code, then two
numbers, followed by several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (15
characters)

Mandatory

:59:NO1182000139838

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
Payment Purpose
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Payment Purpose

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Data

BAPA code

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data
BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank
Beneficiary
Account
Number

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BNPANOKKXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system developed to
identify an overseas bank account. The number starts
with a two-digit country code, then two numbers,
followed by several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (15
characters)

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>NO1182000139838</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
For example, providing an invoice number without
guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in
errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Beneficiary
Address

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BNPANOKKXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an overseas
bank account. The number starts with a two-digit country code, then
two numbers, followed by several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (15
characters)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:NO1182000139838

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose
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Nepalese rupee (NPR) from France to Nepal
Overview
NPR is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Nepal.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).
It's important to note that payments to Nepalese nationals can be done only in NPR. Trade Related payments (import and
export) and Capital Injection are currently not supported.
Please note that due to the current lockdown, local banks are operating on reduce workforce having as consequence that
payments in this currency will likely face delays.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Nepal: http://www.nrb.org.np/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://ACDENPKAXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary Address

Beneficiary's physical
full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank full
address

The beneficiary bank full address needs to be provided in the remittance
information (exact branch location).

Free
message

Mandatory

:70:Beneficiary bank full
address

Permanent account
number of the
beneficiary

The PAN number of the beneficiary consists of 9 digits and is only
mandatory in following two case scenarios:
1) A payment towards an individual, a corporate or equivalent in Nepal
which is related to services for social media content or for software
development.
2) A payment towards an individual in Nepal which is related to any
consultancy service.
The PAN number is a unique identification number issued by the Inland
Revenu Department (IRD) and should be populated in the remittance
information with the prefix ‘PAN’. Such payments would involve a 1%
advance Income Tax that the local correspondents will settle on behalf of
the beneficiary to the tax authority.

PAN + 9
digits

Mandatory

:70:PAN 123456789

Beneficiary's
Details
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Data

Payment Purpose

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of payment
code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries with an
amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of France
(see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>ACDENPKAXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Detailed purpose of
Payment Purpose
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

Beneficiary Bank
Details

The beneficiary bank full address needs to be provided in the
remittance information (exact branch location).

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Beneficiary bank full
address</USTRD> </RMTINF>

The PAN number of the beneficiary consists of 9 digits and is
only mandatory in following two case scenarios:
1) A payment towards an individual, a corporate or equivalent
in Nepal which is related to services for social media content
or for software development.
Permanent account 2) A payment towards an individual in Nepal which is related
number of the
to any consultancy service.
beneficiary
The PAN number is a unique identification number issued by
the Inland Revenu Department (IRD) and should be populated
in the remittance information with the prefix ‘PAN’. Such
payments would involve a 1% advance Income Tax that the
local correspondents will settle on behalf of the beneficiary to
the tax authority.

PAN + 9
digits

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>PAN 123456789</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose
of payment code is mandatory for payments towards nonSEPA countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given through the
BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA
code</CD> </DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Beneficiary's
Details

Payment Purpose

Beneficiary bank
full address

BAPA code

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:ACDENPKAXXX

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank full
address

The beneficiary bank full address needs to be provided in the
remittance information (exact branch location).

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Beneficiary bank full address

Data

Specification

Description

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

Beneficiary
Address

Format

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
8 or 11 digits
and identifying business parties.
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Data

Beneficiary's
Details

Payment Purpose

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

Permanent account
number of the
beneficiary

The PAN number of the beneficiary consists of 9 digits and is only
mandatory in following two case scenarios:
1) A payment towards an individual, a corporate or equivalent in Nepal
which is related to services for social media content or for software
development.
2) A payment towards an individual in Nepal which is related to any
consultancy service.
The PAN number is a unique identification number issued by the
Inland Revenu Department (IRD) and should be populated in the
remittance information with the prefix ‘PAN’. Such payments would
involve a 1% advance Income Tax that the local correspondents will
settle on behalf of the beneficiary to the tax authority.

PAN + 9
digits

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:PAN 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code
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New Zealand dollar (NZD) from France to
New Zealand
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be highly standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of New Zealand: http://www.rbnz.govt.nz/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BUTWNZ21XXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BUTWNZ21XXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
Detailed purpose of and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
payment
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Payment
Purpose

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA code

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BUTWNZ21XXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose
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Omani rial (OMR) from France to Oman
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.
This currency accepts three decimal places.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Oman: http://www.cbo-oman.org/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://AUBOOMRUXXX

Beneficiary Account
Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary Address

Beneficiary's physical
full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's phone
number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in the
remittance information.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Phone number

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>AUBOOMRUXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
Detailed purpose of and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
Payment Purpose
payment
For example, providing an invoice number without
guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in
errors or delays.
Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Payment Purpose

Beneficiary's phone
number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in
the remittance information.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Phone number</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:AUBOOMRUXXX

Beneficiary Account
Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should
not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's phone
number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in the
remittance information.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Phone
number

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA
code

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The BAPA Format
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).
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Peruvian sol (PEN) from France to Peru
Overview
PEN is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Peru.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Peru: http://www.bcrp.gob.pe/home.html

Guidelines
MT101
Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://AZTKPEPLXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

20 digits (CCI
Format)

Mandatory

:59:12345678912345678912

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary tax ID

The beneficiary tax ID needs to be provided in the remittance
information.
• When the beneficiary is an individual with a Peruvian DNI Tax ID
(Documento Nacional De Indentidad – 8 digits), the details should be
provided for example as follows: DNI 12345678.
8 or 11 digits
• When the beneficiary is a company with a Peruvian RUC Tax ID
or Foreign
(Registro Unico de Contribuyente – 11 digits), the details should be
Format
provided for example as follows: RUC 12345678901
• When the beneficiary is a non Peruvian tax resident or company
(without DNI or RUC), the beneficiary’s Tax ID from the country where
they are registered for tax should be provided for example as follows:
TAX ID 123456789012345.

Mandatory

:70:DNI 12345678

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Data

Beneficiary's
Details

Payment Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>AZTKPEPLXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

20 digits
(CCI Format)

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR>
<ID>12345678912345678912</ID> </OTHR> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Domestic account
Account Number
number
Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
Detailed purpose and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
Payment Purpose
of payment
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

The beneficiary tax ID needs to be provided in the
remittance information.
• When the beneficiary is an individual with a Peruvian DNI
Tax ID (Documento Nacional De Indentidad – 8 digits), the
details should be provided for example as follows: DNI
12345678.
• When the beneficiary is a company with a Peruvian RUC
Beneficiary tax ID
Tax ID (Registro Unico de Contribuyente – 11 digits), the
details should be provided for example as follows: RUC
12345678901
• When the beneficiary is a non Peruvian tax resident or
company (without DNI or RUC), the beneficiary’s Tax ID
from the country where they are registered for tax should
be provided for example as follows: TAX ID
123456789012345.

8 or 11
digits or
Foreign
Format

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>DNI 12345678</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Beneficiary's
Details

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:AZTKPEPLXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary 20 digits (CCI
complies with the local account format of the destination country.
Format)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:12345678912345678912

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment
of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Beneficiary tax ID

The beneficiary tax ID needs to be provided in the remittance
information.
• When the beneficiary is an individual with a Peruvian DNI Tax ID
(Documento Nacional De Indentidad – 8 digits), the details should
be provided for example as follows: DNI 12345678.
8 or 11 digits
• When the beneficiary is a company with a Peruvian RUC Tax ID
or Foreign
(Registro Unico de Contribuyente – 11 digits), the details should be
Format
provided for example as follows: RUC 12345678901
• When the beneficiary is a non Peruvian tax resident or company
(without DNI or RUC), the beneficiary’s Tax ID from the country
where they are registered for tax should be provided for example
as follows: TAX ID 123456789012345.

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:DNI
12345678

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA
code

Beneficiary's
Details

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format
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Papua New Guinean kina (PGK) from France
to Papua New Guinea
Overview
PGK is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Papua New Guinea.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Papua New Guinea: http://www.bankpng.gov.pg/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://ANZBPGPXXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>ANZBPGPXXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
Detailed purpose of and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
payment
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Payment
Purpose

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

BAPA code

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:ANZBPGPXXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
physical full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Payment Purpose
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Philippine peso (PHP) from France to
Philippines
Overview
PHP is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Philippines.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central Bank of Philippines: http://www.bsp.gov.ph/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://PHCBPHMCXXX

Beneficiary Account
Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full legal
name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Beneficiary Address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's physical
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
full address
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank full
name

The beneficiary bank full name needs to be provided in the
remittance information.

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Beneficiary bank (branch)
full name

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank full
address

The beneficiary bank full address needs to be provided in the
remittance information (exact branch location).

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Beneficiary bank full address

Beneficiary's Contact
Details

Beneficiary's phone
number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in the
remittance information.

Free message

Recommended

:70:Phone number

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>PHCBPHMCXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of
the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out
in full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of
payment and needs to be provided in the remittance
information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank
full name

The beneficiary bank full name needs to be provided in
the remittance information.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Beneficiary bank (branch)
full name</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank
full address

The beneficiary bank full address needs to be provided
in the remittance information (exact branch location).

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Beneficiary bank full
address</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Phone number</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Payment Purpose

Beneficiary's phone The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in
number
the remittance information.

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:PHCBPHMCXXX

Beneficiary Account
Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary Address

Beneficiary's physical
full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is considered
as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank full
name

The beneficiary bank full name needs to be provided in the
remittance information.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Beneficiary bank (branch) full
name

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank full
address

The beneficiary bank full address needs to be provided in the
remittance information (exact branch location).

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Beneficiary bank full address

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's phone
number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in the
remittance information.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Phone
number

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA
code

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent).
BAPA Format
The purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code
which is required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).
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Pakistani rupee (PKR) from France to
Pakistan
Overview
PKR is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Pakistan.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).
Besides the inherent complexity of payment formatting, the beneficiaries might be contacted by the
beneficiary/correspondent bank and requested to complete a document (e.g. Form R) to release the funds.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• It is important to note that the beneficiary needs to complete an Inward remittance form indicating the purpose of
remittance. This form can be found on the State Bank of Pakistan (central bank of Pakistan) website. For this reason, the
beneficiary’s number phone is important.
• Additional documentation may be required in order to comply with the country’s exchange control.
• Central bank of Pakistan: http://www.sbp.org.pk/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://AIINPKKAXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can be
used to instruct the payment. However, it's recommended to
use IBAN format.

IBAN (24
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

:59:PK35UNIL0112085401002006

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice
n° 123456789

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank
full name

The beneficiary bank full name needs to be provided in the
remittance information.

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Beneficiary bank (branch) full name

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank
full address

The beneficiary bank full address needs to be provided in the
remittance information (exact branch location).

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Beneficiary bank full address

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's phone
number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in the
remittance information.

Phone # +
phone number

Mandatory

:70:Phone # +922111111111
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Data

Beneficiary's and
Remitter's details

Payment Purpose

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

Beneficiary's and
Remitter's ID

The beneficiary's and remitter's Ids need to be provided on
line 2 of the remittance information:
• The beneficiary's identity number with the following prefix "
BUID" which needs to be preceded by the "Phone #"
• The remitter's identity number (unique ID) with the
following prefix "RUID".
Please note that a space isn't required between the prefix and
the Identity Number. Below, you'll find examples of possible
ID's:
• For individuals: CNIC or SNIC (Computerized National
Identity Card/ Smart National Identity Card Number) or any
other unique ID. Examples: 'CNIC 1111145561111' or
'SNIC1111145561111'.
• For corporates: NTN (National Tax Number) or Entity
Registration No. Example: 'NTN 0003456-2'.

Relevant Tax
Format

Mandatory

:70:BUID NTN 0003456-2 - RUID
1234567890

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose
of payment code is mandatory for payments towards nonSEPA countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given through the
BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business
parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>AIINPKKAXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the
beneficiary can be used to instruct the payment.
However, it's recommended to use IBAN format.

IBAN (24
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>PK35UNIL0112085401002006</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be
written out in full, without initials, abbreviations
or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code
and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a
full written description (in English) of the nature
of payment and needs to be provided in the
Detailed purpose
remittance information. For example, providing an Free message
of payment
invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank
full name

The beneficiary bank full name needs to be
provided in the remittance information.

Free message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Beneficiary bank (branch) full
name</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank
full address

The beneficiary bank full address needs to be
provided in the remittance information (exact
branch location).

Free message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Beneficiary bank full address</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's
phone number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be
provided in the remittance information.

Phone # +
phone
number

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Phone # +922111111111</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

The beneficiary's and remitter's Ids need to be
provided on line 2 of the remittance information:
• The beneficiary's identity number with the
following prefix " BUID" which needs to be
preceded by the "Phone #"
• The remitter's identity number (unique ID) with
the following prefix "RUID".
Beneficiary's and Beneficiary's and Please note that a space isn't required between
Remitter's details
Remitter's ID
the prefix and the Identity Number. Below, you'll
find examples of possible ID's:
• For individuals: CNIC or SNIC (Computerized
National Identity Card/ Smart National Identity
Card Number) or any other unique ID. Examples:
'CNIC 1111145561111' or 'SNIC1111145561111'.
• For corporates: NTN (National Tax Number) or
Entity Registration No. Example: 'NTN 0003456-2'.

Relevant Tax
Format

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>BUID NTN 0003456-2 - RUID
1234567890</USTRD> </RMTINF>

In order to feed the economic balance of
payments, a purpose of payment code is
mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code
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CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:AIINPKKAXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can be
used to instruct the payment. However, it's recommended
to use IBAN format.

IBAN (24
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:PK35UNIL0112085401002006

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction
with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary
address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
For example, providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of
travel expenses – invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank
full name

The beneficiary bank full name needs to be provided in the
remittance information.

Free message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Beneficiary bank
(branch) full name

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank
full address

The beneficiary bank full address needs to be provided in
the remittance information (exact branch location).

Free message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Beneficiary bank
full address

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's
phone number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in
the remittance information.

Phone # +
phone number

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Phone #
+922111111111

Beneficiary's and
Remitter's ID

The beneficiary's and remitter's Ids need to be provided on
line 2 of the remittance information:
• The beneficiary's identity number with the following
prefix " BUID" which needs to be preceded by the "Phone
#"
• The remitter's identity number (unique ID) with the
following prefix "RUID".
Please note that a space isn't required between the prefix
and the Identity Number. Below, you'll find examples of
possible ID's:
• For individuals: CNIC or SNIC (Computerized National
Identity Card/ Smart National Identity Card Number) or
any other unique ID. Examples: 'CNIC 1111145561111' or
'SNIC1111145561111'.
• For corporates: NTN (National Tax Number) or Entity
Registration No. Example: 'NTN 0003456-2'.

Relevant Tax
Format

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:BUID NTN
0003456-2 - RUID 1234567890

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Data

Beneficiary's and
Remitter's details

Payment Purpose
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Polish zloty (PLN) from France to Poland
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be highly standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• In principle, for payments subject to the Payment Services Directive (PSD) and without currency conversion, only
shared charges are allowed.
• Central bank of Poland: http://www.nbp.pl/homen.aspx?f=/srodeken.htm

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BNPAPLPXXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an
overseas bank account. The number starts with a two-digit
country code, then two numbers, followed by several more
alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (28
characters)

Mandatory

:59:PL66249000050000400100017396

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
Free message
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.
In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose
of payment code is mandatory for payments towards nonSEPA countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given through the
BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

BIC Code of
The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
the Beneficiary SWIFT BIC Code business transactions and identifying business 8 or 11 digits
Bank
parties.

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number,
is a standard international numbering system
developed to identify an overseas bank account.
The number starts with a two-digit country
code, then two numbers, followed by several
more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (28
characters)

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>BNPAPLPXXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>PL66249000050000400100017396</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>
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Data
Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary
Address

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be
Beneficiary's full
written out in full, without initials, abbreviations
legal name
or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code
and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary address</ADRLINE>
</PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Detailed
purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of
a full written description (in English) of the
nature of payment and needs to be provided in
the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result
in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of
payments, a purpose of payment code is
mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or BAPA Format
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Specification

Description

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:BNPAPLPXXXX

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system developed to
identify an overseas bank account. The number starts with
a two-digit country code, then two numbers, followed by
several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (28
characters)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:PL66249000050000400100017396

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction
with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary address

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

BAPA code

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
Free message
For example, providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.
In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format
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Paraguayan guarani (PYG) from France to
Paraguay
Overview
PYG is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Paraguay.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).
This currency has no decimal. In case you instruct a payment in this currency with decimals, it can be either rejected or
rounded.
The beneficiaries might be contacted by the beneficiary/correspondent bank to release the funds.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• It is important to note that the beneficiary’s account must be PYG denominated. The beneficiary may be contacted for
proper identification.
• Central bank of Paraguay: https://www.bcp.gov.py/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Example MT101 *

Mandatory

:57A://BNITPYPAXXX

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Relevant tax
ID format

Mandatory

:70:RUC 80013889-9

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of payment
code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries with an
amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is BAPA Format
given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions and
8 or 11 digits
identifying business parties.

Mandatory /
recommended

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
Detailed purpose of
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
payment
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number without
guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Beneficiary's
Details

Beneficiary tax ID

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

The beneficiary tax ID needs to be provided in the remittance information.
For individuals, it's the "Cedula de Identidad" code and a passport number
for non-residents. For corporates, it's the 6-digit RUC code (Registro Unico
de Contribuyente - which always starts with "800").

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
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Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BNITPYPAXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

Beneficiary's
Details

Beneficiary tax ID

The beneficiary tax ID needs to be provided in the remittance
information. For individuals, it's the "Cedula de Identidad" code
Relevant tax
and a passport number for non-residents. For corporates, it's
ID format
the 6-digit RUC code (Registro Unico de Contribuyente which always starts with "800").

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>RUC
80013889-9</USTRD> </RMTINF>

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose
of payment code is mandatory for payments towards nonSEPA countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given through the
BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA
code</CD> </DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

BAPA
Format

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BNITPYPAXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary tax ID

The beneficiary tax ID needs to be provided in the remittance
information. For individuals, it's the "Cedula de Identidad" code and a
passport number for non-residents. For corporates, it's the 6-digit RUC
code (Registro Unico de Contribuyente - which always starts with
"800").

Relevant tax
ID format

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:RUC 80013889-9

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Beneficiary's
Details

Payment Purpose

BAPA code
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Qatari riyal (QAR) from France to Qatar
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Qatar: http://www.qcb.gov.qa

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BNPAQAQAXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system developed to
identify an overseas bank account. The number starts
with a two-digit country code, then two numbers,
followed by several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (29
characters)

Mandatory

:59:QA50QNBA000000000001800457001

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
For example, providing an invoice number without
guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in
errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's
phone number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in
the remittance information.

Free message

Recommended

:70:Phone number

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data
BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank

Specification

Description

Format

The BIC is used for addressing messages,
SWIFT BIC Code routing business transactions and identifying 8 or 11 digits
business parties.

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>BNPAQAQAXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>
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Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account
number, is a standard international
numbering system developed to identify an
overseas bank account. The number starts
with a two-digit country code, then two
numbers, followed by several more
alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (29
characters)

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>QA50QNBA000000000001800457001</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be
written out in full, without initials,
abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number,
street name, city, postal code, province,
country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction
with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary address</ADRLINE>
</PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed
purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists
of a full written description (in English) of
the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For
example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as
insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's
phone number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be
provided in the remittance information.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Phone number</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Data

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of
payments, a purpose of payment code is
mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR
BAPA Format
(or equivalent). The purpose of the payment
is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:BNPAQAQAXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system developed to
identify an overseas bank account. The number starts
with a two-digit country code, then two numbers,
followed by several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (29
characters)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:QA50QNBA000000000001800457001

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out
in full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary address

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of
payment and needs to be provided in the remittance
Free message
information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided
in the remittance information.

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Phone number

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's
phone number

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

Free message

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
BAPA Format
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment
is given through the BAPA code which is required by
the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).
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Romanian leu (RON) from France to
Romania
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be highly standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• In principle, for payments subject to the Payment Services Directive (PSD) and without currency conversion, only
shared charges are allowed.
• Central bank of Romania: http://www.bnro.ro/National-Bank-of-Romania-1144.aspx

Guidelines
MT101
Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://FTSBROBUXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an
overseas bank account. The number starts with a two-digit
country code, then two numbers, followed by several more
alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (24
characters)

Mandatory

:59:RO57PORL0000250010000101

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is considered
as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice
n° 123456789

Beneficiary's
Details

Beneficiary fiscal
code

In case of tax payments, additional information is required such
as the beneficiary’s fiscal code called the "CUI code" and needs
to be provided into the remittance information.

CUI + 8 digits

Mandatory

:70:CUI 88605951

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent).
The purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code
which is required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Data
BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

Payment Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
SWIFT BIC Code
Beneficiary Bank

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business
parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>FTSBROBUXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>
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Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is
a standard international numbering system
developed to identify an overseas bank account.
The number starts with a two-digit country code,
then two numbers, followed by several more
alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (24
characters)

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>RO57PORL0000250010000101</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be
written out in full, without initials, abbreviations
or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code
and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Data

Payment
Purpose

Beneficiary's
Details

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a
full written description (in English) of the nature
Detailed purpose
of payment and needs to be provided in the
Free message
of payment
remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered
as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.
Beneficiary fiscal
code

In case of tax payments, additional information is
required such as the beneficiary’s fiscal code
called the "CUI code" and needs to be provided
into the remittance information.

CUI + 8 digits

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>CUI 88605951</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of
payments, a purpose of payment code is
mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:FTSBROBUXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an
overseas bank account. The number starts with a two-digit
country code, then two numbers, followed by several more
alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (24
characters)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:RO57PORL0000250010000101

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary
address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs
to be provided in the remittance information. For example, Free message
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of
travel expenses – invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary's
Details

Beneficiary fiscal
code

In case of tax payments, additional information is required
such as the beneficiary’s fiscal code called the "CUI code" and CUI + 8 digits
needs to be provided into the remittance information.

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:CUI 88605951

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format
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Serbian dinar (RSD) from France to Serbia
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Serbia: http://www.nbs.rs/internet/english/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://DBDBRSBGXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can be used
to instruct the payment. However, it's recommended to use IBAN
format.

IBAN (22
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

:59:RS35275000022003638249

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Free message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
Detailed purpose of
Payment Purpose
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
payment
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.
Payment Purpose

Purpose of
payment code

The purpose of payment code is mandatory and consists of 3
digits. It has to be mentionned in the remittance information (see
Appendix IX).

3 digits

Recommended

:70:712

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business
parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>DBDBRSBGXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary
IBAN (22
can be used to instruct the payment. However, it's characters) or
recommended to use IBAN format.
BBAN Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>RS35275000022003638249</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written
out in full, without initials, abbreviations or
acronyms.

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Free text
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code and
country name. PO Box should not be used unless it
is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a
full written description (in English) of the nature of
payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered
as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice
n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Payment
Purpose

Purpose of
payment code

The purpose of payment code is mandatory and
consists of 3 digits. It has to be mentionned in the
remittance information (see Appendix IX).

3 digits

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>712</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments,
a purpose of payment code is mandatory for
payments towards non-SEPA countries with an
amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
BAPA Format
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA
code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:DBDBRSBGXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can be
used to instruct the payment. However, it's recommended to
use IBAN format.

IBAN (22
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:RS35275000022003638249

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary
address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of
travel expenses – invoice n° 123456789

Payment
Purpose

Purpose of
payment code

The purpose of payment code is mandatory and consists of 3
digits. It has to be mentionned in the remittance information
(see Appendix IX).

3 digits

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:712

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose
of payment code is mandatory for payments towards nonSEPA countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given through the
BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose
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Russian ruble (RUB) from France to Russia
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).
In Russia, the clearing code is a local clearing code which is also called "BIC". However, this is not the same as the BIC
SWIFT. Therefore, to make a distinction, we name it "BIK".
For tax payments: the Federal Tax Service of Russia is switching to new treasury accounts. Until May 2021, both old and
new accounts are acceptable but using the old account number after April 30, 2021 will lead to payment rejection. In
addition, the information provided below for tax payments is the standard mandatory information and provided by the
Russian Tax Administration. Depending the type of tax to be paid, the requested information from the Russian Tax
Administration might slightly differ. In that case, please follow the guidelines provided by the Russian Tax Administration.
The RUB is a very sensitive currency due to the complexity of the Russian payment system. We advise to strictly follow
the guidelines in order to avoid payment rejection and to validate with your beneficiary every mandatory information.
In case you are not able to instruct the information below in the correct fields, please use the remittance field.
Due to current geopolitical context, BNP Paribas is unable to commit to usual cut-off for all RUB currency payments.
Delays in RUB payments are to be expected. Besides, BNP Paribas cannot process any outgoing RUB payment anymore
in which a currency conversion is required at debtor side. Last but not least, payments from non-resident (from so called
"unfriendly countries") accounts are not allowed if made to final beneficiaries (residents or non-residents) having
underlying RUB accounts with non-Russian banks (foreign banks outside of Russia).

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Russia: http://www.cbr.ru/eng/
• Federal Tax Service of the Russian Federation: http://eng.nalog.ru/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Local Clearing
System

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

Russian BIK code

As not all Russian bank have a dedicated BIC SWIFT code, we
recommend to provide the Russian BIK code instead of the BIC
SWIFT code. If the Russian BIK code isn't provided, the BIC
SWIFT code is mandatory and needs to be validated by your
beneficiary.

RU + 9 digits

Recommended

:57A://RU123456789

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

20 digits

Mandatory

:59:30102123457583928376

Beneficiary
Domestic account
Account Number
number
Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is considered
as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Payment
Purpose

VO Code

The Russian VO code should be instructed into the remittance
information. A list of VO codes is available (see Appendix II).

(VO + 5 digits)

Mandatory

:70:/(VO70010)

Beneficiary Bank
Details

Beneficiary bank
full name or
account number
held at Central
Bank

Only if the Russian BIK code is used: the beneficiary bank name
or account number held at central bank is mandatory.

20 digits

Mandatory

:70:40102811234567891234

Beneficiary's
Details

Beneficiary tax ID

The beneficiary tax ID should be provided in the remittance
information. There are three types of taks Ids: INN code (10
digits), KIO code (5 digits) and TIN individual code (12 digits).
INN0 should be instructed in case the beneficiary has no code.

5 or 10 or 12 digits

Mandatory

:70:INN1234567890

Tax Payments

Beneficiary's KPP
code

In case of tax payments, the KPP code is mandatory and should
be instructed in the remittance field. The structure to follow:
INNxxx.KPPyyy.

INN code + .KPP
code

Mandatory

:70:INN1234567890.KPP123456789

Tax Payments

Remitter status

In case of tax payments, the remitter status is mandatory and
should be instructed in the remittance field. The structure to
follow: "26T:" + status of the payer.

26T: + Status of tax
payer

Mandatory

:70:26T:S01

UIP or UIN code

In case of tax payments, the UIP or UIN code is mandatory and
should be instructed in the remittance field. The structure to
follow: /UIP/0. Value can be "0".This information can be omitted
from the payment if the value is "0" and that the information has
not been requested as mandatory from the Russian Tax
Administration.

UIP/UIN Format

Mandatory

:70:/UIP/0

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent).
The purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code
which is required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Tax Payments

KBK code

In case of tax payments, it's mandatory to provide the KBK code.
It is always preceded by "/N4/".

Administration
document format

Mandatory

:77B:/N4/1234567890

Tax Payments

OKTMO code

In case of tax payments, it's mandatory to provide the OKTMO
code. It is always preceded by "/N5/".

Administration
document format

Mandatory

:77B:/N5/AZ1234FK

Tax Payments

Payment base

In case of tax payments, it's mandatory to provide the payment
base. Value can be "0".This information can be omitted from the
payment if the value is "0" and that the information has not been
requested as mandatory from the Russian Tax Administration.

Administration
document format

Mandatory

:77B:/N6/0

Tax Payments

Payment period
base

In case of tax payments, it's mandatory to provide the payment
base period. Value can be "0".This information can be omitted
from the payment if the value is "0" and that the information has
not been requested as mandatory from the Russian Tax
Administration.

Administration
document format

Mandatory

:77B:/N7/0

Tax Payments

Document
number

In case of tax payments, it's mandatory to provide the document
number. Value can be "0".This information can be omitted from
the payment if the value is "0" and that the information has not
been requested as mandatory from the Russian Tax
Administration.

Administration
document format

Mandatory

:77B:/N8/0

In case of tax payments, it's mandatory to provide the date of
the document. Value can be "0".This information can be omitted
Date of document from the payment if the value is "0" and that the information has
not been requested as mandatory from the Russian Tax
Administration.

Administration
document format

Mandatory

:77B:/N9/0

Tax Payments

Tax Payments

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Local Clearing
System

Russian BIK
code

As not all Russian bank have a dedicated BIC
SWIFT code, we recommend to provide the
Russian BIK code instead of the BIC SWIFT code.
If the Russian BIK code isn't provided, the BIC
SWIFT code is mandatory and needs to be
validated by your beneficiary.

RU + 9 digits

Recommended

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <CLRSYSMMBID>
<MMBID>RU123456789</MMBID> </CLRSYSMMBID>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account
Number

Domestic
account number

It's important that the domestic account number
of the beneficiary complies with the local
account format of the destination country.

20 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR>
<ID>30102123457583928376</ID> </OTHR> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be
Beneficiary's full
written out in full, without initials, abbreviations
legal name
or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Data
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code
and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed
purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of
a full written description (in English) of the
nature of payment and needs to be provided in
the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result
in errors or delays.

Free message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Payment
Purpose

VO Code

The Russian VO code should be instructed into
the remittance information. A list of VO codes is
available (see Appendix II).

(VO + 5 digits)

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>(VO70010)</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Beneficiary
Bank Details

Beneficiary
bank full name
or account
number held at
Central Bank

Only if the Russian BIK code is used: the
beneficiary bank name or account number held
at central bank is mandatory.

20 digits

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>40102811234567891234</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

Beneficiary's
Details

Beneficiary tax
ID

The beneficiary tax ID should be provided in the
remittance information. There are three types of
taks Ids: INN code (10 digits), KIO code (5 digits)
and TIN individual code (12 digits). INN0 should
be instructed in case the beneficiary has no
code.

5 or 10 or 12
digits

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>INN1234567890</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Tax Payments

Beneficiary's
KPP code

In case of tax payments, the KPP code is
mandatory and should be instructed in the
remittance field. The structure to follow:
INNxxx.KPPyyy.

INN code + .KPP
code

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>INN1234567890.KPP123456789</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

Tax Payments

Remitter status

In case of tax payments, the remitter status is
mandatory and should be instructed in the
remittance field. The structure to follow: "26T:" +
status of the payer.

26T: + Status of
tax payer

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>26T:S01</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Tax Payments

In case of tax payments, the UIP or UIN code is
mandatory and should be instructed in the
remittance field. The structure to follow: /UIP/0.
UIP or UIN code
Value can be "0".This information can be
omitted from the payment if the value is "0" and
that the information has not been requested as
mandatory from the Russian Tax Administration.

UIP/UIN Format

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>/UIP/0</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of
payments, a purpose of payment code is
mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required
by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

Tax Payments

KBK code

In case of tax payments, it's mandatory to
provide the KBK code. It is always preceded by
"/N4/".

Administration
document format

Mandatory

<REGRPTG> <USTRD>/N4/1234567890</USTRD>
</REGRPTG>

Tax Payments

OKTMO code

In case of tax payments, it's mandatory to
provide the OKTMO code. It is always preceded
by "/N5/".

Administration
document format

Mandatory

<REGRPTG> <USTRD>/N5/AZ1234FK</USTRD> </REGRPTG>

Tax Payments

Payment base

In case of tax payments, it's mandatory to
provide the payment base. Value can be "0".This
information can be omitted from the payment if Administration
the value is "0" and that the information has not document format
been requested as mandatory from the Russian
Tax Administration.

Mandatory

<REGRPTG> <USTRD>/N6/0</USTRD> </REGRPTG>

Tax Payments

Payment period
base

In case of tax payments, it's mandatory to
provide the payment base period. Value can be
"0".This information can be omitted from the
Administration
payment if the value is "0" and that the
document format
information has not been requested as
mandatory from the Russian Tax Administration.

Mandatory

<REGRPTG> <USTRD>/N7/0</USTRD> </REGRPTG>

Document
number

In case of tax payments, it's mandatory to
provide the document number. Value can be
"0".This information can be omitted from the
Administration
payment if the value is "0" and that the
document format
information has not been requested as
mandatory from the Russian Tax Administration.

Mandatory

<REGRPTG> <USTRD>/N8/0</USTRD> </REGRPTG>

Date of
document

In case of tax payments, it's mandatory to
provide the date of the document. Value can be
"0".This information can be omitted from the
Administration
payment if the value is "0" and that the
document format
information has not been requested as
mandatory from the Russian Tax Administration.

Mandatory

<REGRPTG> <USTRD>/N9/0</USTRD> </REGRPTG>

Tax Payments

Tax Payments

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

Local Clearing
System

Russian BIK code

As not all Russian bank have a dedicated BIC SWIFT code,
we recommend to provide the Russian BIK code instead of
the BIC SWIFT code. If the Russian BIK code isn't provided,
the BIC SWIFT code is mandatory and needs to be validated
by your beneficiary.

RU + 9 digits

Recommended

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 à 161RU123456789

Beneficiary
Account
Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

20 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:30102123457583928376

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary
address

Free message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of
travel expenses – invoice n° 123456789

The Russian VO code should be instructed into the
remittance information. A list of VO codes is available (see
Appendix II).

(VO + 5 digits)

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:(VO70010)

Only if the Russian BIK code is used: the beneficiary bank
name or account number held at central bank is mandatory.

20 digits

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:40102811234567891234

The beneficiary tax ID should be provided in the remittance
information. There are three types of taks Ids: INN code (10
Beneficiary tax ID digits), KIO code (5 digits) and TIN individual code (12 digits). 5 or 10 or 12 digits
INN0 should be instructed in case the beneficiary has no
code.

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:INN1234567890

In case of tax payments, the KPP code is mandatory and
Beneficiary's KPP
should be instructed in the remittance field. The structure to
code
follow: INNxxx.KPPyyy.

INN code + .KPP
code

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:INN1234567890.KPP123456789

26T: + Status of tax
payer

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:26T:S01

UIP/UIN Format

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:/UIP/0

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
Detailed purpose and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
of payment
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.
VO Code

Beneficiary bank
full name or
Beneficiary Bank
account number
Details
held at Central
Bank

Beneficiary's
Details

Tax Payments

In case of tax payments, the remitter status is mandatory
and should be instructed in the remittance field. The
structure to follow: "26T:" + status of the payer.

Tax Payments

Remitter status

Tax Payments

In case of tax payments, the UIP or UIN code is mandatory
and should be instructed in the remittance field. The
structure to follow: /UIP/0. Value can be "0".This information
UIP or UIN code
can be omitted from the payment if the value is "0" and that
the information has not been requested as mandatory from
the Russian Tax Administration.

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

Tax Payments

KBK code

In case of tax payments, it's mandatory to provide the KBK
code. It is always preceded by "/N4/".

Administration
document format

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:/N4/1234567890

Tax Payments

OKTMO code

In case of tax payments, it's mandatory to provide the
OKTMO code. It is always preceded by "/N5/".

Administration
document format

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:/N5/AZ1234FK

Tax Payments

Payment base

In case of tax payments, it's mandatory to provide the
payment base. Value can be "0".This information can be
omitted from the payment if the value is "0" and that the
information has not been requested as mandatory from the
Russian Tax Administration.

Administration
document format

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:/N6/0

Tax Payments

Payment period
base

In case of tax payments, it's mandatory to provide the
payment base period. Value can be "0".This information can
be omitted from the payment if the value is "0" and that the
information has not been requested as mandatory from the
Russian Tax Administration.

Administration
document format

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:/N7/0

Tax Payments

Document
number

In case of tax payments, it's mandatory to provide the
document number. Value can be "0".This information can be
omitted from the payment if the value is "0" and that the
information has not been requested as mandatory from the
Russian Tax Administration.

Administration
document format

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:/N8/0

Tax Payments

Date of
document

In case of tax payments, it's mandatory to provide the date
of the document. Value can be "0".This information can be
omitted from the payment if the value is "0" and that the
information has not been requested as mandatory from the
Russian Tax Administration.

Administration
document format

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:/N9/0
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Rwandan franc (RWF) from France to
Rwanda
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.
This currency has no decimal. In case you instruct a payment in this currency with decimals, it can be either rejected or
rounded.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Rwanda: https://www.bnr.rw/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BKIGRWRWXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BKIGRWRWXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BKIGRWRWXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose
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Saudi Arabian riyal (SAR) from France to
Saudi Arabia
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Saudi Arabia: http://www.sama.gov.sa/sites/samaen/Pages/Home.aspx

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BNPASARIXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an overseas
bank account. The number starts with a two-digit country code,
then two numbers, followed by several more alphanumeric
characters.

IBAN (24
characters)

Mandatory

:59:SA0320000002090564969940

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should
not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an Free message
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice
n° 123456789

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

BAPA Format

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
SWIFT BIC Code
Bank

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business
parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>BNPASARIXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system
developed to identify an overseas bank account.
The number starts with a two-digit country code,
then two numbers, followed by several more
alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (24
characters)

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>SA0320000002090564969940</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written
out in full, without initials, abbreviations or
acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code and
country name. PO Box should not be used unless it
is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a
full written description (in English) of the nature of
Detailed purpose
payment and needs to be provided in the
Free message
of payment
remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered
as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Payment
Purpose

In order to feed the economic balance of payments,
a purpose of payment code is mandatory for
payments towards non-SEPA countries with an
amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
BAPA Format
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA
code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

BAPA code

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:BNPASARIXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an
overseas bank account. The number starts with a two-digit
country code, then two numbers, followed by several more
alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (24
characters)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:SA0320000002090564969940

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary
address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of
travel expenses – invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose
of payment code is mandatory for payments towards nonSEPA countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given through the
BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose
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Solomon Islands dollar (SBD) from France to
Solomon Islands
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Solomon Islands: http://www.cbsi.com.sb/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://ANZBSBSBXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>ANZBSBSBXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs
to be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:ANZBSBSBXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
physical full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Payment Purpose
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Seychellois rupee (SCR) from France to
Seychelles
Overview
SCR is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Seychelles.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Seychelles: http://www.cbs.sc/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://MCBLSCSCXXX

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can
be used to instruct the payment. However, it's
recommended to use IBAN format.

IBAN (31
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

:59:SC26BARC01050000000504012166SCR or
BBAN

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
For example, providing an invoice number without
guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in
errors or delays.

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
SWIFT BIC Code
Bank
Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business
parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>MCBLSCSCXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the
beneficiary can be used to instruct the payment.
However, it's recommended to use IBAN format.

IBAN (31
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>SC26BARC01050000000504012166SCR or
BBAN</IBAN> </ID> </CDTRACCT>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be
written out in full, without initials, abbreviations
or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code
and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a
full written description (in English) of the nature
of payment and needs to be provided in the
Detailed purpose
remittance information. For example, providing Free message
of payment
an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of
payments, a purpose of payment code is
mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:MCBLSCSCXXX

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary
can be used to instruct the payment. However, it's
recommended to use IBAN format.

IBAN (31
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:SC26BARC01050000000504012166SCR or BBAN

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out
in full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of
payment and needs to be provided in the remittance
Free message
information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment
is given through the BAPA code which is required by
the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

BAPA Format
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Swedish krona (SEK) from France to
Sweden
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be highly standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• In principle, for payments subject to the Payment Services Directive (PSD) and without currency conversion, only
shared charges are allowed.
• Central bank of Sweden: http://www.riksbank.se/en/

Guidelines
MT101
Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://FTSBSESSXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an overseas
bank account. The number starts with a two-digit country code,
then two numbers, followed by several more alphanumeric
characters.

IBAN (24
characters)

Mandatory

:59:SE5895000099602600365171

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should
not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice
n° 123456789

Payment
Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Data
BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
SWIFT BIC Code
Bank

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business
parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>FTSBSESSXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>
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Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system
developed to identify an overseas bank account.
The number starts with a two-digit country code,
then two numbers, followed by several more
alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (24
characters)

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>SE5895000099602600365171</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written
out in full, without initials, abbreviations or
acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code and
country name. PO Box should not be used unless it
is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a
full written description (in English) of the nature of
payment and needs to be provided in the
Free message
remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered
as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments,
a purpose of payment code is mandatory for
payments towards non-SEPA countries with an
amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
BAPA Format
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA
code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Data

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:FTSBSESSXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an
overseas bank account. The number starts with a two-digit
country code, then two numbers, followed by several more
alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (24
characters)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:SE5895000099602600365171

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary
address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of
travel expenses – invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose
of payment code is mandatory for payments towards nonSEPA countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given through the
BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose
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Singapore dollar (SGD) from France to
Singapore
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be highly standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central Bank of Singapore: http://www.mas.gov.sg/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BNPASGSGXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BNPASGSGXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment and
needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BNPASGSGXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
physical full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Payment Purpose
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Sierra Leonean leone (SLE) from France to
Sierra Leone
Overview
SLE is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency. Fund
transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Sierra Leone.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be standardized.
As of the 1st of October 2022, the "SLL" currency will be disabled. You will be able to send your payments with the new
currency code “SLE” starting from the 14st of November 2022.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Sierra Leone: http://www.bsl.gov.sl/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://ABSFSLFRXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>ABSFSLFRXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs
to be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:ABSFSLFRXXX

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:BBAN

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
physical full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Payment Purpose

Description

Format

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
8 or 11 digits
and identifying business parties.
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Surinamese dollar (SRD) from France to
Suriname
Overview
SRD is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Suriname.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Suriname: http://www.cbvs.sr/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://FBNASRPAXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>FBNASRPAXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs
to be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:FBNASRPAXXX

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
physical full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Specification

Description

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Payment Purpose

Format
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Sao Tome and Principe dobra (STN) from
France to São Tomé and Príncipe
Overview
STN is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of São Tomé and Príncipe.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Sao Tome and Principe: http://www.bcstp.st/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://INOISTSTXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can be
used to instruct the payment. However, it's recommended to
use IBAN format.

IBAN (25
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

:59:ST68000200000243463710154 or
BBAN

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice
n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose
of payment code is mandatory for payments towards nonSEPA countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given through the
BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>INOISTSTXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary
can be used to instruct the payment. However, it's
recommended to use IBAN format.

IBAN (25
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>ST68000200000243463710154 or
BBAN</IBAN> </ID> </CDTRACCT>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written
out in full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code and
country name. PO Box should not be used unless it is
in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of
payment and needs to be provided in the remittance
information. For example, providing an invoice
number without guiding text is considered as
insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above
50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Beneficiary
Address

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:INOISTSTXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can be
used to instruct the payment. However, it's recommended
to use IBAN format.

IBAN (25
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:ST68000200000243463710154 or BBAN

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary
address

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
For example, providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of
travel expenses – invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Beneficiary
Address

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose
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Swazi lilangeni (SZL) from France to
Swaziland
Overview
SZL is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency. Fund
transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Swaziland.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).
Due to political unrest, a curfew has been imposed and onshore banks have decided to shut indefinitely until the unrest
subsides. As a consequence, payments towards/from Swaziland could face delays.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Swaziland: http://www.centralbank.org.sz/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://NESWSZMXXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>NESWSZMXXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:NESWSZMXXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose
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Thai baht (THB) from France to Thailand
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.
Transfers equal to or greater than THB 5 million require supporting documentation indicating the purpose and exact
amount of each payment. Supporting documentation includes a copy of the invoice or payroll request, or a letter on
signed letterhead describing reason for transfer. The supporting documentation will be requested to the beneficiary
before releasing the funds.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Thailand: https://www.bot.or.th/

Guidelines
MT101
Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BNPATHBKXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Data

Payment Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BNPATHBKXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs
to be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Example CFONB

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BNPATHBKXXX

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
physical full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Payment Purpose

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
8 or 11 digits
and identifying business parties.

Mandatory /
recommended
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Tunisian dinar (TND) from France to Tunisia
Overview
TND is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Tunisia.
This currency accepts three decimal places.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central Bank of Tunisia: http://www.bct.gov.tn/bct/siteprod/index.jsp

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of
the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://NOAFTNTTXXX

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an overseas bank
account. The number starts with a two-digit country code, then two
numbers, followed by several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (24
characters)

Mandatory

:59:TN5904076161003246192308

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Payment
Purpose

The economic code has four characters and the activity code has one
(see Appendix XXII). These two codes must be communicated in the
following format: //TUN/XXXX/Y// where "XXXX" is the economic code
and "Y" is the originator's activity code. These two codes must appear on
the first line of the regulatory field of the payment instructions. For
payments originating from BNPP France accounts or for which the
Purpose of
economic code and the activity code cannot be indicated in the
payment code &
regulatory field, they must be specified on the first line of the
activity code of remittance information. In the case of payments related to foreign trade
the debtor
(code 0111), the domiciliation number of the ordering party must be
mentioned on the second line of the regulatory field. This domiciliation
number must be provided in the following format:
//TCEX/#domiciliation number//. For payments from BNPP France
accounts or for which this domiciliation number cannot be indicated in
the regulatory field, it must be specified on the second line of the
remittance information.

//TUN/XXXX/Y//

Mandatory

:77B: //TUN/1123/K//

Payment
Purpose

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

BAPA code
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* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of
the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC
Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>NOAFTNTTXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system developed to
identify an overseas bank account. The number starts with
a two-digit country code, then two numbers, followed by
several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (24
characters)

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>TN5904076161003246192308</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's
full legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed
purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
For example, providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

//TUN/XXXX/Y//

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD> //TUN/1123/K//</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

BAPA Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

The economic code has four characters and the activity
code has one (see Appendix XXII). These two codes must
be communicated in the following format:
//TUN/XXXX/Y// where "XXXX" is the economic code and
"Y" is the originator's activity code. These two codes must
appear on the first line of the regulatory field of the
payment instructions. For payments originating from
BNPP France accounts or for which the economic code
Purpose of
and the activity code cannot be indicated in the
payment code regulatory field, they must be specified on the first line of
& activity code
the remittance information. In the case of payments
of the debtor
related to foreign trade (code 0111), the domiciliation
number of the ordering party must be mentioned on the
second line of the regulatory field. This domiciliation
number must be provided in the following format:
//TCEX/#domiciliation number//. For payments from
BNPP France accounts or for which this domiciliation
number cannot be indicated in the regulatory field, it must
be specified on the second line of the remittance
information.

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of
the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:NOAFTNTTXXX

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an overseas
bank account. The number starts with a two-digit country code, then
two numbers, followed by several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (24
characters)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:TN5904076161003246192308

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment
of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789
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Data

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

Specification

Description

The economic code has four characters and the activity code has one
(see Appendix XXII). These two codes must be communicated in the
following format: //TUN/XXXX/Y// where "XXXX" is the economic
code and "Y" is the originator's activity code. These two codes must
appear on the first line of the regulatory field of the payment
instructions. For payments originating from BNPP France accounts or
Purpose of
for which the economic code and the activity code cannot be
payment code & indicated in the regulatory field, they must be specified on the first
activity code of line of the remittance information. In the case of payments related to
the debtor
foreign trade (code 0111), the domiciliation number of the ordering
party must be mentioned on the second line of the regulatory field.
This domiciliation number must be provided in the following format:
//TCEX/#domiciliation number//. For payments from BNPP France
accounts or for which this domiciliation number cannot be indicated
in the regulatory field, it must be specified on the second line of the
remittance information.

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

//TUN/XXXX/Y//

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:
//TUN/1123/K//

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA
code
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Tongan pa’anga (TOP) from France to Tonga
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Tonga: http://www.reservebank.to/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://ANZBTONNXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>ANZBTONNXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:ANZBTONNXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose
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Turkish lira (TRY) from France to Turkey
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be highly standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central Bank of Turkey: http://www.tcmb.gov.tr/wps/wcm/connect/tcmb+en/tcmb+en

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://TEBUTRISXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a standard
international numbering system developed to identify an
overseas bank account. The number starts with a two-digit
country code, then two numbers, followed by several more
alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (26
characters)

Mandatory

:59:TR480003200000000018948104

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is considered
as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose
of payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent).
The purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code
which is required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
SWIFT BIC Code
Bank

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business
parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>TEBUTRISXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

IBAN (26
characters)

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>TR480003200000000018948104</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is
a standard international numbering system
developed to identify an overseas bank account.
The number starts with a two-digit country code,
then two numbers, followed by several more
alphanumeric characters.

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be
written out in full, without initials, abbreviations
or acronyms.
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code
and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a
full written description (in English) of the nature
of payment and needs to be provided in the
Detailed purpose
remittance information. For example, providing an Free message
of payment
invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of
payments, a purpose of payment code is
mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:TEBUTRISXXX

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN Account

An IBAN, or international bank account number, is a
standard international numbering system developed to
identify an overseas bank account. The number starts with a
two-digit country code, then two numbers, followed by
several more alphanumeric characters.

IBAN (26
characters)

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:TR480003200000000018948104

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary
address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose
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Trinidad and Tobago dollar (TTD) from
France to Trinidad and Tobago
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).
Payments to Scotia Bank require an additionnal 5-digit transit code attached to the 7-digit account number. Therefore,
the beneficiary account number consists of a total of 12 digits.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Trinidad and Tobago: http://www.central-bank.org.tt/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://TTUTTTP1XXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's physical
full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of payment
code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries with an
amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is BAPA Format
given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of France
(see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>TTUTTTP1XXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose
of payment code is mandatory for payments towards nonSEPA countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given through the
BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Example CFONB

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:TTUTTTP1XXX

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
8 or 11 digits
and identifying business parties.

Mandatory /
recommended

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).
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New Taiwan dollar (TWD) from France to
Taiwan
Overview
TWD is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Taiwan.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).
This currency has no decimal. In case you instruct a payment in this currency with decimals, it can be either rejected or
rounded.
For all payments towards Taiwan, the final beneficiary will be contacted by his bank to submit the Inward Remittance
declaration and supporting documentation indicating the purpose of the remittance. If the amount of the transaction
exceeds TWD 500.000 or equivalent, the beneficiary will also be asked to complete an additional FX declaration form in
order to authorise the release of funds. This emphasises the importance of adding the beneficiary’s telephone
numbers/contact details in the remittance information.
TWD payments to beneficiaries holding accounts with Chunghwa Post are not supported.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• According to the central bank: “Since July 1987, the CBC has actively deregulated the foreign exchange controls on
capital movements. Currently, capital movements are completely liberalised.
1. Cash flows not involving the conversion of New Taiwan dollars are completely liberalised.
2. Cash flows involving the conversion of New Taiwan dollars:
A. Inward and outward remittances related to foreign trades in goods are completely liberalised.
B. Inward and outward remittances related to services are completely liberalised.
C. Direct investments and portfolio investments approved by the competent authorities are also completely liberalised.
D. Other regulations:
- Total annual remittance not exceeding USD 5 million by a natural person, and total annual remittance not exceeding
USD 50 million by a juridical person may proceed directly through authorised banks. Total remittance exceeding the said
amounts requires CBC’ prior approval.
- A single remittance not exceeding USD 100,000 by a non-resident may proceed directly through authorised banks.
Otherwise CBC’ prior approval is required.
3. In short, there are effectively no foreign exchange restrictions in Taiwan now.”
• For more information, please see the exchange control regulations in Taiwan:
http://www.cbc.gov.tw/ct.asp?xItem=857&CtNode=481&mp=2
• Central bank of Taiwan: http://www.cbc.gov.tw/mp2.html
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Guidelines
MT101
Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BKTWTWTPXXX

Beneficiary Account
Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Data

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full legal The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
name
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary Address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's physical
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's phone
number and email
address

The beneficiary contact details (phone number, email address,…) needs
to be provided in the remittance information.

Free text

Mandatory

:70:Phone number, email
address…

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BKTWTWTPXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
Detailed purpose of and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
payment
For example, providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Beneficiary's phone
number and email
address

The beneficiary contact details (phone number, email
address,…) needs to be provided in the remittance
information.

Free text

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Phone number, email
address…</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Payment Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BKTWTWTPXXX

Beneficiary Account
Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full legal
name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed
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Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's physical
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
full address
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's phone
number and email
address

The beneficiary contact details (phone number, email address,…)
needs to be provided in the remittance information.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Phone
number, email address…

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA
code

Data

Beneficiary Address

Specification

Description
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Tanzanian shilling (TZS) from France to
Tanzania
Overview
TZS is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Tanzania.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Tanzania: https://www.bot-tz.org/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BARCTZTZXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Tax Payments

Tax identification
number (TIN)

It's mandatory to provide the tax identification number (TIN) in the
remittence information field for taks revenu payments to the Tanzanian
Revenu Authority.

Local TIN
Format

Mandatory

:70:TIN Number

Payment Purpose

Control Number

Transfers in favor of a government institution, agency, authority, hospital,
school and university require a 12-digit Control Number. The beneficiary
is responsible for obtaining the Control Number from their bank. This
requirement should be instructed in the remittance information.

/ROC/ + 12
digits

Mandatory

:70:/ROC/123456789012

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>BARCTZTZXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account
Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
Local BBAN
beneficiary complies with the local account format of
Format
the destination country.

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID> </OTHR>
</ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out
in full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of
payment and needs to be provided in the remittance
information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Tax Payments

Tax identification
number (TIN)

It's mandatory to provide the tax identification number
(TIN) in the remittence information field for taks revenu
payments to the Tanzanian Revenu Authority.

Local TIN
Format

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>TIN Number</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Control Number

Transfers in favor of a government institution, agency,
authority, hospital, school and university require a 12digit Control Number. The beneficiary is responsible for
obtaining the Control Number from their bank. This
requirement should be instructed in the remittance
information.

/ROC/ + 12
digits

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>/ROC/123456789012</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BARCTZTZXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Tax Payments

Tax identification
number (TIN)

It's mandatory to provide the tax identification number (TIN) in the
remittence information field for taks revenu payments to the
Tanzanian Revenu Authority.

Local TIN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:TIN
Number

Control Number

Transfers in favor of a government institution, agency, authority,
hospital, school and university require a 12-digit Control Number.
The beneficiary is responsible for obtaining the Control Number
from their bank. This requirement should be instructed in the
remittance information.

/ROC/ + 12
digits

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:/ROC/123456789012

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA
code

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose
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Ugandan shilling (UGX) from France to
Uganda
Overview
UGX is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Uganda.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).
This currency has no decimal. In case you instruct a payment in this currency with decimals, it can be either rejected or
rounded.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central Bank of Uganda: https://www.bou.or.ug/bou/home.html

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://ABCFUGKAXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's physical
full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Payment Purpose

Purpose of payment
code

The purpose of payment code consists of 4 characters and has to be
mentioned in the remittance information. A list with all purpose of
payment codes is available (see Appendix XVII).

4 digits

Mandatory

:70:DIVI

Tax Payments

Payment registration
number

For tax payments, it's mandatory to provide in the remittance
information a payment registration number, known as PRN. The PRN
code consists of 13 digits.

PRN + 13
digits

Mandatory

:70:PRN1234567890123

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>ABCFUGKAXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account
Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
Local BBAN
beneficiary complies with the local account format of
Format
the destination country.

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID> </OTHR>
</ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out
in full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of
payment and needs to be provided in the remittance
information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Payment
Purpose

Purpose of
payment code

The purpose of payment code consists of 4 characters
and has to be mentioned in the remittance information.
A list with all purpose of payment codes is available
(see Appendix XVII).

4 digits

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>DIVI</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Tax Payments

Payment
registration
number

For tax payments, it's mandatory to provide in the
remittance information a payment registration
number, known as PRN. The PRN code consists of 13
digits.

PRN + 13
digits

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>PRN1234567890123</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment
is given through the BAPA code which is required by
the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:ABCFUGKAXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
physical full address
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Payment Purpose

Purpose of payment
code

The purpose of payment code consists of 4 characters and has to be
mentioned in the remittance information. A list with all purpose of
payment codes is available (see Appendix XVII).

4 digits

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:DIVI

Tax Payments

Payment
registration number

For tax payments, it's mandatory to provide in the remittance
information a payment registration number, known as PRN. The
PRN code consists of 13 digits.

PRN + 13
digits

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:PRN1234567890123

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA
code
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United States dollar (USD) from France to
British Virgin Islands
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be highly standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of the United States of America:
http://www.federalreserve.gov/faqs/about_12594.htm

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://CHGLVGVGXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can be
used to instruct the payment. However, it's recommended to
use IBAN format.

IBAN (24
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

:59:VG96VPVG0009512345678900

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice
n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose
of payment code is mandatory for payments towards nonSEPA countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given through the
BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
SWIFT BIC Code
Bank

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business
parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>CHGLVGVGXXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the
beneficiary can be used to instruct the payment.
However, it's recommended to use IBAN format.

IBAN (24
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>VG96VPVG0009512345678900</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be
written out in full, without initials, abbreviations
or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code
and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a
full written description (in English) of the nature
of payment and needs to be provided in the
Detailed purpose
remittance information. For example, providing Free message
of payment
an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of
payments, a purpose of payment code is
mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:CHGLVGVGXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can be
used to instruct the payment. However, it's recommended
to use IBAN format.

IBAN (24
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:VG96VPVG0009512345678900

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary
address

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of
travel expenses – invoice n° 123456789

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Beneficiary
Address

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

BAPA code

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
Free message
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.
In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format
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Uruguayan peso (UYU) from France to
Uruguay
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.
For the time being, only payments to Citibank Uruguay are available.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Uruguay: http://www.bcu.gub.uy/Paginas/Default.aspx

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

Description

Format

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
8 or 11 digits
and identifying business parties.
It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

Mandatory

:57A://BBVAUYMMXXX

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full legal The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
name
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary Address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's physical
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Free message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Local
NDI/RUT
format

Mandatory

:70:NDI or RUT

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

Beneficiary's
Details

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

The identification number for individuals is the "NDI - Numero de
Identification number
Documento de Identidad" and for companies the "RUT number" which
of the beneficiary
should be instructed in the remittance information.

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
8 or 11 digits
transactions and identifying business parties.

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BBVAUYMMXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Description

Format

Local BBAN
Format
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
Beneficiary's
city, postal code, province, country code and country
physical full address name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction
with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
Detailed purpose of and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
Payment Purpose
payment
For example, providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
Details

Payment Purpose

Identification
number of the
beneficiary

The identification number for individuals is the "NDI Numero de Documento de Identidad" and for companies
the "RUT number" which should be instructed in the
remittance information.

Local
NDI/RUT
format

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>NDI or RUT</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BBVAUYMMXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Beneficiary
Address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's physical
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
full address
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary's
Details

Identification
number of the
beneficiary

The identification number for individuals is the "NDI - Numero de
Documento de Identidad" and for companies the "RUT number"
which should be instructed in the remittance information.

Local
NDI/RUT
format

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:NDI
or RUT

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose
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Vietnamese dong (VND) from France to
Vietnam
Overview
VND is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of Vietnam.
This currency has no decimal. In case you instruct a payment in this currency with decimals, it can be either rejected or
rounded.
Payments cannot be made to Foreign Indirect Investment Accounts (FIIAs). In some cases, the beneficiaries might be
required to sign documents to authorize the release of fund.
In addition, in Vietnam, the name order is the following: surname (1), middle name (2) and first name (3). Please make
sure to follow this structure when instructing the beneficiary name to avoid payment delay/rejection. Besides,
instructions with Mr/Mrs/Ms in the beneficiary name should be removed in order to avoid payment delay.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• A lot of beneficiaries hold a USD account locally (common practice in Vietnam). Please ensure that the beneficiary’s
account number given by the customer is a VND account and not a USD account.
• Central bank of Vietnam: http://www.sbv.gov.vn/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BNPAVNVXXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full legal
name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's physical
full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Local tax
format

Mandatory

:70:Tax code + Tax chapter +
item number

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Tax Payments

Payment Purpose

Tax code, tax chapter In case of tax payments, the tax code, tax chapter and item number are
and item number
mandatory and should be added to the remittance information.

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).
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* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BNPAVNVXXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
Detailed purpose of and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
payment
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Payment
Purpose

Tax Payments

Payment
Purpose

Tax code, tax
chapter and item
number

In case of tax payments, the tax code, tax chapter and item
number are mandatory and should be added to the
remittance information.

Local tax
format

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Tax code + Tax chapter +
item number</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BNPAVNVXXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Jon
Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's physical
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
full address
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Local tax
format

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Tax
code + Tax chapter + item number

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Tax Payments

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

Tax code, tax chapter In case of tax payments, the tax code, tax chapter and item number
and item number
are mandatory and should be added to the remittance information.

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).
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Vanuatu vatu (VUV) from France to Vanuatu
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.
This currency has no decimal. In case you instruct a payment in this currency with decimals, it can be either rejected or
rounded.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Vanuatu: http://www.rbv.gov.vu/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://ANZBVUVXXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>ANZBVUVXXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:ANZBVUVXXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose
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Samoan tala (WST) from France to Samoa
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be relatively standardized.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Samoa: http://www.cbs.gov.ws/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://ANZBWSWWXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the BAPA Format
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>ANZBWSWWXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
For example, providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:ANZBWSWWXXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA
code

Payment Purpose
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Central African CFA franc (XAF) from
France to Chad
Overview
XAF is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of the Central African States.This currency is used in following
countries: Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon and Republic of the Congo.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).
This currency has no decimal. In case you instruct a payment in this currency with decimals, it can be either rejected or
rounded.
In some cases, the beneficiaries might be required to sign documents to authorise the release of funds.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Central Africa States: https://www.beac.int/index.php/accueil

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A:// UNAFTDNDXXX

Beneficiary Account
Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full legal
name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary Address

Beneficiary's physical
full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Beneficiary's Contact
Details

Beneficiary's phone
number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in the remittance
information.

Free message

Recommended

:70:Phone number

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of payment
code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries with an
amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is BAPA Format
given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of France
(see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>
UNAFTDNDXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR>
<ID>BBAN</ID> </OTHR> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs
to be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's phone
number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in the
remittance information.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Phone
number</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA
code</CD> </DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:
UNAFTDNDXXX

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:BBAN

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary Address

Beneficiary's physical
full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's phone
number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in the
remittance information.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Phone number

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Data

Specification

Description

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

Beneficiary Account
Number

Domestic account
number

Beneficiary Name

Format
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East Caribbean dollar (XCD) from France to
Saint Vincent en de Grenadines
Overview
XCD is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of the Eastern Caribbean. This currency is used in following
countries: Anguilla, Antigua & Barbuda, Dominica, Grenada, Montserrat, Saint Kitts & Nevis, Saint Lucia and Saint Vincent
& Grenadines.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Eastern Caribbean: http://www.eccb-centralbank.org/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://NCBVVC22XXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of payment
code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries with an
amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is BAPA Format
given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of France
(see Appendix XXI ).

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>NCBVVC22XXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs
to be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:NCBVVC22XXX

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
physical full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

Beneficiary
Address

Payment Purpose

Payment Purpose

Description

Format

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
8 or 11 digits
and identifying business parties.
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West African CFA franc (XOF) from France
to Togo
Overview
XOF is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of the West African States. This currency is used in following
countries: Benin, Burkina Faso, Guinea-Bissau, Ivory Coast, Mali, Niger, Senegal and Togo.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).
This currency has no decimal. In case you instruct a payment in this currency with decimals, it can be either rejected or
rounded.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of West African States: http://www.bceao.int/

Guidelines
MT101
Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

Mandatory

:57A://ORBKTGTGXXX

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's physical
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be
full address
used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Data

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Beneficiary Account
Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Beneficiary Address

Description

Format

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
8 or 11 digits
and identifying business parties.

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's phone
number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in the
remittance information.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Phone number

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>ORBKTGTGXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM>
</CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in
conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
Detailed purpose of and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
payment
For example, providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Beneficiary's phone
number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in
the remittance information.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Phone number</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment Purpose

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Payment Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:ORBKTGTGXXX

Beneficiary Account
Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à 45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
Beneficiary's
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
physical full address
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient
and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's phone
number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in the
remittance information.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Phone number

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Beneficiary Address
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CFP franc (XPF) from France to Wallis and
Futuna
Overview
XPF is considered to be a restricted currency, which implies an inherent limitation to the tradability of this currency.
Fund transfers in this currency are not allowed outside of the French overseas territories in the Pacific.This currency is
used in following countries: French Polynesia, New Caledonia, Wallis and Futuna.
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).
This currency has no decimal. In case you instruct a payment in this currency with decimals, it can be either rejected or
rounded.

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://WAFTWF21XXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can be
used to instruct the payment. However, it's recommended to
use IBAN format.

IBAN (27
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

:59:FR7613825002000877673388926

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO Box
should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment
Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to
be provided in the remittance information. For example,
providing an invoice number without guiding text is
considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose
of payment code is mandatory for payments towards nonSEPA countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given through the
BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001
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Data

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing
business transactions and identifying business
parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <BIC>WAFTWF21XXX</BIC>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the
IBAN (27
beneficiary can be used to instruct the payment. characters) or
However, it's recommended to use IBAN format. BBAN Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID>
<IBAN>FR7613825002000877673388926</IBAN> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>

Specification

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary
SWIFT BIC Code
Bank
Beneficiary
Account
Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be
written out in full, without initials, abbreviations
or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street
name, city, postal code, province, country code
and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street
address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment
Purpose

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of
a full written description (in English) of the
nature of payment and needs to be provided in
Detailed purpose
the remittance information. For example,
Free message
of payment
providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result in
errors or delays.

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses – invoice n°
123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Payment
Purpose

In order to feed the economic balance of
payments, a purpose of payment code is
mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or BAPA Format
equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD> </DTLS>
</RGLTRYRPTG>

BAPA code

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À 161:WAFTWF21XXX

Beneficiary
Account Number

IBAN or BBAN
Account

Either the IBAN or BBAN account of the beneficiary can be
used to instruct the payment. However, it's recommended
to use IBAN format.

IBAN (27
characters) or
BBAN Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:FR7613825002000877673388926

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction
with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à 182:Beneficiary
address

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
For example, providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à 150:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à 244:BAPA code

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose
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South African rand (ZAR) from France to
South Africa
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be highly standardized.
It is important to note that this currency is also accepted in Lesotho, Swaziland & Namibia which are CMA Countries
(Common Monetary Area).

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of South Africa: https://www.resbank.co.za/Pages/default.aspx

Guidelines
MT101
Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions and
8 or 11 digits
identifying business parties.

Mandatory

:57A://BNPAZAJJXXX

The South African national clearing code (a six digit code), known as the ZA
code, identifies a bank branch and enables the correct routing of the
payment in the domestic clearing. In certain cases, the clearing code could
be included within the domestic account number. Please ask to your
ZA + 6 digits
beneficiary to indicate separately this code and the domestic account
number. List of local clearing codes & BIC SWIFT codes are available (see
Appendix XIX)

Mandatory

:57A://ZA123456

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

:59:BBAN

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number without
guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Payment of travel
expenses – invoice n°
123456789

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's phone
number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in the remittance
information.

Free
message

Recommended

:70:Phone number

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of payment
code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries with an
amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of France (see
Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

Data

Specification

Description

Format

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

Local Clearing
System

Local clearing code
(ZA code)

Beneficiary Account
Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

Beneficiary Address

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BNPAZAJJXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Local Clearing
System

Local clearing
code (ZA code)

The South African national clearing code (a six digit code),
known as the ZA code, identifies a bank branch and enables
the correct routing of the payment in the domestic clearing.
In certain cases, the clearing code could be included within
the domestic account number. Please ask to your
beneficiary to indicate separately this code and the
domestic account number. List of local clearing codes & BIC
SWIFT codes are available (see Appendix XIX)

ZA + 6
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <CLRSYSMMBID>
<MMBID>ZA123456</MMBID>
</CLRSYSMMBID> </FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR> <ID>BBAN</ID>
</OTHR> </ID> </CDTRACCT>

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city,
postal code, province, country code and country name. PO
Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction with the
street address.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information. For
example, providing an invoice number without guiding text
is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's
phone number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in the
remittance information.

Free
message

Recommended

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Phone number</USTRD>
</RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50 000
EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is given
through the BAPA code which is required by the bank of
France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Payment Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data
BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BNPAZAJJXXX

The South African national clearing code (a six digit code), known as the
ZA code, identifies a bank branch and enables the correct routing of the
payment in the domestic clearing. In certain cases, the clearing code
could be included within the domestic account number. Please ask to
ZA + 6 digits
your beneficiary to indicate separately this code and the domestic
account number. List of local clearing codes & BIC SWIFT codes are
available (see Appendix XIX)

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 11 À
45://ZA123456

Specification

Description

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

Format

Local Clearing
System

Local clearing code
(ZA code)

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

Local BBAN
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:BBAN

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr
Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Beneficiary's
Contact Details

Beneficiary's phone
number

The beneficiary's phone number needs to be provided in the remittance
information.

Free
message

Recommended

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Phone number

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose
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Zambian kwacha (ZMW) from France to
Zambia
Overview
The payment processing of this currency is considered to be complex (multiple information to be provided and complex
processing).

Additional information
• Available charge option: OUR/SHA/BEN
• Central bank of Zambia: http://www.boz.zm/

Guidelines
MT101
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example MT101 *

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business transactions
and identifying business parties.

8 or 11 digits

Mandatory

:57A://BARCZMLXXXX

Local Clearing
System

Local clearing code

Clearing code mandatory for ZMW payments towards Barclays Bank
Zambia. The clearing code consists of 6 digits.

6 digits

Mandatory

:57A://123456

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

13 digits

Mandatory

:59:1234567891234

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full, without
initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

:59:Mr Jon Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal code,
province, country code and country name. PO Box should not be used
unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

:59:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written description
(in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be provided in the
remittance information. For example, providing an invoice number
without guiding text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors
or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

:70:Payment of travel expenses
– invoice n° 123456789

Payment Purpose

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA countries
with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the
payment is given through the BAPA code which is required by the bank
of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

:77B:BAPA code

* For additional information concerning the MT101 Format Specifications, please consult Knowledge Centre (swift.com)
Pain 001
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID>
<BIC>BARCZMLXXXX</BIC> </FININSTNID>
</CDTRAGT>

Local Clearing
System

Local clearing code

Clearing code mandatory for ZMW payments towards
Barclays Bank Zambia. The clearing code consists of 6
digits.

6 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRAGT> <FININSTNID> <CLRSYSMMBID>
<MMBID>123456</MMBID> </CLRSYSMMBID>
</FININSTNID> </CDTRAGT>

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the
beneficiary complies with the local account format of the
destination country.

13 digits

Mandatory

<CDTRACCT> <ID> <OTHR>
<ID>1234567891234</ID> </OTHR> </ID>
</CDTRACCT>
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Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example Pain 001

Beneficiary
Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in
full, without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

<CDTR> <NM>Mr Jon Appelseed</NM> </CDTR>

Beneficiary's
physical full
address

A full address consists of a street number, street name,
city, postal code, province, country code and country
name. PO Box should not be used unless it is in conjunction
with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

<CDTR> <PSTLADR> <ADRLINE>Beneficiary
address</ADRLINE> </PSTLADR> </CDTR>

Detailed purpose
of payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full
written description (in English) of the nature of payment
and needs to be provided in the remittance information.
For example, providing an invoice number without guiding
text is considered as insufficient and can result in errors or
delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

<RMTINF> <USTRD>Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789</USTRD> </RMTINF>

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a
purpose of payment code is mandatory for payments
towards non-SEPA countries with an amount above 50
000 EUR (or equivalent). The purpose of the payment is
given through the BAPA code which is required by the
bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

<RGLTRYRPTG> <DTLS> <CD>BAPA code</CD>
</DTLS> </RGLTRYRPTG>

Beneficiary
Address

Payment
Purpose

Payment
Purpose

CFONB (Local format only used in France)
Data

Specification

Description

Format

Mandatory /
recommended

Example CFONB

BIC Code of the
Beneficiary Bank

SWIFT BIC Code

The BIC is used for addressing messages, routing business
transactions and identifying business parties.

8 or 11
digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 151 À
161:BARCZMLXXXX

Local Clearing
System

Local clearing code

Clearing code mandatory for ZMW payments towards Barclays Bank
Zambia. The clearing code consists of 6 digits.

6 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.05 POSITION 11 À 45:123456

Beneficiary
Account Number

Domestic account
number

It's important that the domestic account number of the beneficiary
complies with the local account format of the destination country.

13 digits

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 12 à
45:1234567891234

Beneficiary Name

Beneficiary's full
legal name

The full legal beneficiary name needs to be written out in full,
without initials, abbreviations or acronyms.

Free text

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 46 à 80:Mr Jon
Appelseed

Beneficiary
Address

Beneficiary's
physical full address

A full address consists of a street number, street name, city, postal
code, province, country code and country name. PO Box should not
be used unless it is in conjunction with the street address.

Free text

Recommended

ENREG 04. POSITION 81 à
182:Beneficiary address

Payment Purpose

Detailed purpose of
payment

A clear reason / purpose of payment consists of a full written
description (in English) of the nature of payment and needs to be
provided in the remittance information. For example, providing an
invoice number without guiding text is considered as insufficient and
can result in errors or delays.

Free
message

Mandatory

ENREG 07. POSITION 11 à
150:Payment of travel expenses –
invoice n° 123456789

BAPA code

In order to feed the economic balance of payments, a purpose of
payment code is mandatory for payments towards non-SEPA
countries with an amount above 50 000 EUR (or equivalent). The
purpose of the payment is given through the BAPA code which is
required by the bank of France (see Appendix XXI ).

BAPA
Format

Mandatory

ENREG.04 POSITION 242 à
244:BAPA code

Payment Purpose
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Appendix I: Purpose of Payment Codes
(INR)
LIST OF PURPOSE CODES FOR RECEIPT PURPOSES IN INDIA
GROUP
NO.
00

PURPOSE GROUP NAME

PURPOSE CODE

DESCRIPTION

P0017

Receipts on account of Sale of non-produced non-financial assets (Sale of intangible assets like patents, copyrights,
trademarks etc., land acquired by government, use of natural resources) – Government

P0019

Receipts on account of Sale of non-produced non-financial assets (Sale of intangible assets like patents, copyrights,
trademarks etc., use of natural resources) – Non-Government

P0028

Capital transfer receipts (Guarantee payments, Investment Grant given by the government/international organisation,
exceptionally large Non-life insurance claims including claims arising out of natural calamity) - Government

P0029

Capital transfer receipts ( Guarantee payments, Investment Grant given by the Non-government, exceptionally large Nonlife insurance claims including claims arising out of natural calamity) – Non-Government

P0099

Other capital receipts not included elsewhere

P0003

Repatriation of Indian Direct investment abroad (by branches & wholly owned subsidiaries and associates) in equity shares

P0004

Repatriation Indian Direct investment abroad (by branches & wholly owned subsidiaries and associates) in debt instruments

P0005

Repatriation of Indian investment abroad in real estate

P0006

Foreign Direct Investment made by overseas Investors in India in equity shares

P0007

Foreign Direct Investment made by overseas Investors in India in debt instruments.

P0008

Foreign Direct Investment made by overseas Investors in India in real estate

P0001

Repatriation of Indian Portfolio investment abroad in equity capital (shares)

P0002

Repatriation of Indian Portfolio investment abroad in debt instruments.

P0009

Foreign Portfolio Investment made by overseas Investors in India in equity shares

P0010

Foreign Portfolio Investment made by overseas Investors in India in debt Instruments.

P0011

Repayment of loans extended to Non-Residents

P0012

Long & medium term loans, with original maturity of above one year, from Non-Residents to India (External Commercial
Borrowings)

Short term credits

P0013

Short term loans with original maturity upto one year from Non-Residents to India (Short-term Trade Credit)

Banking Capital

P0014

Receipts o/a Non-Resident deposits (FCNR(B)/NR(E)RA, etc.) {ADs should report these even if funds are not "swapped" into
Rupees}

P0015

Loans & overdrafts taken by ADs on their own account. (Any amount of loan credited to the NOSTRO account which may
not be swapped into Rupees should also be reported)

P0016

Purchase of a foreign currency against another currency

P0020

Receipts on account of margin payments, premium payment and settlement amount etc. under Financial derivative
transactions

P0021

Receipts on account of sale of share under Employee stock option

P0022

Receipts on account of other investment in ADRs/GDRs

P0024

External Assistance received by India e.g. Multilateral and bilateral loans received by Govt. of India under agreements with
other govt. / international institutions

P0025

Repayments received on account of External Assistance extended by India

P0101

Value of export bills negotiated / purchased/discounted etc. (covered under GR/PP/SOFTEX/EC copy of shipping bills etc.) –
Other than Nepal and Bhutan

P0102

Realisation of export bills (in respect of goods) sent on collection (full invoice value) – Other than Nepal and Bhutan

P0103

Advance receipts against export contracts, which will be covered later by GR/PP/SOFTEX/SDF – other than Nepal and
Bhutan

P0104

Receipts against export of goods not covered by the GR /PP /SOFTEX /EC copy of shipping bill etc. (under
Intermediary/transit trade, i.e., third country export passing through India

P0105

Export bills (in respect of goods) sent on collection – other than Nepal and Bhutan

P0106

Conversion of overdue export bills from NPD to collection mode.

P0107

Realisation of NPD export bills (full value of bill to be reported) – other than Nepal and Bhutan

P0108

Goods sold under merchanting / Receipt against export leg of merchanting trade*

P0109

Export realisation on account of exports to Nepal and Bhutan, if any

P0201

Receipts of surplus freight/passenger fare by Indian shipping companies operating abroad

P0202

Receipts on account of operating expenses of Foreign shipping companies operating in India

P0205

Receipts on account of operational leasing (with crew) – Shipping companies

Capital Account

Financial account
Foreign Direct investment

Foreign Portfolio
Investment

External commercial
Borrowings

Financial Derivatives and
Others

External Assistance

01

02

Exports (of Goods)

Transportation
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GROUP
NO.

03

05

06

07

08

09

10

PURPOSE GROUP NAME

Travel

Construction Services

Insurance and Pension
Services

Financial Services

Telecommunication,
Computer & Information
Services

Charges for the use of
intellectual property n.i.e

Other Business Services

PURPOSE CODE

DESCRIPTION

P0207

Receipts of surplus freight/passenger fare by Indian Airlines companies operating abroad

P0208

Receipt on account of operating expenses of Foreign Airlines companies operating in India

P0211

Receipt on account of operational leasing (with crew) – Airlines companies

P0214

Receipts on account of other transportation services (stevedoring, demurrage, port handling charges etc).(Shipping
Companies)

P0215

Receipts on account of other transportation services (stevedoring, demurrage, port handling charges etc).( Airlines
companies)

P0216

Receipts of freight fare -Shipping companies operating abroad

P0217

Receipts of passenger fare by Indian Shipping companies operating abroad

P0218

Other receipts by Shipping companies

P0219

Receipts of freight fare by Indian Airlines companies operating abroad

P0220

Receipts of passenger fare –Airlines

P0221

Other receipts by Airlines companies

P0222

Receipts on account of freights under other modes of transport (Internal Waterways, Roadways, Railways, Pipeline
transports and Others)

P0223

Receipts on account of passenger fare under other modes of transport (Internal Waterways, Roadways, Railways, Pipeline
transports and Others)

P0224

Postal & Courier services by Air

P0225

Postal & Courier services by Sea

P0226

Postal & Courier services by others

P0301

Purchases towards travel (Includes purchases of foreign TCs, currency notes etc over the counter, by hotels, Emporiums,
institutions etc. as well as amount received by TT/SWIFT transfers or debit to Non-Resident account)

P0302

Business travel

P0304

Travel for medical treatment including TCs purchased by hospitals

P0305

Travel for education including TCs purchased by educational

P0306

Other travel receipts

P0308

Foreign Currencies/TCs surrendered by returning Indian tourists

P0501

Receipts on account of services relating to cost of construction of projects in India

P0502

Receipts on account of construction works carried out abroad by Indian Companies

P0601

Life Insurance premium except term insurance

P0602

Freight insurance – relating to import & export of goods

P0603

Other general insurance premium including reinsurance premium; and term life insurance premium

P0605

Auxiliary services including commission on insurance

P0607

Receipts on account of Auxiliary services ( commission on insurance).

P0608

Receipts on account of settlement of claims.

P0609

Standardised guarantee services

P0610

Premium for pension funds

P0611

Periodic pension entitlements e.g. monthly quarterly or yearly payments of pension amounts by Indian Pension Fund
Companies.

P0612

Invoking of standardised guarantees

P0701

Financial intermediation except investment banking – Bank charges, collection charges, LC charges, etc.

P0702

Investment banking – brokerage, under writing commission etc.

P0703

Auxiliary services – charges on operation & regulatory fees, custodial services, depository services etc.

P0801

Hardware consultancy/implementation

P0802

Software consultancy/implementation (other than those covered in SOFTEX form)

P0803

Data base, data processing charges

P0804

Repair and maintenance of computer and software

P0805

News agency services

P0806

Other information services- Subscription to newspapers, periodicals, etc.

P0807

Off-site Software Exports

P0808

Telecommunication services including electronic mail services and voice mail services

P0809

Satellite services including space shuttle and rockets, etc.

P0901

Franchises services

P0902

Receipts for use, through licensing arrangements, of produced originals or prototypes (such as manuscripts and films),
patents, copyrights, trademarks, industrial processes, franchises etc.

P1002

Trade related services – commission on exports / imports

P1003

Operational leasing services (other than financial leasing) without operating crew, including charter hire- Airlines companies
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GROUP
NO.

11

PURPOSE GROUP NAME

Personal, Cultural &
Recreational services

12

Government, not included
elsewhere (G.n.i.e.)

13

Secondary Income

14

15

Primary Income

Others

16

Maintenance and repair
services n.i.e

17

Manufacturing services

PURPOSE CODE

DESCRIPTION

P1004

Legal services

P1005

Accounting, auditing, book keeping services

P1006

Business and management consultancy and public relations services

P1007

Advertising, trade fair service

P1008

Research & Development services

P1009

Architectural services

P1010

Agricultural services like protection against insects & disease, increasing of harvest yields, forestry services.

P1011

Inward remittance for maintenance of offices in India

P1013

Environmental Services

P1014

Engineering Services

P1015

Tax consulting services

P1016

Market research and public opinion polling service

P1017

Publishing and printing services

P1018

Mining services like on–site processing services analysis of ores etc.

P1019

Commission agent services

P1020

Wholesale and retailing trade services

P1021

Operational leasing services (other than financial leasing) without operating crew, including charter hire- Shipping
companies

P1022

Other Technical Services including scientific/space services

P1099

Other services not included elsewhere

P1101

Audio-visual and related services like Motion picture and video tape production, distribution and projection services

P1103

Radio and television production, distribution and transmission services

P1104

Entertainment services

P1105

Museums, library and archival services

P1106

Recreation and sporting activity services

P1107

Educational services (e.g. fees received for correspondence courses offered to non-resident by Indian institutions)

P1108

Health Service (Receipts on account of services provided by Indian hospitals, doctors, nurses, paramedical and similar
services etc. rendered remotely or on-site)

P1109

Other Personal, Cultural & Recreational services

P1201

Maintenance of foreign embassies in India.

P1203

Maintenance of international institutions such as offices of IMF mission, World Bank, UNICEF etc. in India.

P1301

Inward remittance from Indian non-residents towards family maintenance and savings.

P1302

Personal gifts and donations (FCRA certificate required)

P1303

Donations to religious and charitable institutions in India(FCRA certificate required)

P1304

Grants and donations to governments and charitable institutions established by the governments (FCRA certificate required)

P1306

Receipts / Refund of taxes

P1307

Receipts on account of migrant transfers including Personal Effects

P1401

Compensation of employees

P1403

Inward remittance towards interest on loans extended to non-residents (ST/MT/LT loans)

P1405

Inward remittance towards interest receipts of ADs on their own account (on investments).

P1408

Inward remittance of profit by branches of Indian FDI Enterprises (including bank branches) operating abroad.

P1409

Inward remittance of dividends (on equity and investment fund shares) by Indian FDI Enterprises, other than branches,
operating abroad

P1410

Inward remittance on account of interest payment by Indian FDI enterprises operating abroad to their Parent company in
India.

P1411

Inward remittance of interest income on account of Portfolio Investment made abroad by India

P1412

Inward remittance of dividends on account of Portfolio Investment made abroad by India on equity and investment fund
shares

P1499

Other income receipts

P1501

Refunds / rebates on account of imports

P1502

Reversal of wrong entries, refunds of amount remitted for non-imports.

P1503

Remittances (receipts) by residents under international bidding process.

P1505

Deemed Exports ( exports between SEZ, EPZs and Domestic Tariff Areas)

P1601

Receipts on account of maintenance and repair services rendered for Vessels, Ships, Boats, Warships, etc.

P1602

Receipts of maintenance and repair services rendered for aircrafts, Space shuttles, Rockets, military aircrafts, etc.

P1701

Receipts on account of processing of goods
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* - ‘Merchanting’ here refers to purchase/sale of goods from/to a non-resident combined with subsequent resale of the
same goods to another non-resident without goods being present in the compiling economy (resident’s economy).
Essentially, goods transaction would be termed as ‘merchanting’ if goods acquired do not enter the territory of the
compiling (resident’s) economy and secondly, goods being acquired do not undergo any transformation before being
resold or repurchased
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Appendix II: Purpose of Payment Code
(RUB)-VO Code
LIST OF PURPOSE CODES FOR RECEIPT PURPOSES IN AND OUTSIDE OF RUSSIA
TYPE
CODE**
01

TRANSACTION TYPE NAME
FX transactions by Residents in the non-cash form

01

010

Selling by Residents of foreign currencies for Russian Roubles

01

030

Purchases by Residents of foreign currencies for Russian Roubles

01

040

Selling (purchasing) by Residents of one foreign currency for another foreign currency

02

FX transactions by Non-Residents in the non-cash form

02

010

Purchases by Non-Residents, of Russian Roubles for foreign currencies

02

020

Selling by Non-Residents, of Russian Roubles for foreign currencies
Settlements between Residents and Non-Residents while conducting foreign trade transactions relating to exports of goods from the Russian Federation, including
aircraft, sea and inland navigation ships and space equipment

10
10

100

Settlements by Non-Residents in the form of advance payments to Residents for goods to be exported from the Russian Federation, including exports under commission
fee contracts (agent contracts, assignment contracts) (advance payment), except for settlements described in Group 22 of this List

10

200

Settlements by Non-Residents where Residents allows for a deferred payment for goods to be exported from the Russian Federation including exports under
commission fee contracts (agent contracts, assignment contracts) (deferred payment), except for settlements described in Group 22 of this List

10

800

Settlements by Residents in favour of Non-Residents, in connection with the return of superfluous monetary funds relating to exports of goods from the Russian
Federation, except for settlements described under VO Code 22800
Settlements between Residents and Non-Residents while conducting foreign trade transactions relating to imports of goods to the Russian Federation, including
aircraft, sea and inland navigation ships and space equipment

11
11

100

Settlements by Residents in the form of advance payments to Non-Residents for goods to be imported to the Russian Federation, including imports under commission
fee contracts (agent contracts, assignment contracts) (advance payment), except for settlements described in Group 23 of this List

11

200

Settlements by Residents where Non-Residents allows for a deferred payment for goods to be imported to the Russian Federation including imports under commission
fee contracts (agent contracts, assignment contracts) (deferred payment), except for settlements described in Group 23 of this List

11

900

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, in connection with the return of superfluous monetary funds relating to imports of goods to the Russian Federation,
except for settlements described under VO Code 23900

12

Settlements between Residents and Non-Residents for goods sold without being imported to the Russian Federation

12

050

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, for goods sold outside of the Russian Federation without being imported to the Russian Federation, except for
settlements described under VO Codes 22110, 22210, 22300

12

060

Settlements by Residents in favour of Non-Residents, for goods sold outside of the Russian Federation without being imported to the Russian Federation, except for
settlements described under VO Codes 23110, 23210, 23300

12

800

Settlements by Residents in favour of Non-Residents, relating to the return of superfluous monetary funds while selling goods outside of the Russian Federation, except
for settlements described under VO Code 22800

12

900

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, relating to the return of superfluous monetary funds while selling goods outside of the Russian Federation, except
for settlements described under VO Code 23900

13

Settlements between Residents and Non-Residents for sales of goods in the Russian Federation

13

010

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, for goods being sold in the Russian Federation, except for settlements described under VO Codes 22110, 22210,
22300

13

020

Settlements by Residents in favour of Non-Residents, for goods being sold in the Russian Federation, except for settlements described under VO Codes 23110, 23210,
23300

13

800

Settlements by Residents in favour of Non-Residents, relating to the return of superfluous monetary funds while selling goods in the Russian Federation, except for
settlements described under VO Code 22800

13

900

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, relating to the return of superfluous monetary funds while selling goods in the Russian Federation, except for
settlements described under VO Code 23900
Settlements between Residents and Non-Residents while conducting foreign trade transactions where Residents fulfil works, render services, provide information or
outcomes of intellectual activities including exclusive rights thereon, as well as under rent contracts for movable and/or immovable property except for financial rent
(leasing) contracts

20

20

100

Settlements by Non-Residents in the form of downpayment for works fulfilled, services rendered, information or outcomes of intellectual activities including exclusive
rights thereon provided, by Residents, including fulfilment of such obligations under commission fee contracts (agent contracts, assignment contracts) (advance
payment), except for settlements described under VO Code 20400, settlements described under Group 22 of this List, and settlements relating to paying out
remuneration to resident brokers under brokerage services contracts (Group 58 of this List)

20

200

Settlements by Non-Residents for works fulfilled, services rendered, information or outcomes of intellectual activities including exclusive rights thereon provided, by
Residents, including fulfilment of such obligations under commission fee contracts (agent contracts, assignment contracts) (deferred payment), except for settlements
described under VO Code 20400, settlements described under Group 22 of this List, and settlements relating to paying out remuneration to resident brokers under
brokerage services contracts (Group 58 of this List)

20

300

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents under rent contracts for movable and/or immovable property except for financial rent (leasing) contracts

20

400

Settlements by non-resident consignors (commission principals, principals) in favour of resident commission agents (consignees, attorneys) in connection with payments
for purchases from the third parties, of goods, works, services, information, and results of intellectual activity including exclusive rights thereto, for the benefit of NonResidents, in conformity with commission contracts (agency contracts), except for settlements described under Group 58 of this List
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TYPE
CODE**

TRANSACTION TYPE NAME

20

500

Payments of resident commission agents (consignees, assignors) in favour of non-resident consignors (commission principals, principals) for providing services by the
resident of selling products, works, services, information and results of intellectual activity, including exclusive rights thereto, of the Non-resident under the Commission
contract (agency agreement or assignment contract), except for settlements in Group 58 of this List

20

800

Payments of Resident in favour of Non-resident when making return of excessive funds received for providing services by the resident of selling goods, works, services,
information and the results of intellectual activity, including exclusive rights thereto, except for settlements in Group 22 and 58 of this List
Settlements between Residents and Non-Residents while conducting foreign trade transactions where Non-Residents fulfil works, render services, provide
information or outcomes of intellectual activities including exclusive rights thereon, as well as under rent contracts for movable and/or immovable property except for
financial rent (leasing) contracts

21

21

100

Settlements by Residents in the form of pre-payment in favour of Non-Residents for providing services, selling products, works, information and the results of intellectual
activity, including exclusive rights thereto, including those rendered under the Commission contract (agency agreement or assignment contract) (pre-payment), except
for settlements described under VO Code 21400, settlements described in Group 23 hereof and non-resident broker’s fees under brokerage agreement (Group 58 hereof)

21

200

Settlements by Residents in favour of Non-Residents for providing services, works, information and the results of intellectual activity, including exclusive rights thereto,
including those rendered under the Commission contract (agency agreement or assignment contract) (deferred payment), except for settlements described under VO
Code 21400, settlements described in Group 23 hereof and non-resident broker’s fees under brokerage agreement (Group 58 hereof)

21

300

Settlements by Residents in favour of Non-Residents under rent contracts for movable and/or immovable property except for financial rent (leasing)

21

400

Settlements by resident consignors (commission principals, principals) in favour of nonresident commission agents (consignees, attorneys) in connection with payments
for purchases from the third parties, of goods, works, services, information, and results of intellectual activity including exclusive rights thereto, for the benefit of
Residents, in conformity with commission contracts (agency contracts), except for settlements described under Group 58 of this List

21

500

Settlements by non-resident commission agents or warrantors in favour of resident consignors (principals, warrantors) where Non-Residents render services relating to
sales, to other parties, of Residents’ goods, works, services, information or outcomes of intellectual activities including exclusive rights thereon under commission fee
contracts (agent contracts, assignment contracts), except for settlements described under Group 58 of this List

21

900

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents relating to the return of superfluous funds received for fulfilment of works, rendering services, providing information
or outcomes of intellectual activities including exclusive rights thereon, except for settlements described under Groups 23 and 58 of this List
Settlements between Residents and Non-Residents, relating to supplies by Residents of goods, fulfilment by Residents of works, rendering by Residents of services,
transfer by Residents of information or outcomes of intellectual activities including exclusive rights thereon, under arrangements (contracts) of the mixed type <*>

22

22

100

Settlements by non-resident consignors (principals, warrantors) in the form of downpayment to resident commission agents or warrantors for goods exported from the
Russian Federation, works fulfilled, services rendered, information or outcomes of intellectual activities including exclusive rights thereon provided, (advance payment),
except for settlements described under VO Code 22110 and settlements relating to paying out remuneration to resident brokers under brokerage services contracts
(Group 58 of this List)

22

110

Settlements by Non-Residents in the form of downpayment to Residents for goods supplied, works fulfilled, services rendered, information or outcomes of intellectual
activities including exclusive rights thereon provided, under arrangements (contracts) defined in Clause 5.1.2 of the Bank of Russia’s Regulation No.138-I as of June 4, 2012
(advance payment)

22

200

Settlements by non-resident consignors (principals, warrantors) where resident commission agents or warrantors provide deferment for payment for goods exported
from the Russian Federation, works fulfilled, services rendered, information or outcomes of intellectual activities including exclusive rights thereon provided, (deferred
payment), except for settlements described under VO Code 22110 and settlements relating to paying out remuneration to resident brokers under brokerage services
contracts (Group 58 of this List)

22

210

Settlements by Non-Residents where Residents provide deferment for payment for goods supplied, works fulfilled, services rendered, information or outcomes of
intellectual activities including exclusive rights thereon provided, under arrangements (contracts) defined in Clause 5.1.2 of the Bank of Russia’s Regulation No.138-I as of
June 4, 2012 (deferred payment)

22

300

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents under financial rental contracts (leasing)

22

800

Settlements by Residents in favour of Non-Residents, relating to the return of superfluous funds received under arrangements (contracts) of the mixed type
Settlements between Residents and Non-Residents, relating to supplies by Non-Residents of goods, fulfilment by Non-Residents of works, rendering by NonResidents of services, transfer by Non-Residents of information or outcomes of intellectual activities including exclusive rights thereon, under arrangements
(contracts) of the mixed type <*>

23

23

100

Payments of Resident commission principal (consignor, principal) by way of pre-payment in favor of non- resident consignee (commission agent, assignor) for products,
brought to the Russian Federation, works, services, information and the results of intellectual activity, including exclusive rights thereto (advance payment), except for
settlements under 23110 code and payment of fees to non-resident broker under brokerage agreement (Group 58 hereof)

23

110

Payments of Resident by way of pre-payment in favor of Non-resident for products, works, services, information and the results of intellectual activity, including
exclusive rights thereto, under agreements (contracts) specified in sub-clause 5.1.2 of clause 5.1 hereof (pre-payment)

23

200

Payments of resident commission principal (consignor, principal) in case of grace period provided by the non-resident commission agent for products, brought to the
Russian Federation, works, services, information and the results of intellectual activity, including exclusive rights thereto (deferred payment), except for settlements
under 23110 code and payment of fees to non-resident broker under brokerage agreement (Group 58 hereof)

23

210

Payments of resident in case of grace period provided by the non-resident for products, works, services, information and the results of intellectual activity, including
exclusive rights thereto under contracts (agreements) specified in sub-clause 5.1.2 of clause 5.1 hereof (deferred payment)

23

300

Settlements by Residents in favour of Non-Residents under financial rent (leasing)

23

900

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, relating to the return of superfluous funds received under arrangements (contracts) of the mixed type
Settlements between Residents and Non-Residents relating to the purchases of immovable property (real estate) except for payments for aircraft, sea and inland
navigation ships and space equipment

30
30

010

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents for immovable property purchased outside of the Russian Federation, including settlements relating to shared
participation by Non-Residents in construction by Resident, of immovable property outside of the Russian Federation

30

020

Payments by Residents in favour of Non-Residents for immovable property purchased outside the Russian Federation, including payments relating to shared participation
by Residents in construction by Non-Resident, of immovable property outside the Russian Federation

30

030

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents for immovable property purchased in the Russian Federation, including settlements relating to shared participation
by Non-Residents in construction by Resident, of immovable property in the Russian Federation

30

040

Payments by Residents in favour of Non-Residents for immovable property purchased in the Russian Federation, including payments relating to shared participation by
Residents in construction by Non-Resident, of immovable property in the Russian Federation

30

800

Return of excess-funds received by Residents from Non-Residents in transactions with immovable property including those relating to shared participation in
construction of immovable property

30

900

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, relating to the return of superfluous funds received under immovable property transactions including ones relating
to shared participation in construction of immovable property

32

Settlements between Residents and Non-Residents under contracts for assignment or novation of debts, executed between Residents and Non-Residents
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TYPE
CODE**

TRANSACTION TYPE NAME

32

010

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, for claims assigned by Residents to Non-Residents under claim assignment contracts

32

015

Settlements by Resident in favour of Non-Resident for claims assigned to the Resident by Non-Residents under claim assignment contracts

32

020

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, for debts novated by Non-Residents to Residents under debt novation contracts

32

025

Settlements by Resident in favour of Non-Resident, for debts novated by Resident to Non-Resident under debt novation contracts

35

Settlements between Residents and Non-Residents under other foreign trade transactions not described explicitly in Groups 10 - 23 of this List

35

030

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents under other foreign trade transactions not described explicitly in Groups 10 - 23 of this List

35

040

Settlements by Residents in favour of Non-Residents under other foreign trade transactions not described explicitly in Groups 10 - 23 of this List

40

Settlements relating to the supplies by Residents (except for resident licensed banks) of monetary funds to Non-Residents under loan contracts

40

030

Settlements by Residents in favour of Non-Residents, relating to the supplies of monetary funds under loan contracts

40

900

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, relating to the return of superfluous monetary funds received, in connection with loans granted by Residents to
Non-Residents under loan contracts
Settlements relating to the supplies by Non-Residents of monetary funds to Residents (except for resident licensed banks), under credit arrangements and loan
contracts

41
41

030

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, relating to the supplies of monetary funds under credit agreements or loan contracts

41

800

Settlements by Residents in favour of Non-Residents, relating to the return of superfluous monetary funds received, in connection with loans granted by Non-Residents
to Residents under credit arrangements or loan contracts
Settlements relating to the execution by Residents (except for resident licensed banks), of obligations on borrowings or loans attracted in the monetary form under
credit arrangements and loan contracts

42
42

015

Settlements by Residents in favour of Non-Residents under repayment of principal under credit or loan agreements

42

035

Interest payments of Residents in favour of Non-Residents under credit or loan agreements

42

050

Other settlements by Residents in favour of Non-residents related to fees (commissions) and other payments under credit or loan agreements

42

900

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, relating to the return of superfluous funds received where Residents pay off the principal amount of loans under
credit arrangements or loan contracts

42

950

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, relating to the return of superfluous amounts of interest under credit arrangements or loan contracts

43

Settlements relating to the execution by Non-Residents, of obligations on loans attracted in the monetary form under loan contracts

43

015

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, relating to the return of principal amounts under loan contracts

43

035

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, relating to paying off interest under loan contracts

43

050

Other settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, relating to payments of premiums (fees) and other monetary funds under loans attracted

43

800

Settlements by Residents in favour of Non-Residents when making return of excessive funds received in principal repayment under loan agreement

43

850

Settlements by Residents in favour of Non-Residents when making return of excessive funds received in interest payments under loan agreement

50

Settlements relating to capital investments

50

100

Payments of Residents in favour Non-Residents related to transactions with stakes, units and participation interests in property (statutory or share capital or unit fund of
a cooperative) of a body corporate and under a particular partnership

50

110

Settlements of Residents to Non-residents related of dividend (revenue) on capital investment

50

200

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, in connection with transactions in shares, deposits, portions in equity (chartered capital, share capital, cooperative
unit trust) of legal entities, and also under special partnership agreements

50

210

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, relating to paying off dividends (income) from capital investments

50

800

Settlements by Residents in favor of Non-Residents when making return of excessive funds received on capital investment transactions

50

900

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, relating to the return of superfluous funds received under capital investment transactions
Settlements relating to purchases by Non-Residents of securities (rights certified by securities) from Residents, except for settlements described under Group 58 of
this List

51
51

210

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, relating to purchases of Residents’ bonds, debentures, shares and other equity securities

51

215

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, relating to purchases of Non-Residents’ bonds, debentures, shares and other equity securities

51

230

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, relating to purchases of shares in investment funds founded by Residents

51

235

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, relating to purchases of shares in investment funds founded by Non-Residents

51

250

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, relating to purchases of promissory notes, bills of exchange and other non-equity securities issued by Residents

51

255

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, relating to purchases of promissory notes, bills of exchange and other non-equity securities issued by NonResidents

51

800

Payments of Resident in favor of Non- resident when making return of excessive funds received on transactions with securities (rights certified by securities) and funds
on unexecuted obligations thereunder
Settlements relating to purchases by Residents, of securities (rights certified by securities) from Non-Residents except for settlements described under Group 58 of
this List

52
52

210

Payments of Resident in favour of Non-Resident, relating to purchases of Residents’ bonds, debentures, shares and other equity securities

52

215

Payments of Resident in favour of Non-Resident, relating to purchases of Non-residents’ bonds, debentures, shares and other equity securities

52

230

Payments of Resident in favour of Non-Resident, relating to purchases of units in investment funds founded by Non-Residents

52

235

Payments of Resident in favour of Non-Resident, relating to purchases of units in investment funds founded by Residents

52

250

Payments by Resident in favour of Resident, relating to purchases of promissory notes, bills of exchange and other non-equity securities issued by Residents

52

255

Payments by Resident in favour of Non-Resident, relating to purchases of promissory notes, bills of exchange and other non-equity securities issued by Non-Residents

52

900

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, relating to the return of superfluous monetary funds received under transactions in securities (rights certified by
securities), and monetary funds under such unfulfilled obligations

55

Settlements relating to fulfilment by Residents and Non-Residents of obligations under securities, except for settlements described under Group 58 of this List
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55

210

Payments of Resident in favour of Non-Resident in fulfilling obligations on bonds, debentures and other equity securities

55

230

Payments of Resident in favour of Non-Resident in payment of income on investment fund units

55

250

Payments of Resident in favour of Non-Resident in fulfilling Resident’s obligations on promissory notes, bills of exchange and other non-equity securities

55

310

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents where Non-Residents fulfil obligations under bonds, debentures and other equity securities

55

330

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, relating to paying off income on shares in investment funds

55

350

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents where Non-Residents fulfil obligations under promissory notes, bills of exchange other non-equity securities

55

800

Payments of Residents in favour of Non-residents when making return of excessive funds received on fulfilling operations with securities and funds on unfulfilled
obligations thereunder

55

900

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, relating to the return of superfluous monetary funds received in connection with fulfilling obligations under
transactions in securities, and monetary funds under unfulfilled obligations

56

Settlements between Residents and Non-Residents, relating to transactions in derivative financial instruments and other futures transactions

56

010

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, relating to transactions in futures and derivative financial instruments (premiums, margin and guarantee payments,
other funds transferred in conformity with provisions of such contracts, except for settlements relating to supplies of underlying assets)

56

060

Payments of Resident in favour of Non-Resident, relating to transactions in futures and derivative financial instruments (premiums, margin and guarantee payments,
other funds transferred under such contracts, except for settlements relating to delivery of underlying assets)

56

800

Payments of Resident in favor of Non- resident when making return of excessive funds received on above transactions and funds on failed obligations thereunder

56

900

Settlements by Non-Residents, relating to the return to Residents, of superfluous monetary funds received under unfulfilled obligations described under this Group

57

Settlements under asset trust management contracts

57

010

Settlements by Resident trustors in favour of Resident trustees, in foreign currency

57

015

Settlements by Resident trustees, in favour of Resident trustors in foreign currency

57

020

Settlements, in foreign currencies and Russian Roubles, by non-resident asset management trustors in favour of resident trustees

57

025

Settlement by Resident trustees, in favour of Non-resident trustors in foreign currency and in Russian Roubles

57

030

Settlements by resident trustors in favour of non-resident trustees

57

035

Settlements by non-resident trustees in favour of resident trustors

57

800

Settlements by Residents in favour of Non-residents relating to return of excessive funds transferred under contracts on trust management of property

57

900

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, relating to the return to Residents of superfluous monetary funds transferred under asset trust management
contracts

58

Settlements under brokerage service contracts, except for settlements described under Groups 51

58

010

Settlements by Residents in favour of non-resident brokers under brokerage service contracts, including payments of non-resident brokers’ fees and remunerations

58

015

Settlements by non-resident brokers in favour of Residents under brokerage service contracts, except for settlements described under VO Code 58900

58

020

Settlements by Non-Resident in favour of resident brokers under brokerage service contracts, payments of resident brokers’ fees and remunerations

58

025

Settlements by resident brokers in favour of Non-Residents under brokerage service contracts, except for settlements described under VO Code 58800

58

030

Settlements between Residents in foreign currency under brokerage service contracts, including payments of brokers’ fees and commissions

58

800

Settlements by Residents, relating to the return to Non-Residents, of monetary funds excessively transferred under brokerage service contracts

58

900

Settlements by Non-Residents, relating to the return to Residents, of monetary funds excessively transferred under brokerage service contracts

60

Fund transfers by Non-Residents, cash withdrawals (credits) in Russian Roubles on Non-Residents’ Russian Rouble accounts

60

070

Fund transfers in Russian Roubles from a Non-Resident’s Russian Rouble bank account to other Russian Rouble bank account (deposit account) of the same Non-Resident,
where both accounts are maintained with the same licensed bank, from a Non-Resident’s Russian Rouble deposit account to a bank account of the same Non-Resident,
where both accounts are maintained with the same licensed bank

60

071

Fund transfers in Russian Roubles from a Non-Resident’s Russian Rouble bank account maintained with one licensed bank, to a Russian Rouble bank account (deposit
account) maintained with another licensed bank in the name of the same Non-Resident, from a Non-Resident’s Russian Rouble deposit account to a bank account
maintained in the name of the same Non-Resident with another licensed bank

60

075

Fund transfers in Russian Roubles from a Non-Resident’s Russian Rouble bank account maintained with a licensed bank, to a Russian Rouble bank account (deposit
account) maintained in the name of the same Non-Resident with a non-resident bank

60

076

Fund transfers in Russian Roubles from a Non-Resident’s Russian Rouble bank account (deposit account) maintained with a non-resident bank, to a Russian Rouble bank
account maintained in the name of the same Non-Resident with a licensed bank

60

080

Fund transfers in Russian Roubles from a Non-Resident’s Russian Rouble bank account to a Russian Rouble bank account (deposit account) maintained with the same
licensed bank in the name of another Non-Resident

60

081

Fund transfers in Russian Roubles from a Non-Resident’s Russian Rouble bank account maintained with a licensed bank to a Russian Rouble bank account (deposit
account) maintained in the name of another Non-Resident with another licensed bank

60

085

Fund transfers in Russian Roubles from a Non-Resident’s Russian Rouble bank account with a licensed bank, to a Russian Rouble bank account (deposit account)
maintained in the name of another Non-Resident with a non-resident bank

60

086

Fund transfers in Russian Roubles from a Non-Resident’s bank account (deposit account) maintained with a non-resident bank, to a Russian Rouble bank account
maintained with a licensed bank in the name of another Non-Resident

60

090

Withdrawals of cash in Russian Roubles from Residents’ Russian Rouble accounts maintained with a licensed bank

60

095

Credits of cash in Russian Roubles to Non-Residents’ Russian Rouble accounts maintained with a licensed bank

60

200

Withdrawals of Russian Roubles from a Non-Resident’s Russian Rouble bank account maintained with a licensed bank, where the withdrawal is made with the use of a
bank card

61

Settlements and fund transfers by Residents, cash withdrawals (credits) by Residents in foreign currencies

61

070

Settlements between residents in foreign currency under forwarding, shipping and freight chartering (Charter) contracts for services of forwarder, carrier and freight
agent related to transportation of goods exported from or imported to the Russian Federation Russian or transit of goods through the territory of the Russian Federation,
as well as the cargo insurance contracts

61

100

Transfer of foreign currency from a Resident’s transit currency account to another transit currency account or to the settlement account of the same Resident in foreign
currency
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61

115

Settlements in foreign currency between Residents consignees (agents, trustees), and Resident consignors (clients, principals), for consignees’ services related to
concluding and execution of agreements with Non-residents on the transfer of goods, performance of work, provision of services and transfer of information and the
results of intellectual activity, including exclusive rights thereto, including return to the consignees (principals, clients) of funds except for payments under VO Codes
57010, 58030 и 61162

61

130

Fund transfers in foreign currency from a Resident’s foreign currency current account maintained with a licensed bank to the same Resident’s foreign currency current
account with the same licensed bank; from a Resident’s foreign currency account maintained with a licensed bank, to the same Resident’s foreign currency current
account maintained with the same licensed bank

61

135

Fund transfers in foreign currency from a Resident’s foreign currency current account maintained with a licensed bank to the same Resident’s foreign currency account
with another licensed bank; from a Resident’s foreign currency account maintained with a licensed bank, to the same Resident’s foreign currency current account
maintained with another licensed bank

61

140

Fund transfers in foreign currency or Russian Roubles from a Resident’s account maintained with a non-resident bank to an account of the same Resident maintained
with a licensed bank

61

145

Fund transfers in foreign currency from a Resident’s account maintained with a non-resident bank to an account of another Resident with a licensed bank

61

150

Fund transfers in foreign currency or Russian Roubles from a Resident’s current account maintained with a licensed bank to the same Resident’s account with a nonresident bank

61

155

Fund transfers in foreign currency from a Resident’s current account maintained with a licensed bank, to an account of another Resident with a non-resident bank

61

160

Settlements in foreign currency between Residents, associated with making and return of cover securing individual and/or collective clearing in accordance with the
Federal Law no. 7-FZ ≪On Clearing and Clearing Activities≫ of February 7, 2011, (Code of Laws of the Russian Federation, 2011, N 7, art. 904; N 48, art. 6728; N 49, St. 7040,
art. 7061) (hereafter Federal Law “On Clearing and Clearing Activity≫)

61

161

Settlements in foreign currency between Residents upon clearing in accordance with the Federal Law no. 7-FZ ≪On Clearing and Clearing Activities≫

61

162

Settlements in foreign currency between Residents consignees (agents, trustees), and Resident consignors (clients, principals), for consignees’ services related to
concluding and execution of agreements with obligations subject to clearing in accordance with the Federal Law no. 7-FZ ≪On Clearing and Clearing Activities≫

61

163

Settlements in foreign currency between Residents, in execution and (or) termination of a derivative contract

61

164

Fund transfers in Russian Roubles from a Resident’s account maintained with a non-resident bank, to another resident’s account maintained with a licensed bank

61

165

Fund transfers in Russian Roubles from a Resident’s account maintained with a licensed bank, to an account maintained with a non-resident bank in the name of another
Resident

61

170

Cash withdrawals in foreign currency from the Resident’s foreign currency account maintained with a licensed bank

61

175

Credits in foreign currency to a Resident’s foreign currency account maintained with a licensed bank

61

200

Withdrawals from a Resident’s current account maintained with a licensed bank where the withdrawal is made with the use of a bank card

70

Non-trade-related transactions

70

010

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, relating to payments of taxes, duties and other dues, except for settlements described under VO Code 70120

70

020

Settlements by Residents in favour of Non-Residents, relating to payments of taxes, duties and other dues, except for settlements described under VO Code 70125

70

030

Settlements relating to payments by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, of pensions, doles, benefits, and other social allowances, except for settlements described
under VO Code 70120

70

040

Settlements relating to payments by Residents in favour of Non-Residents, of pensions, doles, benefits, and other social allowances, except for settlements described
under VO Code 70125

70

050

Settlements relating to payments by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, of salaries, wages, and other payments earned for work or service, except for settlements
described under VO Code 70120

70

060

Settlements relating to payments by Residents in favour of Non-Residents, of salaries, wages, and other payments earned for work or service, except for settlements
described under VO Code 70125

70

090

Settlements relating to the provision by Non-Residents to Residents, of gratis financial aid, except for settlements described under VO Code 70100

70

095

Settlements relating to the provision by Residents to Non-Residents, of gratis financial aid, except for settlements described under VO Code 70105

70

100

Settlements relating to the provision by Non-Residents to Residents, of charitable aid, collection of donations, paying off (receipt) of grants and other payments on a
gratis basis

70

105

Settlements relating to the provision by Residents to Non-Residents, of charitable aid, collection of donations, paying off (receipt) of grants and other payments on a
gratis basis

70

110

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, relating to payments of insurance cover under insurance or re-insurance contracts

70

115

Settlements by Residents in favour of Non-Residents, relating to payments of insurance cover under insurance or re-insurance contracts

70

120

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, relating to the implementation of court verdicts

70

125

Settlements by Residents in favour of Non-Residents, relating to the implementation of court verdicts

70

200

Other settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents on non-trade-related transactions, except for settlements described under VO Codes 70010, 70030, 70050,
70090, 70100, 70110, 70120

70

205

Other settlements by Residents in favour of Non-Residents on non-trade-related transactions, except for settlements described under VO Codes 70020, 70040, 70060,
70095, 70105, 70115, 70125

70

800

Settlements by Residents in favour of Non-Residents, relating to the return of superfluous monetary funds on non-trade-related transactions

70

900

Settlements by Non-Residents in favour of Residents, relating to the return of superfluous monetary funds on non-trade-related transactions
Settlements between licensed banks and Non-Residents in Russian Roubles, and between licensed banks and Non-Residents in foreign currencies, except for
settlements described under Groups 01, 02, 57

80
80

010

Settlements in Russian Roubles between Non-Residents and licensed banks under loan contracts

80

020

Withdrawals in Russian Roubles from a Non-Residents’ Russian Rouble bank account in connection with the opening of letters of credit

80

021

Credits in Russian Roubles to a Non-Residents’ Russian Rouble bank account in connection with the closing of letters of credit

80

050

Settlements in Russian Roubles between Non-Residents and licensed banks under other transactions, except for settlements described under Groups 02, 57 and 58 of this
List, and settlements described under VO Codes 80010, 80020, 80021

80

110

Settlements in foreign currencies between Residents and licensed banks under loan contracts 80 120 Withdrawals in foreign currencies or Russian Roubles from
Residents’ current accounts maintained with a licensed bank in connection with the opening of letters of credit in favour of Non-Residents
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80

121

Credits in foreign currencies or Russian Roubles to Residents’ current accounts maintained with a licensed bank, in connection with the closing of letters of credit in
favour of Non-Residents

80

150

Settlements in foreign currencies between Residents and licensed banks under other transactions, except for settlements described under Groups 01, 57 и 58 of this List,
and settlements described under VO Codes 80110, 80120, 80121

99

Settlements of other foreign exchange transactions not described explicitly in Groups 01- 80 of this List

99

010

The return to Residents, of erroneously debited (credited) funds

99

020

The return to Non-Residents, of erroneously debited (credited) funds

99

090

Settlements under transactions not described explicitly in Groups 01 – 80 of this List and not relating to payments under VO Codes 99010, 99020

<*> VO Codes from Groups 22 and 23 of this List, should be used where the amount of a fund transfer includes the value
of goods and value
of services, and/or value of works, and/or information, and/or results of intellectual activity, including exclusive rights
thereto, under
such agreements or contracts which, for the purposes of this Annex, are deemed to be agreements or contracts of a
mixed type:
a) agreements or contracts which provide for export or import by Residents, of goods from/to the Russian Federation on
a condition of
fulfillment of works, and/or rendering services, and/or providing information, and/or results of intellectual activity,
including exclusive
rights thereto, including export/import from/to the Russian Federation of goods for their processing, construction of sites
in the Russian
Federation or abroad;
b) agreements or contracts described in sub-Clause 5.1.2 of this Regulation;
c) financial rent (leasing) contracts;
d) agency contracts (commission contracts) whose conditions provide for import (export) to/from the Russian Federation.

<**> VO Codes from Group 80 are intended for licensed banks to keep records of foreign currency and other transactions
conducted by
Residents and Non-Residents. VO codes are also used for withdrawals of funds from a Resident’s or Non-Resident’s
account maintained
with a licensed bank, for fund transfers in favour of another licensed bank under contracts concluded between them, or
for credits of
inbound fund transfers from another licensed bank under contracts concluded between them and a Resident or NonResident, to the
Resident’s or Non-Resident’s account maintained with a licensed bank.
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Appendix III: Purpose of Payment Codes
(CNY)
LIST OF PURPOSE CODES FOR RECEIPT PURPOSES IN MAINLAND CHINA
DESCRIPTION
PAYT/02112

Trade related Payment

PAYT/02113

Return of a Trade related Payment

PAYT/02114

Service related Payment

PAYT/02115

Return of a Service related Payment

PAYT/02116

Capital item related Payment

PAYT/02117

Return of a Capital item related Payment

PAYT/02123

Individual Payment

PAYT/02124

Return of an Individual Payment

PAYT/02125

Other recurrent item related payments*

PAYT/02127

Inter-bank cross-border funding transfer

*Please state the purpose of payment. e.g. income/current transfers, charity donations, remittance of profile, etc. These
codes are only required for payments toward Mainland China.
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Appendix VI: IBAN Application Rules
COUNTRY

MANDATORY

EXAMPLES

LENGTH

Albania

Y

AL12123456781234567890123456

28

Algeria

N

DZ580002100001113000000570

26

Andorra

Y

AD1212341234567890122364

24

Angola

Y*

AO06000800000000037131175

25

Austria

Y

AT121234512345678901

25

Azerbaijan

Y

AZ12BICC12345678901234567890

28

Bahrain

Y

BH12BICC12345678901234

22

Belgium

Y

BE12123123456712

16

Benin

N

BJ11B00654200500281100102591

28

Bosnia and Herzegovina

Y*

BA391290080702028595

20

Brazil

Y

BR1212345678123451234567890

29

British Virgin Islands

N

VG96VPVG0009512345678900

24

Bulgaria

Y

BG12BICC12341212345678

22

Burkina Faso

N

BF42BF0840101300463574000390

28

Cameroon

N

CM2110006001000500000612306

27

Central African Republic

N

FR7630008520110009970004942

27

Congo

N

CG5230011000202151234567890

27

Costa Rica

Y

CR05015202001026284066

22

Croatia

Y

HR1212345671234567890

21

Cyprus

Y

CY12123123451234567890123456

28

Czech Republic

Y

CZ1212341234561234567890

24

Denmark

Y

DK1212341234567891

18

Dominican Republic

Y*

DO28BAGR00000001456453611324

28

Egypt

Y

EG110000600123080010001459354

29

Estonia

Y

EE121212123456789011

20

Faroe Islands

Y

FO1464600065492713

18

Finland

Y

FI2112341230000785

18

France

Y

FR1212345123451234987890112

27

French Guiana

Y*

See France structure

27

French Polynesia

Y*

See France structure

27

Gabon

N

GA2140002000036902673300064

27

Georgia

Y

GE29NB0000009511904917

22

Germany

Y

DE12123456781234567890

22

Gibraltar

Y

GI12BICC123456789012345

23

Greece

Y

GR1212312341234567890123456

27

Greenland

Y

GL1212341234567891

18

Guadeloupe

Y*

See France structure

27

Guatemala

Y*

GT12BICC12345678901234567890

28

Guernsey

Y*

See the UK structure

22

Guinea

N

GN1234567890123456789012345

27

Hungary

Y

HU12123123411234567890123451

28

Iceland

Y

IS121234121234561234567890

26

Iran

N

IR580540105357021273113007

26

Iraq

Y

IQ123456789012345678901

23

Ireland

Y

IE12BICC12345612345678

22

Isle of Man

Y*

See the UK structure

22

Israel

Y

IL121231231234567890123

23

Italy

Y

IT12A1234512345123456789012

27

Ivory Coast

N

CI05A00060158200178530001852

28

Jersey

Y*

See the UK structure

22

Jordan

Y

JO94CBJO0010000000012331000203

30

Kazakhstan

Y*

KZ75 125K ZT20 6910 0100

20

Kosovo

Y*

XK05 1212 0123 4567 8906

20

Kuwait

Y

KW12BICC1234567890123456789012

30
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Latvia

Y

LV12BICC1234567890123

21

Lebanon

Y

LB12123412345678901234567890

28

Liechtenstein

Y

LI12123451234567890AB

21

Lithuania

Y

LT121234512345678901

20

Luxembourg

Y

LU280019400694750000

20

Macedonia

Y*

MK12123123456789012

19

Madagascar

Y*

MG4600005030010101914016056

27

Mali

N

ML03D00890170001001230000447

28

Malta

Y

MT12BICC12345123456789012345678

31

Martinique

Y*

See France structure

27

Mauritania

Y

MR1212345123451234567890112

27

Mauritius

Y

MU17BOMM0101101030300200000MUR

30

Moldova

Y

MD24AG000987100013104168

24

Monaco

Y*

MC1212345123451234567890112

27

Montenegro

Y*

ME12123123456789012312

22

Mozambique

Y*

MZ59000100000012334194987

25

The Netherlands

Y

NL12BICC1234567890

18

New Caledonia

Y*

See France structure

27

Norway

Y

NO1212341234561

15

Pakistan

Y*

PK12BICC1234567890123456

24

Palestine, State of

Y

PS12BICC123456789012345678901

29

Poland

Y

PL12123456781234567890123456

28

Portugal

Y

PT50000201231234111890123

25

Qatar

Y

QA12BICC12345678901234ABCDEFG

29

Romania

Y

RO12BICC1234567890123456

24

Saint-Pierre and Miquelon

Y*

See France structure

27

San Marino

Y*

SM12A1234512345 123456789012

27

Sao Tome and Principe

N

PT50000200000897099310369

25

Saudi Arabia

Y

SA1212123456789012345678

24

Senegal

N

SN12K00100123000025654007542

28

Serbia

Y*

RS12123123456789012312

22

Seychelles

N

SC18SSCB11010000000000001497 USD

31

Slovakia

Y

SK1212341234561234567890

24

Slovenia

Y

SI121234512345678

19

Spain

Y

ES9121000418659200012332

24

Sweden

Y

SE121231234567890123456 1

24

Switzerland

Y

CH1212345123456789012

21

Tunisia

Y

TN1212123 1234567890123 12

24

Turkey

Y

TR121234511234567890123456

26

Ukraine

Y

UA573543470008992462054564026

29

United Arab Emirates

Y

AE121231234567890123456

23

United Kingdom

Y*

GB12BICC12345612345678

22

Vatican

Y

See Italy structure

27

Wallis and Futuna

Y*

See France structure

27

*In these countries, the IBAN format is recommended by BNP Paribas even though not mandatory for local processing.
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Appendix VII: SEPA Countries
COUNTRY
Aland Islands
Austria
Azores
Belgium
Bulgaria
Canary Islands
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estionia
Finland
France
French Guiana
Germany
Gibraltar
Greece
Guadeloupe
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Madeira
Malta
Martinique
Mayotte
Monaco
The Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Reunion
Romania
Saint Barthelemy
Saint Martin (French part)
Saint Pierre and Miquelon
San Marino
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
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Appendix VIII: Purpose of Payment Codes
(JOD)
LIST OF PURPOSE CODES FOR RECEIPT PURPOSES IN JORDAN
CLASSIFICATION

Personal

Salaries and Wages

Investment Remittances

Transportation and Tourism

Training and Delegation

Import and Export

CODE

PURPOSE

0101

Invoice Payment & Purchase

0102

Utility Bill Payment

0103

Prepaid Cards Recharging

0104

Standing Orders

0105

Personal Donations

0106

Family Assistance and Expenses

0107

Individual Social Security Subscription

0108

Associations Subscriptions

0109

Saving and Funding Account

0110

Heritance

0111

End of Service indemnity

0201

Public Sector Employees Salaries

0202

Laborers Salaries

0203

Private Sector Staff Salaries

0204

Jordanian Diplomatic Staff Salaries

0205

Foreign Diplomatic Salaries

0206

Overseas Incoming Salaries

0207

Civil / Military Retirement Salaries

0208

Social Security Retirement Salaries

0209

Establishment Social Security Subscription

0301

Investment Revenues

0302

Brokerage Investment

0303

Insurance

0304

Subscriptions to international nonmonetary organizations

0305

Local Investment

0306

External Investment

0307

Tender bond Guarantee

0401

Air Freight

0402

Land Freight

0403

Sea Freight

0404

Travel and Tourism

0501

Governmental Delegation Transfers

0502

Private Sector Delegation Transfers

0503

Governmental Education

0504

Private Sector Education

0601

Public Sector Exportation

0602

Private Sector Exportation

0603

Public Sector Importation

0604

Public Sector Importation
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CLASSIFICATION

External Aid

Services

Funding

Diplomacy

Loans

General

CODE

PURPOSE

0701

Religious Communities Aid

0702

International Communities Aid

0703

Arab Communities Aid

0704

UN Aid

0705

Charity Communities Aid

0801

Telecommunication Services

0802

Financial Services

0803

Information Technology Services

0804

Consulting Services

0805

Construction Services

0806

Maintenance & Assembling Services

0807

Marketing and Media Services

0808

Mining Services

0809

Medical & Health Services

0810

Cultural ,Educational & Entertainment Services

0811

Rental Expenses

0812

Real Estate

0813

Taxes

0814

Fees

0815

Commissions

0816

Franchise and License Fees

0817

Cheque Collection

0818

Membership Fees

0901

Municipality Funds

0902

Government Funds

0903

Private Sector Funds

0904

External Incoming Funds

1001

International Communities and Embassies Remittances

1002

Permanent Diplomatic Missions

1003

Temporary Diplomatic Missions

1004

Jordanian Embassies Income

1101

Long-Term Loans Installments / Public Sector

1102

Long-Term Loans interest Installments / Public Sector

1103

Short-Term Loans Installments / Public Sector

1104

Short-Term Loans interest Installments / Public Sector

1105

Long-Term Loans Installments / Private Sector

1106

Long-Term Loans interest Installments / Public Sector

1107

Short-Term Loans Installments /Private Sector

1108

Short-Term Loans interest Installments / Private Sector

1109

Loans Installments Against Governmental Guarantee

1110

Loans Interest Installments Against Governmental Guarantee

1111

Credit Card Payment

1112

Personal Loan Payment

1201

Rerouting

1202

Scientific Research Support
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Appendix IX: Purpose of Payment Codes
(RSD)
LIST OF PURPOSE CODES FOR RECEIPT PURPOSES IN SERBIA
DESCRIPTION

CODE

CURRENT ACCOUNT – GOODS
Transactions in respect of trade in goods between residents and non-residents Goods
• All collections and payments in respect of exports and imports of goods (before and after actual exports and imports) under the general trade system applied by the Serbian
Statistical Office, including:
a) zone of free circulation, internal processing facilities or industrial free zones,
b) customs warehousing facilities,
• Collections from and payments to carriers of goods sold in ports and airports, if customs declaration has been completed at the time of exports or imports,
• Penalties for untimely payment/collection of imports/exports of goods,
• Default interest, price differences, exchange rate differences, penalties in respect of exports and imports of goods,
• Collection of payment for exports and payment for imports of goods not subject to customs declaration: exports and imports of books, professional literature, standardised
software packages, video and audio recordings on hard copy media with unrestricted usage rights etc.,
• Payment of (uninsured) damages during exports and imports of goods,
• Collection of payments and payments relating to goods for further processing,
• collection of payments and payments relating to goods for repairs.
Excludes:
• Intermediation fees, i.e. the difference in prices of purchased and sold goods in case of direct re-export and transport (included in 310 – Agent and broker fees),
• collection of payments and payments for further processing of goods (included in 315 – Further processing of goods),
• repair services (included in 314 – Repairs of goods),
• advance payments in respect of

112

Goods on the territory of the Republic of Serbia – collections and payments in respect of foreign trade transactions for goods that do not cross the customs line

712

Payment for goods purchased abroad that are not imported into the country, but directly delivered to another country or another customs territory pursuant to a contract
• Payment for goods purchased abroad and permanently located in another country or customs territory, but which are still in the ownership of a resident,
• Payment for purchased goods procured abroad and directly delivered abroad, and collection of payment in that respect.

312

Supplies of means of transport
• Collections and payments in respect of delivery of supplies to resident/non-resident means of transport (ships, airplanes, road vehicles, trains, etc.) such as fuel, food etc. on
foreign/domestic terminals (ports, airports, railway stations, etc.), if no customs declaration was completed at the time of exports or imports, and regardless of whether
payments or collections were performed before or after delivery of goods.

147

Write-offs against invoiced value of goods

650

Accruals against invoiced value of goods

651

Cover received for export documentary credit in favour of local beneficiaries

514

CURRENT ACCOUNT – SERVICES
This category includes collection of payments and payments made in respect of trade in services between residents and non-residents, including all advance payments and refunds
Further processing and repairs
Further processing of goods
• Collections of payment for services of further processing of goods (e.g. oil refining, additional processing in textile and metal industry and other industries) owned by a nonresident,
• Payments for services of further processing of goods (e.g. oil refining, additional processing in textile and metal industry and other industries) owned by a resident.
Excludes:
• value of goods for further processing (included in 112 – Goods).

315

Repairs of goods
• Collections or payments in respect of services of repair and servicing of goods.
Excludes:
• Repairs performed by construction and installation companies (included in 317 – Construction works abroad),
• repairs of computer equipment (included in 302 – Computer services),
• maintenance of devices and equipment at airports and in ports (included in 248 – Air transport – other and 208 – Maritime transport – other),
• value of goods being repaired and installed (included in 112).

314

Transport
Maritime transport
• Passenger transport
• Transport of goods
• Other

202
201
208

Air transport
• Passenger transport
• Transport of goods
• Other

248
241
242

Road transport
• Passenger transport
• Transport of goods
• Other

258
251
252

Railway transport
• Passenger transport
• Transport of goods
• Other

222
221
228
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DESCRIPTION

CODE

River transport
• Passenger transport
• Transport of goods
• Other

232
231
238

Passenger transport:
• Transport of non-residents in international transport by domestic means of transport,
• Transport of residents by foreign means of transport,
• transport of passengers in the country using foreign means of transport, including all other costs incurred in passenger transport (value added tax, surcharge costs, transport of
disability aids, food and beverage on means of transport etc.).
Excludes:
• transport of non-residents by domestic means of transport within the country (included in 702 –Tourism services).
Cargo transport:
• Transport of cargo, and services of loading and unloading of means of transport, if the contract between the owner of goods and the carrier stipulates that such services shall be
provided by the carrier.
Other:
• All types of services at ports, airports and other terminal lines (cargo, loading, unloading, storing, warehousing, packing, maintenance and cleaning of transport equipment, vehicle tow
and rescue services and agent commissions and fees for provided services of transport of goods and passengers),
• All services paid through correspondent current accounts.
Excludes:
• services of lease of vehicles and crew (included in 218 – Lease of vehicles and crew for a specified period of time),
• carriers’ exploitation costs (included in 219 – Other transport related services),
• other warehousing of goods (included in 319 - Warehousing),
• insurance of goods (included in 259 - Insurance - premiums),
• goods procured by non-resident carriers in ports, landing places and airports which are treated as goods and not as services (included in 147 - Supplies of means of transport),
• repairs of railway, port and airport facilities (included in 317 - Construction works abroad),
• courier services (included in 249 – Postal and courier services).
Other
Services of transport of oil, gas and electricity
• Costs of pipeline transport of oil and gas and electricity transport.
Excludes:
• value of delivered oil, gas and electricity (included in 112 –Goods).

213

Forwarding services
• All forwarding services.

270

Lease of vehicles with crew to non-residents for a specific period of time
Excludes:
• lease of vehicles without crew (included in 490 - Lease of means of transport without crew);
• financial leasing services (included in 575 or 175 – Financial leasing).

218

Other transport-related services include:
• exploitation costs,
• road tolls,
• transit taxes,
• overflight fees, etc.

219

Postal and courier services
Postal and courier services
• Postal services, including takeover, transport and delivery of letters, newspapers, magazines, brochures and other printed material, letter box rentals, and services relating to
undelivered mail, delivery of consignments, courier services, etc.,
• Services paid through current account.

249

International postal money order
• Offsetting of debts and receivables with foreign post offices in respect of transfers of funds under international postal money orders.

271

Tourism
Purchase/sale of foreign cash – non-residents
• Purchase/sale of foreign cash from/to non-residents.
Excludes:
• purchase/sale of foreign cash from/to residents (included in 796 or 700 – Purchase/sale of foreign cash from/to resident natural persons).

701

Purchase/sale of cheques – non-residents
• Purchase/sale of cheques from/to non-residents.
Excludes:
• purchase/sale of cheques from/to residents (included in 795 – Purchase/sale of cheques from/ to resident natural persons).

699

Sale/purchase of domestic currency abroad
• Sale of dinar cash abroad and its repurchase.

707

Tourism services
Payments in favour of resident or non-resident legal entities and natural persons providing tourism services:
• Travel agency services,
• Accommodation services – hotels and other accommodation facilities,
• Restaurant services,
• Organization of excursions,
• Transport services provided by resident carriers to non-residents in the country,
• Tourist entertainment services, etc.

702

Other – tourism services
• Other: sale of goods and other services to tourists, hunting and fishing licenses.

705

Compensation (refund) from a non-resident for costs incurred during resident’s foreign business travel

343

Compensation for costs incurred and paid for by a nonresident during business travel in our country

342

Tourism services – health services
• Costs and fees of treatment in hospitals, medical institutions and rehabilitation centres,
• Costs of medical treatment, etc.

401
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DESCRIPTION

CODE

Tourism services – education
• Total education costs (scholarships and school fees),
• Costs of specialization,
• Other educational costs.

812

Payment cards
Payments for settlement of the current account balance: settlement of the payment card account balance.
Includes:
• payments in respect of payment cards for goods and services purchased/used by a resident during foreign travel,
• collection of payment in respect of payment cards for goods and services purchased/used by non-residents during travel in the Republic of Serbia (hereinafter: the Republic).

532

Investment works
(construction works, construction and installation)
Construction works abroad
Construction works performed by a resident abroad in the duration of up to one year, including:
• preparation of the construction site,
• building or road construction works,
• construction and installation services,
• resident’s purchase of equipment and goods abroad necessary for work on projects,
• lease of construction or demolition equipment and staff,
• construction repairs.
Excludes:
• construction works performed by branches of a resident or non-resident company abroad or in the country (included in 635 – Transactions between a resident parent legal
entity and its branch abroad/in the country),
• preparation of site for mining, extraction of oil and gas (included – in 306 – Agriculture, mining and in-field processing services),
• payout of profit from construction works performed (included in 420 – Profit from construction works abroad).

317

Construction works abroad
• Advance payments in respect of investment works: advance payments or under statements of works and cost estimates (referring to companies required to run separate
bookkeeping records for the business unit or that pay taxes in the same country in which they perform the investment activity),
• payments abroad in respect of performance of investment works.
Excludes:
• payment of profit from performed investment (construction) works (included in 420 – Profit from construction works abroad).

421

Construction works abroad – for costs paid in dinars
• collections in respect of investment (construction) works abroad for costs paid in the country in dinars (except for goods).

422

Construction works performed in the country
• Foreign collections in respect of investment (construction) works performed by non-residents in the country in the duration of up to one year,
• All payments, including advance payments, in respect of investment (construction) works performed by non-residents in the country in the duration of up to one year

475

Insurance
Insurance – premiums
• Collections and payments of insurance premiums and transfers in respect of life insurance paid by non-resident policyholders to resident insurance companies;
• Collections and payments with a foreign insurance company in respect of the following types of insurance
(a) insurance of investment works abroad performed by domestic companies and of the equipment for the performance of such works if so stipulated by the contract on the
performance of such
works or in the regulations of the country in which the works are performed;
(b) insurance of foreign credits, for the purpose of insurance of repayment of such credits, if this is stipulated in the contract at the request of the lender;
(c) insurance of ships under construction or repair, if this is explicitly stipulated in the contract with a foreign buyer or ordering party;
(d) insurance of overseas ships against shippers’ liability for damage to third parties and their property;
(e) insurance of goods exported from or imported into the Republic, if transport of such goods is not performed at the risk of a domestic legal entity or natural person;
(f) insurance with a foreign property insurance company of domestic companies owned by domestic entities or in joint ownership of domestic and foreign entities, founded for
the purposes of
doing business abroad, and insurance of employees of such companies – if this is required by the regulations of the foreign country or if it is explicitly
stipulated in the deed of incorporation of
such companies
259
(g) insurances that the applicant for a license of a competent authority in the Republic for clinical testing of medications and medical supplies or for release into trade of
medical supplies of
foreign producers can contract, in conformity with the law on medications and medical supplies, with foreign insurance companies against damages
that may occur as a consequence of
application of such medications or medical supplies, if the insurance contract acknowledges the jurisdiction of domestic courts and
other bodies to decide on damage claims;
(h) insurance of foreign persons in the Republic whose property can be insured with a foreign insurance company, unless mandatory insurance in the Republic has been
prescribed for such
property and such persons.)
Excludes:
• transactions in respect of mutual refund of damages between a resident and a non-resident insurance company (included in 260 or in 261 – transfers in respect of insurance);
• claims of residents in respect of non-resident’s policy (included in 260 or 261 – transfers in respect of insurance);
• claims of non-residents in respect of resident’s policy (included in 260 or 261 – transfers in respect of insurance);
• damage indemnity arising from commercial relations (included in 892 – Taxes and contributions – state or in 893 – Taxes and contributions – other sectors).
Fees of insurance companies and voluntary pension funds

264

Reinsurance fees

267

Reinsurance – premiums

268

Reinsurance – damage indemnity

269

Payment of contributions to voluntary pension funds in the Republic
• Payments and collections effected by non-residents in respect of pension contributions to voluntary pension funds in the Republic.

807

Financial services
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DESCRIPTION

CODE

Financial services, excluding insurance and voluntary pension funds
All financial intermediation services and other services provided by residents to non-residents and by non-residents to residents, which include:
a) Fees and charges relating to financial transactions, and in particular to:
• receipt of deposits,
• documentary credits, guarantees, etc.,
• financial leasing,
• factoring,
• transactions of purchase of debts and claims in respect of foreign trade transactions of residents,
• credit transactions,
• payment of damages between resident and non-resident insurance companies,
• clearing payments,
• foreign exchange transactions;
b) Services:
• financial counselling,
• financial assets management,
• relating to payment card operations,
• assessment of credit rating;
c) other services.

400

Fees on transactions with securities and financial asset management charges
Fees and charges relating to:
• transactions with securities,
• transactions with financial derivatives,
• dealer and broker services,
403
• collections and payments relating mostly to charges for financial asset management: common funds, holding companies, trusts (including fees of general managers, custodians,
banks, accountants, lawyers, and other), etc.
Excludes:
• payment of interest on investment in bonds and bills of exchange (included in 430 – Payment of interest on investment in debt securities) and investment in money market
instruments (included in 431 – Payment of interest on investment in money market instruments).
Industrial property rights
Industrial property rights (patents and trademarks)
Fees and other charges for the use of:
• patents and registered trademarks (words, symbols, design or a combination thereof),
• copyrights, • right to industrial processes and design, etc.,
• product registration licence, • other rights.
Excludes:
• purchase and sale of patents and licenses (included in 770 – Purchase and sale of patents, licenses and other intangible property).

301

Supplies of means of transport
• Collections and payments in respect of delivery of supplies to resident/non-resident means of transport (ships, airplanes, road vehicles, trains, etc.) such as fuel, food etc. on
foreign/domestic terminals (ports, airports, railway stations, etc.), if no customs declaration was completed at the time of exports or imports, and regardless of whether
payments or collections were performed before or after delivery of goods.

147

Franchise
• Fees and other charges for the use of franchise.

410

Fees for licences to use products protected by copyright:
Fees and other charges for the use of:
• licences for distribution and/or reproduction of originals or prototypes, and rights relating to these products (printing of books, production of computer programmes, audio
recordings, etc., fees for live performances of works of art and their television, cable or satellite broadcasting).

412

Telecommunications, computer and IT services Services relating to communications
Telecommunications services
• Transmission of sound,
• Transmission of information by telephone or telex,
• Telegrams,
• Cable or satellite transmission,
• Use of SWIFT,
• Satellite viewing subscription,
• Lease of telecommunications capacities (satellites, etc.),
• e-mail, etc.

245

Computer services
• Services relating to hardware, software, databases, etc. between residents and non-residents.
Includes:
• Sale/purchase, development, production, delivery and documenting of special non-standardized computer programmes (including operating systems made on order),
• sale/purchase of standardized computer programmes that are not obtained through hard copy media, that is which have been downloaded from the Internet,
• procurement of standardized computed programmes with restricted duration of usage rights through hard copy media (floppy disk or CD),
• activities related to databases,
• production of computer programmes,
• computer consultancy services,
• repairs of computer equipment, etc.
Excludes:
• Computer training costs (included in 816 – Education and science related services); • fees for copyright (included in 301 – Industrial property

302

Information services
Services relating to media, subscriptions, etc. between residents and non-residents.
Includes:
• fees for newspaper companies’ services,
• fees paid to freelance journalists or photographers,
• purchase and sale of exclusive information,
• other information services.

309

Other business services
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CODE

Research and development
• Fundamental and applied research,
• Laboratory and other services,
• Projects and documents,
• Archaeological research,
• Participation fees for technical and scientific conventions,
• Refund of costs of organizing professional seminars, etc.
Includes:
• refund of costs.

303

Legal and accounting services
• Legal counselling and representation (legal counsel services),
• Court expert services,
• Accounting consultancy,
• Audit, • Tax consulting,
• etc.
Includes:
• refund of costs.

304

Business consulting
• Consulting services related to business project management and organization,
• Management of company, market, human resources and production,
• Entrepreneurial and business consulting,
• Public relations,
• Participation fees for business conventions,
• Refund of costs of organizing business conventions, etc.
Includes:
• refund of costs

305

Advertising and market research
• Advertising agency services,
• Media advertising,
• Public opinion polls,
• Costs of organizing fair exhibitions,
• Presentation of products abroad,
• Market research, etc.

300

Architectural, engineering and other technical services
• Architectural and construction design services,
• Supervision of design implementation,
• Geodetic services,
• Services of technical control of products,
• Purchase of tender and bidding documentation, etc

316

Control of quality and quantity of goods
• Technical testing of goods,
• Analyses and issuance of certificates, etc.

280

Agriculture, mining and in-field processing services
• Agricultural services (harvest, crop processing, breeding and vaccination of animals and services related to hunting, fishing and forestry),
• Mining services (production of oil and gas, mining engineering and geological measurements),
• Waste processing services,
• Decontamination and sanitation services, etc.

306

Warehousing
Excludes:
• warehousing at railway stations, airports and ports (included in Transport – other).

319

Operational leasing of equipment Includes all types of operational lease of equipment:
• purchase/sale of the right to use cross-border capacity on interconnection links of licensed electricity operators.
Excludes:
• financial leasing – rental (included in 575/175 – Financial leasing);
• lease of telecommunications capacities (satellites, etc.) (included in 245 – Telecommunications services).

489

Lease of means of transport without crew
• Ships, • Airplanes,
• Motor vehicles, including rent-a-car services,
• Railway container cars, platforms, etc.,
• Other vehicles. Excludes:
• sale of motor vehicles through leasing (included in 575/175 – Financial leasing).

490

Agent and broker fees
Fee for services performed by residents and non-residents in trade in goods and services:
• fees to agents, brokers and intermediaries,
• merchant fees,
• purchase/sale of monthly tertiary reserve of electricity
• mercantile broker fees, • dealer and commission agent fees,
• expert appraisal services related to trade, etc.
Excludes:
• fee for the use of patents (included in 301 – Patents and trademarks);
• fee for licenses (included 412 – Fees for licenses);
• broker fees (included in 403 – Fees on transactions with securities);
• insurance brokerage (included in 259 – Insurance – premium).

310
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CODE

Other services
• Storing and search services,
• Photographic services,
• Cleaning services,
• Packing of goods,
• Utility services,
• Processing of tender documentation,
• Services of translating and publishing technical and scientific papers (royalties),
• Other services.

307

Personal, cultural and recreational services
Audio-visual services
• Fees for the provision of services relating to the production of films, radio and television programmes and musical production,
• Rights of distribution of audio-visual products (film and television programmes),
• Television right of broadcasting sporting, concert and similar events, etc.

409

Other business services – health services
• Compensation of fees for doctors and other medical staff.
Includes:
• refund of costs

814

Services relating to education and science
• Payment of costs of training (courses, Internet, television),
• Compensation of fees for teachers.
Includes:
• refund of costs.

816

Cultural services
• Museum, library, theatre and orchestral services,
• Fees for membership in cultural organizations,
• Organizing fashion shows,
• Services provided by cultural centres of embassies,
• Compensation of fees for actors, producers, artists, musicians and journalists,
• Other cultural services.
Includes:
• refund of costs.

765

Sport and recreation
• Participation fees for international sporting events, • Membership fees for international sports organizations,
• International transfers of professional sportspeople, • Fees for sportspeople, etc.
Includes:
• refund of costs.

760

Government goods and services
Government goods and services
Revenue and expenditure for goods and services for the staff in national embassies, consular offices, military organizations and other Government offices abroad, and for staff
family members.
Includes:
• office supplies, vehicles, utilities, rental of facilities, maintenance, personal expenditure, etc.,
• official entertainment,
• licences issued by the Government,
• joint military arrangements and peacekeeping forces (such as those of the United Nations),
• regulatory services – maintenance of order,
• recovery of unspent funds previously transferred to the accounts of diplomatic-consular offices of the Republic abroad,
• fees for paid or charged services provided by the Government that cannot be included in other service categories (e.g. issuance of specific confirmations and certificates, etc.).
Excludes:
• employee wages and compensations (included in 600 – Wages and other compensations).

721

CURRENT ACCOUNT – PRIMARY INCOME ACCOUNT
Income from employment
Wages and other compensations:
• To permanently or temporarily employed residents and non-residents in national embassies, state institutions and other representative offices abroad,
• To permanently or temporarily employed residents in foreign diplomatic and other representative offices and international organizations in the Republic,
• To permanently or temporarily employed residents and non-residents by non-residents abroad and by residents in the Republic for the period of up to one year,
• To border and seasonal workers.

600

Income from capital
Income – direct investments
• Profit paid out in respect of share in capital, in the case of direct investment.

578

Lease of land, real estate and business facilities
• Payments in respect of lease of land, real estate and business facilities between residents and non-residents,
• Collection of rent, etc. by a resident on account of capital invested in real estate abroad,
• Payment of rent, etc. to a non-resident on account of capital invested in real estate in the country.
Includes:
• payments in respect of the right to use forests, hunting grounds, waters, mines, etc. when the non-resident/resident does not establish a legal entity for performing these
activities in the country/abroad.

320

Profit from construction works abroad

420

Income – portfolio investments
• Profit paid out in respect of under 10% stake in equity capital.

326

Interest on debt securities
Income – portfolio investments
• Profit paid out in respect of under 10% stake in equity capital.

326

Interest on debt securities
Payment of interest on investment in debt securities

430
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Payment of interest on investment in money market instruments

431

Interest
Interest on long-term credits or loans between a resident and a non-resident
Includes:
• interest on long-term foreign exchange commercial, financial and commodity credits or loans between residents and non-residents,
• interest on subordinated foreign exchange credits or loans between residents and non-residents,
• interest on long-term dinar credits or loans granted to residents by international financial organizations and development banks or financial institutions set up by foreign
governments,
• interest on long-term dinar credits granted by banks to non-residents.

510

Interest on short-term credits or loans between a resident and a non-resident
Includes:
• interest on short-term foreign exchange commercial, commodity and financial credits and loans, and on banking credit lines between a bank and a foreign bank,
• interest on short-term dinar credits or loans granted to residents by international financial organizations and development banks or financial institutions set up by foreign
governments,
• interest on short-term dinar credits approved by banks to Non-Residents.

511

Interest on short-term time bank deposits in foreign exchange
• Payment and collection of interest on short-term time bank deposits in foreign exchange between a bank and a foreign bank, with term of repayment and/or collection of up
to twelve months.

418

Interest on demand deposits and time deposits

512

Interests in respect of financial leasing

513

Other costs of foreign lending or foreign borrowing

528

Payment of default interest

529

CURRENT ACCOUNT – SECONDARY INCOME ACCOUNT
Aid and grants – public sector
• Aid and grants to the public sector or public sector aid (subject to approval of competent authority).

802

Aid and grants – other sectors
• Payments between residents and non-residents in the form of cash grants, aid, inheritance, alimony, etc.,
• Sponsorship of sporting and cultural events, etc.,
• Regular collection of membership fees of religious, humanitarian, scientific and cultural organizations,
• Collection of money earned from games of chance.

767

Foreign donations for international participants in projects
• Receipt of funds under foreign donations the coordinator of which is from the Republic, and transfer of donation funds received to partners from other countries subject to
contract of donation.

822

Current public transfers
• Regular transfers of state institutions to international organizations, and vice versa,
• Membership fees and other transfers to international organizations,
• Compensation for foreign technical assistance,
• Membership fees and other transfers in respect of international police cooperation.

803

Taxes and contributions – state
Collections and payments in respect of taxes, fees, court deposits, bails, penalties, taxes and awards, collections and payments in respect of court decisions and rulings, and
collections and payments arising from deals between residents and non-residents, etc.
Includes:
• return of excess amounts paid in above respects

892

Taxes and contributions - other sectors
Collections and payments in respect of taxes, fees, court deposits, bails, penalties, taxes and awards, collections and payments in respect of court decisions and rulings, and
collections and payments arising from deals between residents and non-residents, etc.
Includes:
• return of excess amounts paid in above respects.

893

Foreign exchange remittances from abroad to the benefit of resident natural persons – paid out in dinars

780

Foreign exchange remittances by natural persons
• Foreign exchange remittances by natural persons from abroad to the credit of foreign exchange accounts of resident natural persons in the Republic,
• Foreign payments from foreign exchange accounts of resident natural persons,
• Payments (moderate remittances) made by non-resident (resident) natural persons residing in the Republic or abroad for over one year to residents (non-residents), most
frequently as payments among family members, etc.

781

Workers’ foreign exchange remittances
• workers’ foreign exchange remittances from abroad to the benefit of legal entities – organizations for social insurance in respect of pension insurance of workers and health
insurance of their families,
• payments to the credit of foreign exchange accounts of the above workers.

782

Annuities, pensions, disability benefits and other social benefits – state
• Payment of social insurance contributions by non-residents to the benefit of social funds in the Republic and payout from such funds for pensions and social benefits to nonresidents by social funds in the Republic.

800

Annuities, pensions, disability benefits and other social benefits – other sectors
• Payment of social insurance contributions to the benefit of foreign funds or countries and payout of pensions and other social benefits from such funds

806

Transfers in respect of insurance
• Collections in which both the foreign insurance company policyholder and the beneficiary are residents,
• Payments in which both the domestic insurance company policyholder and the beneficiary are non-residents.
Includes:
• transactions in respect of reciprocal funding of damages between a resident and a non-resident insurance company,
• claims in respect of insurance policy.
Excludes:
• fees relating to transactions on interim accounts for the payout of damages between a resident and a non-resident insurance company (included in 400 – Financial services,
except insurance).

260
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DESCRIPTION

CODE

Transfers in respect of insurance
• Collections in which the foreign insurance company policyholder is a non-resident and the beneficiary is a resident,
• Payments in which the domestic insurance company policyholder is a resident and the beneficiary is a non-resident.
Includes:
• transactions in respect of reciprocal refund of damages between a resident and a non-resident insurance company;
• claims in respect of insurance policy.
Excludes:
• fees relating to transactions on interim accounts for the payout of damages between a resident and a non-resident insurance company (included in 400 – Financial services,
except insurance).

261

Capital transfers – public sector
• Public sector transfers to non-residents and non-resident transfers to the public sector (money transfers that increase fixed capital in the country: e.g. cash subsidies for
investment projects and inter-governmental damage indemnity paid at government level, concessions for natural resources, forests, springs, etc.).
Excludes:
• concessions for infrastructure, etc. (included in 557/157 – Direct investments – investment by non-residents in the Republic).

901

Capital account – sale and purchase of non-manufacturing and non-financial assets
Purchase and sale of patents, licenses and other intangible assets
Includes:
• payment of compensation for concessions, Internet domains, goodwill, etc.

770

Sale of real estate property to foreign diplomatic representative offices and/or purchase of real estate from such representative offices

771

Financial account
Direct investment
Direct investments – investment by non-residents in the Republic
Transactions resulting from purchase and sale of shares or ownership stake in the share capital of a resident legal entity and other transactions aiming to increase non-resident’s
stake in an existing resident legal entity:
• payment of founding stake (founding of legal entity, branch, etc.),
• capital increase,
557
• payment for the purpose of covering losses,
• concessions for infrastructure, etc.
Includes:
• individual payments of under 10% stake in equity capital if such payments are made in order to increase the already existing direct stake or result in acquiring controlling
rights
Sale of ownership stake in another domestic company
• Collection of payment by a resident legal entity from a non-resident for the sold ownership stake in another resident legal entity,
• Payment to the benefit of a non-resident for a sold ownership stake in another resident legal entity

666

Payment of foreign capital by the founder that does not increase equity capital
Includes:
• supplementary payment of founder’s funds that does not increase equity capital or the return of such supplementary payment to the founder.

560

Joint venture – Non-Residents’ transactions under joint business ventures in the Republic
• Payment and return of funds in respect of a joint venture – contract subject to which two or more entities join their property and/or work to exercise a previously agreed
business undertaking, which is terminated after the undertaking is exercised, with contracting parties sharing the profits and/or sustaining losses in proportion to their
participation or agreement.

607

Transactions between parent legal entity, non-resident and its branch in the country
Excludes:
• founding of companies (included in 57/157 – Direct investments
• investment by non-residents in the Republic).

635

Sale and purchase of real estate in the Republic
Includes:
• «timeshare“ agreements with rental period of over 90 years.

538

Direct investments – investment by residents abroad
• Participation of domestic capital in a foreign bank and legal entity, all investments in shares of foreign legal entities and banks or reductions of share in capital.
Includes:
• individual payments of under 10% stake in equity capital if such payments are made in order to increase the already existing direct stake or result in acquiring controlling
rights.

579

Joint venture – residents’ transactions under joint business ventures abroad
• Payment and return of funds in respect of a јoint venture – contract subject to which two or more entities join their property and/or work to exercise a previously agreed
608
business undertaking, which is terminated after such undertaking is exercised, with contracting parties sharing the profits or sustaining losses in proportion to their participation
or agreement.
Sale and purchase of real estate abroad
Includes:
• “timeshare” agreements with rental period of over 90 years

539

Portfolio investments
Portfolio investments by residents
Transactions resulting from portfolio investments (do not exceed 10% of ownership).
Excludes:
• individual payments of under 10% stake in equity capital if such payments are made in order to increase the already existing direct stake or result in acquiring controlling
rights (included in 579/179 – Direct investments – investments by residents abroad).

519

Portfolio investments by non-residents
• Transactions resulting from portfolio investments (do not exceed 10% of ownership).
Includes:
• sale of foreign currency denominated domestic securities issued by residents abroad. Excludes: • individual payments of under 10% stake in equity capital if such payments are
made in order to increase the already existing direct stake or result in acquiring controlling rights (included in 557/157 – Direct investments – investments by non-residents in
the Republic).

518

Investment in debt securities including short-term and long-term debt securities
Sale and purchase of long-term debt securities issued by non-residents
Includes:
• investments by residents in long-term debt securities issued by EU member states, OECD member states, international financial organizations and development banks or
financial institutions set up by foreign governments

540
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DESCRIPTION

CODE

Sale and purchase of other long-term debt securities the rating and issuing country of which are prescribed by the National Bank of Serbia

549

Sale and purchase of long-term debt securities issued by residents.

541

Collection in respect of sale of domestic securities denominated in a foreign currency and issued abroad.

902

Sale and purchase of short-term debt securities issued by non-residents.

542

Sale and purchase of short-term debt securities issued by residents.

543

Financial derivatives
Payment received from a non-resident for net settlement in respect of an option issued by nonresidents, but not for the actual purchase/sale of the underlying instrument, as
well as from the sale of an option during the option validity term and/or payment of premium to a non-resident for the purchase of an option issued by non-residents.
547
Includes:
• and outflow in respect of warrants.
Premium payment received from a non-resident in respect of sale of an option issued by domestic issuers or payment to a non-resident for net settlement in respect of the
sold option of the domestic issuer, but not in respect of actual sale of the underlying instrument.
Includes:
• and outflow in respect of warrants.

548

Inflow or outflow in respect of net settlement of forward instruments issued by non-residents (forward, future, swap, etc.).
Includes:
• currency forward and interest rate forward;
• foreign exchange swap and interest rate swap;
• cross currency interest rate swap;
• for futures – outflow in respect of payment of the initial margin and the variation margin, or inflow in respect of withdrawal of funds in excess of the initial margin.

742

Inflow or outflow from net settlement of forward instruments issued by residents (forward, future, swap, etc.).
Includes:
• for futures – inflow and outflow in respect of payment of the initial margin and the variation margin.

743

Other investments – credits and financial leasing (principal)
Long-term credits or loans from abroad
• Disbursement of long-term foreign credits or loans (with repayment period over one year) and repayment of the corresponding principal.
Includes:
• disbursement of long-term financial and subordinated foreign exchange credits or loans and the repayment of the corresponding principal,
• disbursement of long-term credits or loans in dinars granted to residents by international financial organizations and development banks or financial institutions set up by
foreign governments, and the repayment of the corresponding principal,
• repayment of principal on long-term commercial and commodity credits in foreign exchange.

521

Short-term credits or loans from abroad
• Disbursement of short-term foreign credits or loans (with repayment period of up to one year) and repayment of the corresponding principal. Includes:
• disbursement of short-term foreign exchange financial credits or loans and the repayment of the corresponding principal,
• disbursement of short-term dinar credits or loans granted by international financial organizations and development banks or financial institutions set up by foreign
governments, and the repayment of the corresponding principal,
• repayment of principal on short-term foreign exchange commercial and commodity credits or loans,
• repayment of principal on sh

522

Bank short-term time foreign exchange deposits
• Disbursement of bank short-term time foreign exchange deposits with repayment or collection period of up to twelve months between a bank and a foreign bank, with the
creditor bank making a payment to the credit of the debtor bank’s account, and the repayment or collection of the corresponding principal.
Includes:
• taking up deposits by a bank and repayment of corresponding principal,
• granting deposits to a foreign bank and collection of corresponding principal.

618

Long-term credits or loans to abroad
• Disbursement of long-term credits or loans granted to non-residents (with collection period of over one year), and collection of the corresponding principal.
Includes:
• disbursement of long-term financial and subordinated foreign exchange credits or loans and the collection of the corresponding principal,
• disbursement of long-term dinar credits granted by a bank to a non-resident by crediting the payment card account of such non-resident and the collection of the
corresponding principal,
• collection of principal on long-term dinar credits granted by a bank to a non-resident,
• collection of principal on long-term foreign exchange commercial and commodity credits or loans.

517

Subordinated credits from abroad

520

Subordinated credits to abroad

619

Short-term credits or loans to abroad
• Disbursement of short-term credits or loans granted to non-residents (with collection period of up to one year), and collection of the corresponding principal.
Includes:
• disbursement of short-term foreign exchange financial credits or loans and collection of corresponding principal,
• disbursement of short-term dinar credits granted by a bank to a non-resident by crediting such non-resident’s account and collection of corresponding principal,
• collection of principal on short-term dinar credits granted by a bank to a non-resident,
• collection of principal on short-term commercial and commodity credits or loans in foreign exchange, • collection of principal on short-term bank credit lines in foreign
exchange approved by a bank to a foreign bank.

523

Syndicated foreign exchange credits or loans taken by a resident from abroad via agent bank in the Republic
• Payment of a foreign creditor’s share for participation in a syndicated foreign exchange financial or commodity credit or loan approved to a resident by a group of foreign
creditors via an agent bank in the Republic, and the return of such funds,
• Purchase of claims from a non-resident – participant in a syndicated foreign exchange credit or loan which a group of foreign creditors approves to a resident via an agent
bank in the Republic and sale of such claim to a non-resident if buyer or seller is a bank.

526

Syndicated foreign exchange credits or loans taken by a resident from abroad via agent bank abroad
• Payment of resident banks’ share for participation in a syndicated foreign exchange financial or commodity credit or loan approved to a resident by a group of foreign creditors
via an agent bank abroad, and the return of such funds,
535
• Purchase of claims from a non-resident – participant in a syndicated foreign exchange financial or commodity credit or loan which a group of foreign creditors approves to a
resident via an agent bank abroad and the sale of such claims to a non-resident if the buyer or the seller is a bank.
Syndicated foreign exchange credits or loans approved to a non-resident via an agent bank in the Republic
• Payment of foreign creditor’s share for participation in a syndicated foreign exchange financial or commodity credit or loan approved to a non-resident by a group of foreign
creditors via an agent bank in the Republic, and the return of such funds,
• Purchase of claims from non-residents – participants in a syndicated foreign exchange financial or commodity credit or loan approved to a non-resident by a group of foreign
creditors via an agent bank in the Republic and the sale of such claims to a non-resident if the buyer or the seller is a bank.

537
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Syndicated foreign exchange credits or loans approved to a non-resident via an agent bank abroad
• Payment of resident banks’ share for participation in syndicated foreign exchange financial or commodity credits or loans approved to a non-resident by a group of foreign
creditors via an agent bank abroad, and the return of such funds,
• Purchase of claims from non-residents – participants in a syndicated foreign exchange financial or commodity credit or loan approved to a non-resident by a group of foreign
creditors via an agent bank abroad and the sale of such claims to a non-resident if the buyer or the seller is a bank.

536

Guarantees in respect of credit agreed between two non-residents abroad
• Collection and payment in respect of an activated guarantee of an authorized bank issued to back a credit agreed between two non-residents abroad.

534

Warranty in respect of credit agreed between two non-residents abroad
• Collection and payment in respect of an activated warranty of a resident legal entity issued to back a credit agreed between two non-residents abroad.

544

Financial leasing
• Provision or repayment in respect of financial leasing (lease equal to the economic life of goods, with the possibility to buy goods after the lease expires).
Excludes:
• payment for use of equipment, vehicles and other means of transport under operational leasing (included in 490 – Lease of means of transport without crew).

575

Enforced loro guarantees for transactions between residents; settlement of enforced loro guarantees for transactions between residents

525

Financial account – deposits
Foreign cash and cheques – non-residents
• Depositing of foreign cash, dinars and cheques to current accounts and deposits of non-residents,
• Foreign cash and dinars withdrawn and cheques issued from current accounts and deposits of non-residents.

898

Time-deposits of non-residents
• Increase and/or decrease in time deposits of non-residents (foreign banks and other nonresidents).

504

Deposits of foreign banks
• Increase and/or decrease in deposits on accounts of foreign banks and other financial organizations denominated in foreign currency and in dinars (accounts 5007 and 4007).

501

Deposits of other foreign entities, including natural persons
• Increase and/or decrease in deposits on accounts of foreign entities in foreign currency and dinars (accounts 5007 and 4007).

502

Short-term deposits of domestic banks
• Decrease and/or increase in short-term deposits with foreign banks.

505

Payments from dinar accounts of non-residents in the country
• payment of costs in the country from account 4007 for utility services, cleaning and retail
Excludes:
• payments from non-resident accounts for goods and services in the country which are considered to constitute a foreign trade transaction, etc.purchases, etc.

704

Received cover for cheques
• Received cover for cheques and/or cheques submitted for redemption abroad and use of cover for loro cheques.

515

Received cover for withdrawn foreign cash
• Received cover for foreign cash withdrawals from savings passbooks of non-residents with domestic banks and/or foreign cash withdrawals from savings passbooks of foreign
banks.

508

Reduction and/or increase in domestic capital in international financial organizations (deposits in international financial organizations)
Excludes:
• membership fees in international financial organizations (included in 803 – Current public transfers).

580

Purchase and sale of foreign exchange and dinars between a bank and a non-resident bank

888
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Appendix XI: Purpose of Payment Codes
(AED)
Purpose codes for United Arab Emirates (AED) payments:
Applicable for:

Code

Description

AED Domestic Transfer

Outbound Cross Border Transfer – All Currencies

Non-AED Domestic Transfer

EDU

Educational support

X

X

X

ALW

Allowances

X

X

X

AES

Advance payment against EOS

X

X

X

LAS

Leave salary

X

X

X

OVT

Overtime

X

X

X

TKT

Tickets

X

X

X

SAA

Salary advance

X

X

X

COP

Compensation

X

X

X

COM

Commission

X

X

X

EOS

End of Service

X

X

X

BON

Bonus

X

X

X

PEN

Pension

X

X

X

UTL

Utility bill payments

X

X

X

DCP

Pre‐Paid Reloadable & Personalized Debit Card Payments

X

X

X

LND

Loan disbursements

X

X

X

LIP

Loan interest payments

X

X

X

IPO

IPO subscriptions

X

X

X

POR

Refunds or reversals on IPO subscriptions

X

X

X

RNT

Rent payments

X

X

X

LNC

Loan charges

X

X

X

EMI

Equated monthly instalments

X

X

X

DIV

Dividend payouts

X

X

X

ACM

Agency commission

X

X

X

CCP

Corporate card payment

X

X

X

POS

POS merchant settlement

X

X

X

MCR

Monetary claim reimbursements, medical insurance, auto insurance, etc.

X

X

X

PIN

Personal investments

X

X

X

CIN

Commercial investments

X

X

X

CRP

Credit card payments

X

X

X

TOF

Transfer of funds between persons normal and juridical

X

X

X

IGT

Inter group transfer

X

X

X

OAT

Own account transfer

X

X

X

SVI

Stored value card cash‐in

X

X

X

SVO

Stored value card cash‐out

X

X

X

SVP

Stored value card payments

X

X

X

MWI

Mobile wallet cash in

X

X

X

MWO

Mobile wallet cash out

X

X

X

MWP

Mobile wallet payments

X

X

X

PRP

Profit rate swap payments

X

X

X

PRW

Profit rate unwind payments

X

X

X

IRP

Interest rate swap payments

X

X

X

IRW

Interest rate unwind payments

X

X

X

CEA

Equity for the establishment of new company from residents abroad, equity of merger or acquisition of companies
abroad from residents and participation to capital increase of related company abroad

X

PPA

Purchase of real estate abroad from residents

X

DSF

Debt instruments intragroup foreign securities

X

DLF

Debt instruments intragroup loans, deposits foreign

X

FSA

Equity other than investment fund shares in related companies abroad

X

FIA

Investment fund shares foreign

X

DSA

Purchases and sales of foreign debt securities less than a year in related companies

X

DLA

Purchases and sales of foreign debt securities more than a year in related companies

X

FDA

Financial derivatives foreign

X

AFA

Receipts or payments from personal residents bank account or deposits abroad

X

SLA

Loans ‐ drawings or repayments on loans extended to n‐residents ‐ short term

X

LLA

Loans ‐ drawings or repayments on loans extended to n‐residents ‐ long term

X

LEA

Leasing abroad

X

RFS

Repos on foreign securities

X

TCR

Trade credits and advances receivable

X

CEL

Equity for the establishment of new company in the UAE from n‐ residents, equity of merger or acquisition of
companies in the UAE from n‐residents participation to capital increase of related companies

X

PPL

Purchase of real estate in the UAE from n‐residents

X

LDS

Debt instruments intragroup securities

X
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LDL

Debt instruments intragroup loans, deposits

X

FSL

Equity other than investment fund shares in related companies in the UAE

X

FIL

Investment fund shares in the UAE

X

DSL

Purchases and sales of securities issued by residents less than a year in related companies

X

DLL

Purchases and sales of securities issued by residents more than a year in related companies

X

FDL

Financial derivatives in the UAE

X

AFL

Receipts or payments from personal n‐resident bank accounts in the UAE

X

SLL

Loans ‐ drawings or repayments on foreign loans extended to residents ‐ short term

X

LLL

Loans ‐ drawings or repayments on foreign loans extended to residents ‐ long term

X

LEL

Leasing in the UAE

X

RLS

Repos on securities issued by residents

X

TCP

Trade credits and advances payable

GDE

Goods sold

X

X

X

GDI

Goods bought

X

X

X

GMS

Processing repair and maintenance services on goods

X

X

X

STS

Sea transport

X

X

X

ATS

Air transport

X

X

X

OTS

Other modes of transport

X

X

X

STR

Travel

X

X

X

SCO

Construction

X

X

X

INS

Insurance services

X

X

X

FIS

Financial services

X

X

X

IPC

Charges for the use of intellectual property royalties

X

X

X

TCS

Telecommunication services

X

X

X

ITS

Computer services

X

X

X

IFS

Information services

X

X

X

RDS

Research and development services

X

X

X

PMS

Professional and management consulting services

X

X

X

TTS

Technical trade‐related and other business services

X

X

X

PRS

Personal, cultural, audio-visual and recreational services

X

X

X

GOS

Government goods and services, embassies, etc.

X

X

X

SAL

Salary

X

X

X

IGD

Intra group dividends

X

X

X

IID

Intra group interest on debt

X

X

X

PIP

Profits on Islamic products

X

X

X

PRR

Profits or rents on real estate

X

X

X

DOE

Dividends on equity not intra group

X

X

X

ISH

Income on investment funds shares

X

X

X

ISL

Interest on securities more than a year

X

X

X

ISS

Interest on securities less than a year

X

X

X

IOL

Income on loans

X

X

X

IOD

Income on deposits

X

X

X

CHC

Charitable contributions

X

X

X

FAM

Family support

X

X

X

TAX

TAX Payment

X

X
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Appendix XII: Purpose of Payment Codes
(SAR)
Purpose codes for Saudi Arabia Riyal (SAR) payments:
Applicable for
Code

Description
SAR Domestic payments

International payments

CORT

Trade Settlement Payment

X

X

SALA

Salary Payment

X

X

GOVT

Government Payment

X

X

SUPP

Supplier Payment

X

X

PUGA

Purchasing Goods Assets

X

X

INVP

Investment Payment

X

X

OTHE

Other

X

X
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Appendix XIII: Purpose of Payment Codes
(QAR)
Purpose codes for Qatari Riyal (QAR) payments:
Code

Description

PPAY

Taxi and Limozin drivers payments

TAXT

Payments to the General Tax Authority

CORT

Trade Settlement Payment

SALA

Salary Payment

INSU

Insurance Premium

GOVT

Government Payment

BILL

BillPayment

INTC

Intra Company Payment

INTE

Interest

CLPR

Car Loan Payment

HOLP

Housing Loan Payment

PENS

Pension Payment

COUR

Court Case

SECU

Securities Payment

SSBE

Social Security Benefit

SUPP

Supplier Payment

TAXS

Tax Payment

VATX

Value Added Tax Payment

STAN

Standing Orders

CRCP

Credit cards payment

PFLB

Payment for local banks(transfers)

PFST

Personal Finance settlement

CNTP

Payment to Contractor

DIVI

Dividend.Coupon Payment

RENT

Rent Payment

ESRV

End of Service Benefits

TERM

Termination Of Services

LIAB

Liability Settlements

CHQR

Cheque Returns

BONU

Bonud Payment

TRAV

Travel Allowance

LEAV

Leave Encashment

ALLW

Allowances Claim

CHCO

Cheque Collection

TUIT

Tuition Fees

TRCF

Training Course Fees

OFFM

Official Mission

QACH

QATCH Return

MOPA

Mobile Payment

TREA

Treasury Payment

LEGA

Legal Consultation Fees
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Appendix XIV: Single payment classification
code digits (EKNP)
Single payment classification code digits (EKNP)
KOD code (1st & 2de digits) /KBE code
Code Description
(3rd & 4th digits)
11

Government (Central Administration Bodies)

12

Regional and local administration bodies

13

National bank and central banks

14

Monetary and depositary corporations (local banks)

15

Non-depositary finance corp.’s (org.’s performing some bank activities)

16

State non-finance corporations

17

Private non-finance corporations

18

Not-for-profit organizations

19

Individuals, self-employed population

21

Government of other countries (Central Admin. Bodies)

22

Regional and local administration bodies of other countries

23

Central banks of other banks

24

Monetary and depositary corporations (non-resident banks)

25

Non-depositary finance corporations — non-residents

26

State non-finance corporations — non-residents

27

Private non-finance corporations — non-residents

28

Not-for-profit organizations — non-residents

29

Non-resident individuals, self-employed population

KZT payment details code (8th, 9th &
10th digits)

Transaction Description

Section 0 — Pensions and Allowances
002

Fees charged by the Unified Savings Pension Fund Joint Stock Company and voluntary savings pension fund based upon the value of its pension assets, by the State Social
Security Fund Joint Stock Company based upon the value of its assets

003

Remittance to an investment account

004

Remittance to a pension account

005

Refund by the Unified Savings Pension Fund Joint Stock Company of erroneously charged fines related to mandatory professional pension contributions

006

Fees charged by the trustee managing pension assets of Unified Savings Pension Fund Joint Stock Company

007

Fees charged by Unified Savings Pension Fund Joint Stock Company, voluntary savings pension fund based upon the return on investments

008

Refund of mandatory professional pension contributions erroneously charged by Unified Savings Pension Fund Joint Stock Company

009

Penalty for delayed remittance of mandatory professional pension contributions

010

Mandatory pension contributions

011

Pension payments from Unified Savings Pension Fund Joint Stock Company or voluntary savings pension fund except for pension payments under payment purpose code
014

012

Mandatory social contributions

013

Voluntary pension contributions

014

Pension payments from Unified Savings Pension Fund Joint Stock Company from employer’s mandatory pension contributions.

015

Mandatory professional pension contributions

016

Refund by the bank of financed pensions and basic pension payments

017

Penalty for delayed mandatory social contributions

018

Income from investments including:
Income from investments gained as the result of State Social Security Fund Joint Stock Company’s investment activities

019

Penalty for delayed making of mandatory pension contributions

020

Deductions from pensions and allowances, refund of deductions from pensions and allowances

021

Refund by the State Pensions Payment Center Republican State Public Enterprise of erroneously credited payments

022

One-time state maternity allowances

023

Refund of one-time state maternity allowances

024

Remittance of pension savings generated from voluntary pension contributions between Unified Savings Pension Fund Joint Stock Company and/or voluntary savings
pension funds

025

Refund to military serviceman of fifty percent of mandatory pension contributions from the budget prior to 1 January 2016 (except for military conscription servicemen),
employees of special state and law enforcement authorities, state courier service, and the persons whose right to special ranks, class ranking and to wear service dress was
abolished starting from 1 January 2012

026

Refund by State Social Security Fund Joint Stock Company of the mandatory social contributions erroneously credited or paid in excess

027

Social allowances paid from State Social Security Fund Joint Stock Company in case of a disablement

028

Refund of social benefits payable in case of disablement

029

Transfers from local budgets

030

Transfers from the republican budget including:
Payments to pension recipients related to state guarantees securing safety of mandatory payment contributions, mandatory professional pension contributions in Unified
Savings Pension Fund Joint Stock Company in the amount of actually made mandatory pension contributions, mandatory professional pension contributions subject to
inflation
Funding mandatory pension contributions to social allowances recipients in case of loss of profit in connection with child care until the child reaches the age of one year
from the Sate Social Security Fund Joint Stock Company Funding employer’s mandatory pension contributions to social allowances recipients in case of loss of income due
to child care until the child reaches the age of one year from State Social Security Fund Joint Stock Company
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031

Refund of erroneous and other payments by the bank. Code 031 shall come into force with effect from 1st January
2018 the following are qualified as other payments:
Refund of a one-time state money compensation to the citizens aggrieved as the result of nuclear tests at
Semipalatinsk Proving Ground
Refund of one-time payments to oralmans (Kazakh ethnic returnees)
Refund of monthly payments to former employees of legal entities liquidated as the result of bankruptcy and recognized liable for the damage inflicted to life and health of
their employees
Refund of the state targeted social assistance
Refund of housing assistance

032

Refund by Unified Savings Pension Fund Joint Stock Company, voluntary savings pension fund of erroneously credited mandatory pension contributions, voluntary pension
contributions

033

Pensions

034

State basic social disability allowances

035

Refund of state basic social disability allowances

036

State basic social survivor benefits

037

Refund of state basic social survivor benefits

038

State basic social survival allowance

039

Refund of state basic social survival allowances

040

Funeral allowance to pensioners, World War II veterans and disabled veterans who receive payments from the unified savings pension fund generated from mandatory
pension contributions and other persons having savings in the unified savings pension fund generated from mandatory pension contributions

041

Refund of funeral allowance to pensioners, World War II veterans and disabled veterans who receive payments from the unified savings pension fund generated from
mandatory pension contributions and other persons having savings in the unified savings pension fund generated from mandatory pension contributions

042

Refund of funeral allowance to persons receiving state social allowances and state special allowances who worked at subsurface and opencast mining facilities in especially
harmful and hard employment 7environment

043

Refund of funeral allowance to the recipients of state social allowances and state special allowances who worked at subsoil and opencast mining facilities in especially
harmful and hard employment environment

044

Payment of state special allowances

045

Refund of state special allowances

046

Social payment from the State Social Security Fund Joint Stock Company in case of breadwinner’s loss

047

Refund of social payments in case of breadwinner’s loss

048

Social payments from the State Social Security Fund Joint Stock Company in case of breadwinner’s loss

049

Refund of social payments in case of breadwinner’s loss

Group 050 — Special State Allowances
051

Allowances to World War II participants

052

Allowances to World War II disabled veterans

053

Allowances to persons recognized equal to World War II participants

054

Allowances to persons recognized equal to World War II disabled veterans

055

Allowances to widows of soldiers who died in World War II

056

Allowances to the families of killed military servicemen and employees of internal affairs authorities

057

Allowances to spouses of deceased disabled World War II veterans and World War II participants

058

Allowances to persons awarded with orders and medals for dedicated and honorable service in the rear area during World War II

059

Allowances to a mother or a father, an adoptive parent, a guardian raising a disabled child

Group 060 — Refund of Special State Allowances
061

Allowances to World War II veterans

062

Allowances to World War II disabled veterans

063

Allowances to persons recognized having the status equal to World War II veterans

064

Allowances to persons recognized having the status equal to World War II disabled veterans

065

Allowances to widows of soldiers who died during World War II

066

Allowances to families of perished military servicemen and employees of internal affairs authorities

067

Allowances to spouses of deceased war veterans and disabled veterans

068

Allowances to persons awarded with orders and medals for dedicated and honorable service in the rear area during World War II

069

Refund of allowances to a parent, an adoptive parent, a guardian raising a disabled child

Group 070 — Special State Allowances to Other Categories of Citizens
071

1st and 2nd Category of Disabled Persons

072

3rd Category of Disabled Persons

073

Disabled children under 16 years of age

074

Mothers of large families

075

Rehabilitated citizens

076

Persons who are awarded pensions for merits to the Republic of Kazakhstan

077

Other persons

078

Refund by Unified Savings Pension Funds Joint Stock Company of pension savings remittances accumulated from voluntary pension contributions

Group 080 — Refund of Special State Allowances to Other Categories of Citizens
081

1st and 2nd Category of Disabled Persons

082

3rd Category of Disabled Persons

083

Disabled children under 16 years old

084

Mothers of large families

085

Rehabilitated citizens

086

Persons who are awarded pensions for merits to the Republic of Kazakhstan

087

Other persons

088

Repayment of accounts payable of a unified savings pension fund with respect to pension savings

089

Employer’s mandatory pension contributions. Codes 089 and 090 shall come into force with effect from 1st January 2018

090

Refund by Unified Savings Pension Fund Joint Stock Company of erroneously credited employer’s mandatory pension contributions

091

State allowance for child care until the child reaches the age of one year, special payments for child care until the child reaches the age of one year from State Social
Security Fund Joint Stock Company
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092

Refund of the state allowance for child care until the child reaches the age of one year, special payments for child care until the child reaches the age of one year from State
Social Security Fund Joint Stock Company

093

Refund by Unified Savings Pension Fund Joint Stock Company of a penalty for delayed remittance of employer’s mandatory pension contributions.

094

Refund by State Social Security Fund Joint Stock Company of erroneously credited penalties for delayed remittance of mandatory social contributions

095

Refund by Unified Savings Pension Fund Joint Stock Company of erroneously credited penalties for delayed remittance of mandatory pension contributions

096

Social parental payment from State Social Security Fund Joint Stock Company

097

Refund by banks of parental payments from State Social Security Fund Joint Stock Company

098

Penalty for delayed remittance of mandatory pension contributions to Unified Savings Pension Fund Joint Stock Company.

099

Other payments under Section 0, Codes 098 and 099 shall come into force with effect from 1st January 2018 including:
One-time state money compensation to citizens aggrieved as the result of nuclear tests at Semipalatinsk Proving Ground
One-time payments to oralmans (Kazakh ethnic returnees)
Monthly payments to former employees of legal entities liquidated as the result of bankruptcy and recognized liable for the damage inflicted to life and health of their
employees
State targeted social assistance Housing assistance
Other payments (allowances) not covered in this Section

Section 1 — Specific Remittances
Group 110 — Gratuitous Remittances

111

Remittances for medical treatment, including:
Non-refundable financial/sponsor assistance for medical treatment
Money remittances by individuals (including without a bank account opening) for subsequent use thereof by the beneficiary to pay for medical treatment when the
beneficiary is not a medical services provider

112

Remittances for education, including:
Non-refundable financial/sponsor assistance to pay for education
Money remittances by individuals (including without a bank account opening) for subsequent use by the beneficiary in order to pay for education when the beneficiary is
not an educational services provider

119

Other gratuitous remittances, including:
Non-refundable financial/sponsor assistance for other purposes (except for medical treatment and education)
Money remittances by individuals (without a bank account opening inclusive) for subsequent use thereof by the
beneficiary for other purposes (except for payment for medical treatment and education)
Compensation of damage, including under a judgement
Grants (including awarded as the result of a tender)
Penalties/fines for the failure to perform any obligations under a letter of credit, a guarantee, a loan agreement, other agreement or contract (except for penalties and fines
payable to the budget)
Various gratuitous remittances: charity, gifts, alimony, sold lottery tickets and prizes thereon

120

Membership contributions, including:
A membership contribution not ensuring participation in the organization’s capital, however, ensuring provision by the organization of any services
A contribution to Kazakhstan Deposits Guarantee Fund Joint Stock Company
A fee for participation in foreign exchange, securities trades at a stock exchange Trade union contributions deducted from the employees’ salaries

Group 130 — Financing of Branches and Representative Offices and Refunds by Branch and Representative Offices
131

Financing by parent organization of its branches and representatives offices, including for the purpose of all acquisitions

132

Remittances/refunds by branches and representative offices of a parent organization

140

Transactions with travelers checks, including:
Sale by a Kazakhstan resident bank of its travelers checks received by the bank on consignment terms (purchase by a client of travelers check received by the bank on
consignment terms)
Remittance by a Kazakhstan resident bank of the proceeds from the sale of travelers checks to the issuer thereof
Payment by a Kazakhstan resident bank in favor of the issuer for the traveler’s checks acquired by the bank for subsequent sale to its clients
Sale of travelers checks received by a Kazakhstan resident bank as an advance payment (purchase by a client of a travelers check received as an advance payment) to its
clients
Payment by a Kazakhstan resident bank of money under a travelers check to its client in the bank’s cashier office
Remittance of travelers checks to a Kazakhstan resident bank of a compensation with respect to sold travelers checks
Transactions with subagents related to travelers checks under an advance payment agreement
Transactions with subagents related to travelers checks under a consignment agreement

150

Transit remittances on bank’s correspondence accounts, including:
Money remittances on correspondent accounts by an intermediary bank from one bank to another bank

160

Net positions settlements, including:
Money remittances resulted from settlements on transactions effected using payment cards to a settlement organization
Interbank money remittances based upon transactions using payment cards
Interbank netting based upon clearance results

Group 170 — Participation in a Conference, Auction, Tender
171

Guarantee contribution, including:
Conference, auction, tender fees
Money remittance by potential suppliers participating in the tender to secure their bids and performance of the agreement (state procurement agreement inclusive)

172

Guarantee contribution refunding, including: Conference, auction and tender fees refund
Bid and agreement (state procurement agreement inclusive) performance security refund

Group 180 — Trade Finance Transactions

181

Letter of credit operations, including:
Money remittance (coverage amount) from importer’s account to the account covering the letter of credit settlements
Repayment of Trade Finance Transactions account from the bank account (letter of credit compensation) by the client
Crediting money by a Kazakhstan resident bank to an exporter’s account

182

Guarantee operations, including:
Money remittance by the debtor’s bank/debtor to the guarantee bank in the course of performance of guarantee obligations owed to the client
Money writing off from the debtor client’s account to the guarantee covering account
Repayment by the client of account Trade Finance Transactions Debtors from the bank account (guarantee payment compensation)

190

Other remittances under Section 1, including:
Off-book payments including refunds regarding payment documents prepared in breach of Kazakhstan legislation with respect to Section 1 payments
Refund of erroneously written off amount with respect to Section 1 payments
Refund of amounts from the account until the payment purpose is clarified (if not identified)

Section 2 — Foreign Exchange Transactions and Operations with Precious Metals
Group 210 — Purchase, including advance payment inclusive
211

Purchase of foreign currency for Kazakhstan Tenge at a stock exchange, including: Netting exchange operations at a stock exchange

212

Monetary gold purchase

213

Over the counter foreign currency purchase for Kazakhstan tenge, including:
Cashing tenge in exchange for non-cash foreign currency
Tenge crediting by the bank to its client’s bank account as a consideration for non-cash foreign currency
Foreign currency exchange netting at a stock exchange

219

Purchase of other precious metals, including:
Fine gold and other precious metals purchase Precious metals netting transactions
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Group 220 — Sale
221

Foreign currency sale for Tenge at a stock exchange

222

Monetary gold sale

223

Foreign currency sale for Tenge in the over-the-counter market, including:
Cashing foreign currency in exchange for non-cash Tenge
Sale by the client (from its bank account) to its bank of non-cash foreign currency for Tenge

229

Sale of other precious metals, including:
Sale of fine gold and other precious metals

230

Foreign currency exchange, including:
Purchase/sale of a foreign currency for another foreign currency
Netting operations with respect to purchase of a foreign currency for another foreign currency

290

Other payments under Section 2, including:
Off-book payments including refunds under payment documents prepared in breach of Kazakhstan legislation with respect to payments under Section 2
Refund of an erroneously written off amount with respect to a payment under Section 2
Transactions related to placement, repayment and charging interest on fine precious metals accounts

Section 3 — Deposits
Group 310 — Deposits, including interbank deposits by depositing cash or remitting money from other bank accounts of the client owning the deposit
311

Call deposits (opened under a bank deposit agreement)

312

Short-term deposits (within 1 year)

314

Long-term deposits (exceeding 1 year)

315

Crediting by the bank to its client’s bank account of an interest on its call deposit

316

Crediting by the bank to its client’s bank account of an interest on its short-term deposit

317

Crediting by the bank to its client’s bank account of an interest on its long-term deposit

318

Crediting by the bank to its client’s bank account of an interest on its escrow deposit

319

Escrow placement

Group 320 — Deposit Debiting, including interbank deposits of principal amount and incurred interest by way of debiting cash or subsequent remittance of money to other bank accounts of the client maintaining the
deposit
321

Call deposit (opened under a bank deposit agreement) debiting

322

Short-term deposit (within 1 year) debiting, including:
Full amount payment and partial amount debiting
Payment of an overdue indebtedness under a short-term deposit

324

Long-term deposit (exceeding 1 year) debiting Payment of full amount and partial debiting
Payment of overdue debt with respect to a long-term deposit

329

Escrow account debiting

Group 330 — Money Depositing on Clients’ Current Accounts
331

Depositing cash on current accounts

332

Salary and annual leave compensation remittance by a legal entity to a bank for subsequent crediting on such a legal entity’s employees’ bank accounts

333

Crediting by the bank to its client’s bank account the interest accrued on its current account

334

Crediting by the bank to its client’s bank account non-cash funds as a payment for cash currency, including:
Non-cash foreign currency (subject to the fees) as a consideration for cash foreign currency
Non-cash Tenge (subject to the fees) as a consideration for cash Tenge
Non-cash Tenge (subject to the fees) as a consideration for cash Tenge

Group 340 — Clients’ Current Accounts Debiting
341

Current bank accounts cash debiting, including:
In bank’s branch office from a current account opened with a head bank

342

Money remittances by a client from one of its current accounts with the bank to another current account opened in such a bank

343

Money remittances by a client from its current account with one bank to its current account in another bank

344

Cash withdrawals (sale) for non-cash money, including:
Cash Tenge for non-cash Tenge
Cash foreign currency for non-cash foreign currency

345

Loan cash withdrawals by the client from its current account

346

Check cashing by the bank

350

Own funds remittances by the bank from its correspondent account with one bank to its correspondent account in another bank

Group 360 — Money in Trust
361

Money transfer in trust

362

Refund of money transferred to trust management

390

Other payments under Section 3, including:
Off-book payments on deposits including refunds under payment documents prepared in breach of Kazakhstan legislation with respect to Section 3
Refund of erroneously written off amount with respect to payments under Section 3

Section 4 — Loans
Group 410 — Loan Disbursement including:
Crediting on a bank account by the bank of a furnished loan Provision of a repayable financial assistance
Associated payments under a loan and bank charges if they are not formalized by a separate payment document
411

Disbursement of short-term loans (with a repayment term not exceeding 1 year), including: Overdraft, overnight

413

Disbursement of long-term loans (with a repayment term not exceeding 1 year)

413

Disbursement of long-term loans (with a repayment term not exceeding 1 year)

419

Disbursement of other loans (perpetual and other loans), including:
Provision of perpetual loans/perpetual repayable financial assistance

Group 420 — Loans Repayment, including:
Repayment (early inclusive) of the principal and incurred interest Repayment of overdue debt: principal and interest
Repayment of interim financial assistance
421

Repayment of short-term loans (not exceeding 1 year), including: Overdraft, overnight repayment

423

Long-term loans repayment (exceeding 1 year)

424

Financial leasing

429

Other loans, including:
Repayment of a perpetual loan/perpetual interim financial assistance

430

Compensation of expenses earlier paid by a legal entity or an individual, its/his/her accounts receivable repayment
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490

Other payments under Section 4, including:
Off-book payments under loans, including refunds under payment documents prepared in breach of Kazakhstan legislation with respect to payments under Section 4
Repayment of erroneously written off amount with respect to payments under Section 4 Return of money paid for the purpose of a loan repayment in excess of the amount
due

Section 5 — Securities, Bills of Exchange/Promissory Notes and Deposit Certificates Issued by non-Kazakhstan Residents and Investments to Foreign Capital

510

Purchase, repurchase of shares and documents acknowledging participation in the charter capital, including:
Refund of the value of shares issued by a non-Kazakhstan resident in case of a capital reduction
Buy-back of shares issued by non-Kazakhstan residents
Contribution to a charter capital of a non-Kazakhstan resident legal entity
Return of a contribution to the charter capital of a non-Kazakhstan legal entity in case of the capital reduction
Buy-back of a participatory interest in the charter capital of a non-Kazakhstan resident legal entity

Group 520 — State Securities Purchase
521

Securities having maturity exceeding 1 year

522

Securities having maturing within 1 year

529

Other securities

Group 530 — State Securities Redemption
531

Securities having maturing within 1 year

532

Securities having maturity exceeding 1 year

539

Other securities

Group 540 — Purchase of Private Securities, Bills of Exchange/Promissory Notes and Deposit Certificates
541

Bills of exchange/promissory notes having maturity within 1 year

542

Bills of exchange/promissory notes having maturity exceeding 1 year

543

Deposit certificates having maturity within 1 year

544

Deposit certificates having maturity exceeding 1 year

545

Bonds

548

Other securities having maturity within 1 year

549

Other securities having maturity exceeding 1 year

Group 550 — Redemption of Private Securities, Bills of Exchange/Promissory Notes and Deposit Certificates
551

Bills of exchange/promissory notes with maturity within 1 year

552

Bills of exchange/promissory notes with maturity exceeding 1 year

553

Deposit certificates with maturity within 1 year

554

Deposit certificates with maturity exceeding 1 year

555

Bonds

558

Other securities with maturity within 1 year

559

Other securities with maturity exceeding 1 year

Group 560 — Expenses Related to Capital Investments and Securities
561

Distributed net profit and dividends, including:
Dividends on shares issued by non-Kazakhstan residents and payment of a profit share to the founders of a non- Kazakhstan resident legal entity (when such an entity is not
a joint stock company)

562

Interest on state securities (interest bearing securities)

563

Interest on private securities, bills of exchange/promissory notes and deposit certificates

570

Opemimg of Reverse REPO with securities

580

Closing of classic REPO with securities

590

Other payments including:
Off-book payments related to securities including refunds under payment documents prepared in breach of Kazakhstan legislation with respect to payments under Section 5

590

Other payments including:
Off-book payments related to securities including refunds under payment documents prepared in breach of Kazakhstan legislation with respect to payments under Section 5

Section 6 — Securities and Bills of Exchange/Promissory Notes Issued by Kazakhstan Residents and Participation in the Charter Capital of Kazakhstan Residents

610

Purchase and repurchase of shares and documents acknowledging participation in the charter capital, including:
Return of the value of shares issued by a non-Kazakhstan resident in case of its capital reduction
Repurchase of shares issued by Kazakhstan residents
Contribution to the charter capital of a Kazakhstan resident legal entity
Refund of a contribution to the charter capital of a Kazakhstan resident legal entity in case of capital reduction
Buy-back of a participatory interest in the charter capital of a Kazakhstan resident legal entity

Group 620 — State Securities Purchase
621

Securities with maturity within 1 year, including:
Purchase of short-term treasury obligations of the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Kazakhstan having maturity within 1 year
Purchase of short-term notes of the National Bank of the Republic of Kazakhstan

623

Having maturity exceeding 1 year, including:
Purchase of medium-term treasury obligations of the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Kazakhstan having a maturity from 1 to 5 years
Purchase of medium-term index-linked treasury obligations of the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Kazakhstan with a maturity from 1 to 5 years
Purchase of long-term treasury obligations with a maturity exceeding 5 years
Purchase of long-term index-linked treasury obligations with maturity exceeding 5 years
Purchase of long-term savings treasury obligations with maturity exceeding 5 years
Purchase of special medium-term treasury obligations with a maturity two and three years
Payments for Euronotes of the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Kazakhstan
Payments for the coupon of the Euronotes of the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Kazakhstan

629

Purchase of other state securities

Group 630 — State Securities Redemption
631

State securities having a maturity within 1 year, including:
Redemption of short-term treasury obligations of the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Kazakhstan having a 1-year maturity
Redemption of long-term notes of the National Bank of the Republic of Kazakhstan

633

Having a 1-year maturity, including:
Redemption of medium-term treasury obligations of the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Kazakhstan with a maturity from 1 to 5 years
Redemption of medium-term treasury obligations of the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Kazakhstan with a maturity from 1 to 5 years
Redemption of long-term treasury obligations with a maturity exceeding 5 years Redemption of long-term index-linked treasury obligations with a maturity exceeding 5
years Redemption of long-term savings treasury obligations with a maturity exceeding 5 years Redemption of special medium-term treasury obligations with a maturity
from 2 to 3 years

639

Redemption of other state securities

Group 640 — Purchase of Private Securities and Bills of Exchange, including acceptance (based upon an endorsement) by discount houses of bills of exchange/promissory notes prior to the payment due time with
payment of the amount specified in the bill of exchange/promissory notes to the bearer thereof (discounting of bills of exchange/promissory notes)
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641

Bills of exchange/promissory notes having a maturity within 1 year

642

Bills of exchange/promissory notes with maturity exceeding 1 year

645

Bonds

647

Other debt private securities with a maturity within 1 year

648

Other debt private securities with a maturity within 1 year

649

Purchase of other private securities

Group 650 — Redemption of Private Securities and Bills of Exchange/Promissory Notes, including:
Payment under a bill of exchange/promissory note, including under the bill of exchange/promissory note presented for collection Redemption by the client of a bill of exchange/promissory note discounted by its
bank
651

Bills of exchange/promissory notes with a maturity within 1 year

652

Bills of exchange/promissory notes with a maturity exceeding 1 year

655

Bonds

657

Other debt securities issued by private entities with a maturity within 1 year

658

Other debt securities issued by private entities with a maturity exceeding 1 year

Group 660 — Expenses for Capital Investments and Securities
661

Distributed net income and dividends

661

Distributed net income and dividends

662

Interest on state securities (interest bearing)

663

Interest on securities and bills of exchange/promissory notes issued by private entities

Group 670 — Reverse REPO Transactions with Securities
671

With securities issued by state-owned entities

672

With securities and bills of exchange/promissory notes issued by private entities

Group 680 — Closing of Classic REPO Operations with Securities
681

With securities issued by state-owned entities

682

With securities and bills of exchange/promissory notes issued by private entities

690

Other payments under Section 6, including:
Payments with respect to off-book securities including refunds under payment documents prepared in breach of Kazakhstan legislation with respect to payments under
Section 6
Refund of erroneously debited amounts under Section 6

Section 7 — Goods and Intangible Assets

710

Payments for goods except for real estate and goods classified under the following payment purpose codes: 711, 712 and 713, including:
Payments for agricultural, forestry and fishery produce
Payments for processing industries products (food products, beverages, tobacco products, textile, clothes, leather and leather products, wood and products made of wood
and cork, products made of straw and plaiting materials, paper and paper products, chemicals and chemical products, pharmaceutical products and substances, rubber and
plastic goods, minerals, non-metallic and other products, base metals, end metallic products, computers, electronic and optical products, electrical equipment, machines and
equipment, cars, trailers and semi-trailers, other transportation equipment, furniture and other end products)
Remittance by a legal entity (from its current account to the bank account intended to record transactions with corporate payment cards) of imprest amounts to enable its
employees to purchase goods
Payments for potable and hot water, electric power supply, heating (gas or hot water) purchased by legal entities Compensation of a goods supplier for the payment by
installments for the goods

711

Acquisition and sale of goods abroad without import thereof to Kazakhstan

712

Export of foreign goods previously imported to Kazakhstan without significant transformation thereof

713

Purchase abroad of previously exported Kazakhstan goods without significant transformation thereof

Group 720 — Real Estate Related Payments

721

Payments related to real estate located in Kazakhstan, including:
Payments for buildings and constructions in Kazakhstan
Payments for joint residential development share remitted by individuals to the accounts of construction organizations (milestone payments to purchase residential property
in Kazakhstan)
Remittances ensuring joint development of real property in Kazakhstan under joint operations agreements Payment of profits gained from operation of real property located
in Kazakhstan under joint operations agreements

722

Payments for real property in Kazakhstan, including:
Payments for buildings and constructions outside Kazakhstan
Remittances ensuring joint development of real property in Kazakhstan under joint operations agreements
Payment of profit gained as the result of operation of real property outside the Republic of Kazakhstan under joint operations agreements

730

Purchase of non-produced non-financial assets, including payments for:
Land and subsoil thereof, including payments for the right of permanent land use Software
Patents Goodwill Trade name
Trademark

780

Return of money for non-supplied goods, including:
Money refund for non-supplied goods, intangible assets and non-rendered services intended for goods repair

790

Other payments under Section 7, including
Payments for off-book goods including refunds under payment documents prepared in breach of Kazakhstan legislation with respect to payments under Section 74

Section 8 — Services
Group 810 — Transportation and Storage Services
811

Payments for air transport services, including: Rental of an aircraft with a crew
Passenger air transportation services
Cargo air transportation and space transportation services

812

Payments for water transportation services, including:
Rental of sea transport with crew
Passenger inland water transportation services
Passenger sea transportation services Cargo sea transportation services
Cargo inland water transportation services

813

Payments for railway transportation services, including:
Rental of railway transportation with a crew
Passenger long haul railway transportation services
Cargo railway transportation services

814

Payments for other land transportation services, including:
Rental of other land transport with a crew
Passenger other land transportation services
Automobile cargo transportation services and carriage services

815

Payments for pipeline transportation services

816

Payments for storage and warehousing services
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817

Ancillary transportation services

818

Payments for mail and courier services, including:
Services rendered by the national post operator (mailing services, services related to newspapers and other periodicals, letters, parcels and packages, services rendered by
post offices, other mail services)
Courier services except for the services rendered by the national post operator (courier services aimed at letters, food and other goods delivery)

819

Other payments related to transportation services

821

Payments for construction services, including:
Building and structures construction works, including the cost of goods acquired and used to effect such works Bridges, roads and railways construction works, including the
cost of goods acquired and used to construct such facilities
Other engineering installations construction works, the cost of goods acquired and used to erect thereof Buildings demolition and construction site preparation works
Buildings and structures repair Electrical installation works
Water supply, heating and air conditioning systems installation works Other assembly (installation) works
Other construction and finishing works at the final stage Roof timber (roofing) installation works
Other special construction works not included into other groups
Pipelines, telecommunication lines and electric power supply lines (power cablings) installation works Electric power stations, mining and processing facilities construction
works
Other construction and installation works (including installation works with respect to the following structures: fencing, blinds and sheds, lighting and alarm systems at the
roads, airports and ports)
Construction completion works (plastering works, wood structures installation works, floor and wall covering, painting and glass works)
Services involving rental of equipment with an operator thereof for construction or demolition of a building or a structure

822

Payments for goods repair and technical maintenance services, including:
Any goods repair and technical maintenance services including sea vessels, aircrafts and other means of transportation except for renovation (included into construction
services), computer hardware repair (included
into IT services) and repair of oil and gas wells (included into professional, scientific and technical services)

Group 830 — Payments for Insurance Services
831

Life insurance premia (payment), including:
Transfer of pension savings by Unified Savings Pension Fund Joint Stock Company or a voluntary pension fund to an insurance organization under a retirement annuity
agreement

832

Life insurance compensation, including:
Remittance by insurance company of life and annuity insurance payments Regular/life-long annuity insurance payments by an insurance company

833

Other insurance premium, including:
Insurance premium (contribution) with respect to other insurance types (except for life insurance)

834

Other insurance compensations, including:
Remittance of other insurance proceeds by an insurance company (except for life insurance compensations) to a bank for subsequent crediting to individuals’ bank accounts
Remittance of guaranteed insurance compensations by Insurance Compensation Guarantee Fund Joint Stock Company

835

Reinsurance

836

Compensation to a reinsured person

837

Insurance and reinsurance fees including:
Insurance agents’ fees

838

Refund of surrender value under an endowment insurance agreement

839

Other insurance services, including:
Actuarial services
Supplemental insurance services (advisory services, appraisal services in the sphere of insurance and pension benefits)

841

Payments for financial services except for the payments classified under payment purpose codes 842 and 843, including:
Charges of a bank or an organization performing certain banking operations for banking and other operations provided for in the Law of the Republic of Kazakhstan
“Regarding Banks and Banking Activities in the Republic of Kazakhstan” dated 31 August 1995
Intermediary and ancillary services of financial organizations (except for the services of insurance organizations and unified savings pension fund)
Fees of professional securities market participants for performed operations
Fees for money cashing
Fees under an underwriting agreement
Fees for exchange of worn-out currency in a non-Kazakhstan resident bank
Fees related to furnishing of the loan (financial leasing inclusive)
Financial advisory services

842

Fees for internet banking services

843

Fees for mobile banking services

844

Payments to intermediaries within trade transactions, including:
Fees of trading and agency firms, brokers, dealers, trade agents with respect to trade transactions with goods and services including trade transactions at sea vessels and
aircrafts, auctions
Agency services related to real property rendered for a consideration or under an agreement

Group 850 — Other Business Services

851

Payments for IT services, including:
Computer software development services
Software publishing services
IT advisory services
Computer hardware management services
Services involving assembly, installation, technical maintenance and repair of computer hardware and peripheral devices
IT and computer systems services
Data and sites processing and other services
Processing services (collection, processing and transfer of information generated in the course of payments and other transactions using payment cards)
Establishment, storage and real time work with data arrays; data processing, tabulation inclusive; data processing in computer time collective use mode or based upon an
hourly schedule, continuous management of computer complexes consisting of external devices
Internet portals contents

852

Payments for telecommunication services, including:
Wire telecommunication services (involving data and messages transfer, fixed telephone, services involving provision of wire telecommunication networks by private
companies to transfer data via wired telecommunication networks, Internet communication services aimed at software distribution along cable infrastructure)
Wi-Fi telecommunication services (mobile telecommunication services and services rendered by private networks aimed at the provision of Wi-Fi telecommunication
services, Wi-Fi telecommunication services aimed at data transfer in Wi-Fi telecommunication networks, wi- fi Internet services used to distribute software in Wi-Fi
networks)
Satellite communication services Other telecommunication services

853

Payment for intellectual property use, including:
Payments for the use of title (such as patents, copy rights, trademarks, processes, design)
License fees for reproduction of master copies and prototypes (such as books and manuscripts, computer software, cinematographic works, records)

854

Legal services, including:
Legal advice and recommendations; legal services within legal proceedings and legislative process; drafting legal documents; arbitration services
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855

Leasing (operative leasing), including:
Operative leasing of premises, temporary storage warehouses, dead alleys
Own property leasing services
Lease of vehicles and equipment without an operator
Services involving lease and rental of personal consumption articles and household goods
Services involving lease of vehicles, equipment and other inventories
Payment by the tenant to the landlord of all expenses related to rented premises under a tenancy agreement (including utilities expenses, telecommunication services,
building security and other services)
Payment by a legal entity to an individual for lease of personal property owned by such an individual

856

Payments for public utilities services, including:
Purchase of public utilities by an individual: potable water, hot water, electric power, heating (gas, hot water), sewage, gas, lift, housing maintenance, garbage disposal,
collective aerial, technical maintenance of meters, technical maintenance of gas systems, payment for broadcasting services

857

Payments for information services, including:
Information agency services, including provision of news digests, photographs and feature stories to mass media
Data base creation, storage and distribution
Direct individual subscription to periodicals delivered by post or otherwise; library and archive services
Telephone inquiries center services

858

Marketing and market research services, including:
Design, production and marketing of advertisements using advertising agencies Advertisements publication in mass media including advertising time purchase and sale
Organization of exhibitions and trade fairs, goods advertisement abroad
Marketing researches, public opinion surveys with respect to various issues

859

Payments for professional, scientific and technical services, including: Accounting services
Tax advisory services
Management advisory services, services rendered by head offices
Services in the sphere of architecture and engineering surveys as well as technical advice in these spheres Technical tests and analysis services
Research and exploratory development in the sphere of natural and technical sciences
Services related to researches and exploratory development in the sphere of social and liberal arts Design services
Services in the sphere of photography Translation and interpretation services Secretarial services
Veterinary services
Complex administrative office services
Photocopying, drafting documents and special supplemental office services Conference arrangement services
Packing services
Services in the sphere of agriculture (except for veterinary services) Services in the sphere of forestry (forest husbandry and timber cutting)
Supplemental services in the sphere of mining industry (oil and natural gas wells drilling services, services related to installation, repair and rigging-down services and other
supplemental services in oil and gas sector related to natural gas liquefaction and regasification for the purpose of transportation thereof rendered at the production site)
Other professional, scientific and technical services not included into other groups, including supplemental commercial services
Newspaper printing and other printing services, preprinting and pre-replication services, binding and finishing services as well as the services related thereto
Books, periodicals and other publishing services Visa arrangements
Radiation testing
Appraisal services except for appraisals effected by intermediaries under trade transactions and insurance agents in connection with operations with real property or
insurance
Inquiry and security services
Design of equipment for technology processes and automated production units Electric power distribution and transfer
Water distribution services
Services involving distribution of fuel gas in pipelines Laundry and dry cleaning services to legal entities
Equipment assembly, installation and technical maintenance services (except for computer hardware as well as installation and erection of structures from prefabricated
structures)
Building cleaning services (including disinfection, deratization and disinfection, window cleaning, traditional and specialized cleaning, furnace and pipeline cleaning)
Services involving collection, processing and removal of wastes, recoverable materials, reclaiming

Group 860 — Services to Individuals as well as services in the sphere of culture and recreation
861

Payments for educational services, including:
Payment for education services rendered to individuals and legal entities regarding training of their employees (in the sphere of nursery and pre-school education,
secondary education, higher education, other education, courses, trainings, seminars, internships)

862

Payments for medical services, including:
Services rendered by hospitals, services in the sphere of medical and dentist practices, health care, patient care

869

Payments for the services in the sphere of culture and recreation, including:
Services in the sphere of craft, art and recreation (rendered by performing artists, authors, composers, sculptors, painters, graphic artists in the sphere of production and
entertainment events, theatrical equipment operation) Services rendered by libraries, archives, museums and other cultural organizations
Services related to gambling and betting
Sports services and leisure organization services (operation of sport facilities, sports clubs, fitness clubs, entertainment parks and theme parks, leisure parks and beaches,
fireworks as well as light and sound shows, slot machines)
Services of hairdressing and beauty salons
Services involving movies, video films, radio and TV programs production Tracks and audio records publishing services
Audio and video records copying services Radio broadcasting services
Services involving creation and broadcasting of TV programs and original products

871

Travels, including:
Cost of tours excluding transportation costs (tickets) (when paying for the tickets the following codes shall be specified depending on the type of the means of
transportation: 811, 812, 813, 814)
Cost of tours tickets value inclusive (when paid under one payment document)
Services rendered by tourist agencies
Entertainment and business trip expenses
Remittance by a legal entity to a bank of an amount of entertainment and business trip expenses for subsequent crediting thereof to the bank account of its employee or to
a bank account intended for accounting operations with corporate payment cards

872

Payments for accommodation and catering services, including:
Hotel services
Services involving rental of premises for weekends and other short-term accommodation Services of campings and parking lots for mobile houses and residential trailers
Restaurant services and food products supply delivery services
Ordered meals and ready meals delivery services Beverages supply services
Compensation by a legal entity of an individual’s expenses for hotel accommodation services

880

Refunds for non-rendered services, including:
Purchase by banks branch offices travelers checks from the clients thereof

890

Other payments under Section 8, including:
Off-book payments for services including refunds under payment documents prepared in breach of Kazakhstan legislation with respect to payments under Section 8
Refund of erroneously debited amounts with respect to payments under Section 8
Refund of excessively remitted money for the services and in case of the services costs reduction Refund of money by a services provider for undue discharge of agreement
terms and conditions

Section 9 — Payments to/from the Budget
Group 910 — Generally Established Procedure
911

Accrued (calculated) and other obligations payable to the budget

912

Penalties related to obligations payable to the budget

913

Penalties for breach of Kazakhstan legislation

914

Revenues to the budget gained as the result of inspections by state revenue authorities

915

Penalties imposed as the result of inspections conducted by state revenues authorities

916

Penalties imposed based upon the results of inspections conducted by state revenues authorities
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917

Revenues to the budget in case of change (extension) of taxes payment deadlines

918

Penalties in case of change (extension) of taxes payment deadlines

919

Penalties imposed prior to taxes payment deadlines extension

921

Revenues to the budget based upon in-house audit results

922

Penalty as the result of an in-house audit

923

Remittance of penalties imposed due to the failure to submit a Goods Import Application and to pay indirect taxes

924

Penalty accrued on the refunded VAT excessive amount

Group 960 — Refunds from (Offset in) the Budget
961

Offset of VAT paid with respect to goods (works, services) acquired and financed by a grant provided for the purpose of tax arrears repayment

962

Refund of VAT paid with respect to goods (works, services) acquired and financed by a grant

963

Refund of VAT by a diplomatic and similar representatives accredited in the Republic of Kazakhstan

964

Offset of excessive (erroneously) paid amount to redeem the debt on accrued amounts based upon the results of an inspection by state revenues authorities

965

Penalty in favor of a taxpayer for the breach by the state revenue authority of the deadline established for excessive VAT refund

966

Penalty in favor of a taxpayer for the breach by the state revenues authority of a deadline established for a tax, a payment refund

967

Penalty in favor of a taxpayer for the breach by the state revenues authority of a deadline established for a tax, a payment offset

968

Penalty refund by a taxpayer

969

Offset of excessive (erroneously) paid amount to repay the amounts accrued on the results of an in-house audit

Group 970 — Refund (Offset) from the Budget of an Excessive VAT, other Refunds (Offsets) of Paid Amounts
971

Refund from the budget of excessive (erroneously) paid amounts to a bank account

972

VAT refund with respect to zero taxable revenues when such VAT accrued prior to 1 January 2009

973

Offset of VAT excess against the tax accrued after 1 January 2009

974

Refund of offset VAT excess against the tax accrued after 1 January 2009

975

Transfer from one budget classification code to another budget classification code

976

Transfer from one state revenue authority to another state revenue authority

977

VAT offset with respect to revenues taxable at zero rate when such VAT accrued prior to 1 January 2009

978

Refund of paid penalty

979

Other

991

Budget payments received from Kazakhstan citizens

992

Penalties related to budget payments from Kazakhstan citizens

993

Penalties for breach of Kazakhstan legislation received from Kazakhstan citizens

994

Repayment of insufficient payments from Kazakhstan citizens

995

Administrative penalties imposed on state revenue authorities

996

Refund of VAT paid in the course of goods import

997

Refund of VAT paid during acquisition of works, services from a non-Kazakhstan resident

998

Refund of VAT imposed on fixed assets introduced into operation, real property investments, acquired biological assets

Notes:
1. Operations with derivative financial instruments shall be assigned to the payment purpose code specified (hereinafter the “code”) of the applicable section depending on the type of assets constituting the basis of
the financial transaction.
2. Section 1 — Specific Remittances
Code 150 (Transit Remittances on Correspondent Bank Accounts) shall be assigned by the relevant intermediary bank. Upon the receipt of a transit payment the beneficiary’s bank shall specify economic sectors and
payment purpose codes corresponding to the transactions for subsequent submission of information. All necessary details of the payment by the beneficiary’s bank shall be specified on the basis of an agreement
between the clients under which sold goods or rendered services are paid.
Code 181 (Transactions on Letters of Credits) shall be assigned when the issuer bank remits the amount (coverage) to secure the obligations under letters of credit from the client’s bank account to such a bank’s
account (except for the interest for the letter of credit use), money refund when the letter of credit is revoked. In the course of transactions with letters of credit money remittances by the issuing bank to the
beneficiary’s bank shall be classified depending on the payment purpose, including:
1) payment under a letter of credit by an issuing bank of a letter of credit amount with money provided to the issuing bank for the letter of credit validity term provided that such money is likely to be used to make
payments under the letter of credit (in case of a secured letter of credit);
2) payment under a letter of credit to a Kazakhstan resident or a non-Kazakhstan resident from the client’s current account (in case of an unsecured letter of credit);
3) payment under a letter of credit from the bank’s own funds from the account “Debtors under Documentary Operations” (in case of lack of money on the client’s account as of the time of the payment with respect
to an unsecured letter of credits);
4) crediting money by a non-Kazakhstan resident bank on the correspondent account of a Kazakhstan resident bank.
Code 182 (Guarantee Operations) shall be assigned in the course of money (security) remittance to secure guarantee obligations from the bank account of the client issuing payment instructions to such a bank’s
account (except for remittance of an interest under the guarantee), money refunding in case of a guarantee termination. This code shall be assigned to money remittances made by the guarantor bank in case of a
guarantee event occurrence depending on the payment purpose.
3. Section 3 — Deposits
Section 3 (Deposits) shall exclude payment to other persons for goods, services, specific remittances, payments and(or) remittance classified under other sections of the Detailed Chart of Payment Purpose Code.
If the payment originator has any information regarding the sources and purposes of crediting to a bank account and of debiting cash from the bank account, then the code corresponding to the payment purpose
shall be assigned. Code 311 (Call deposits) (opened on the basis of a bank deposit agreement), Code 331 (Depositing cash on current accounts), Code 321 (Call deposit (opened under a bank deposit agreement)
debiting), Code 341 (Current bank accounts cash debiting) shall be specified if the payment originator doesn’t have such information.
4. The codes of securities purchase by a non-Kazakhstan resident shall be assigned by the Kazakhstan resident participating in the transaction to securities sales under Sections 5 (Securities, Bills of
Exchange/Promissory Notes and Deposit Certificates Issued by non-Kazakhstan Residents and Investments to Foreign Capital) and Section 6 (Securities and Bills of Exchange/ Promissory Notes Issued by Kazakhstan
Residents and Participation in the Charter Capital of Kazakhstan Residents).
5. Sections 7 (Goods and Intangible Assets) and 8 (Services)
In Sections 7 (Goods and Intangible Assets) and 8 (Services) goods and services shall be specified subject to the Kazakhstan Classifier GK RK04-2008 (Classifier of Goods and Services by Economic Activities) and BPM6
(Balance of Payment and International Investment Position Manual, Sixth Edition) of the International Monetary Fund.
Any payments for goods and intangible assets, services shall include advance payments.
Section 7 (Goods and Intangible Assets) shall exclude payments for precious metals qualified under Section 2 (Foreign Exchange Transactions and Operations with Precious Metals).
Code 730 (Purchase of Non-Produced Non-Financial Assets) shall be specified with respect to payments for the following items:
1) land and subsoil, including the right of permanent land use;
2) tangible assets used to produce goods and services that do not result from production;
3) intangible assets acquired to ownership (including software, patents, goodwill, trade names, trademarks).
Code 853 (Payment for intellectual property use) shall be assigned to acquisition of the right to use intangible assets.
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Payments by legal entities for acquired electric power, gas and water (utilities services) shall be qualified under Code 710 (Payments for goods except for real estate and goods qualified under the following payment
purpose codes: 711, 712 and 713).
6. Section 9 — Payments to/from the Budget
This section shall include the code related to payments to the state budget and to refunds from the state budget (except for pensions and allowances).
Code 911 shall be assigned when remitting accrued and other obligations to the budget (except for penalties and fines) provided for in the Budget Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated 4 December 2008 and the
Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan dated 10 December 2008 “Regarding Taxes and Other Obligatory Payments to the Budget” (Tax Code) with the exception of the following amounts payable to the budget based
upon the results of inspections conducted by the state revenue authorities, when the taxes payment deadlines are changed (extended) based upon in-house audits results.
Code 912 shall be specified in case of payment of penalties imposed with respect to the payments to the budget for the breach of deadlines established for payment of taxes, obligations and other payments to the
budget, with the exception of the penalties accrued based upon the results of inspections by state revenues authorities, imposed in case of change (extension) of taxes payment deadlines; accrued based upon the
results of an in-house audit.
Code 913 shall be specified in case of payment of fines imposed for administrative violations accrued in compliance with the Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan “Regarding Administrative Violations” dated 5 July
2014 (hereinafter the “Administrative Violations Code”) with the exception of the penalties imposed based upon the results of inspections by state revenue authorities; penalties imposed prior to the taxes payment
deadline extension.
Code 914 shall be assigned to remittances of taxes, mandatory and other payments to the budget (except for penalties and fines) payable under a notice of accrued amounts based upon the results of inspections by
state revenue authorities.
Code 915 shall be assigned when paying penalties imposed based upon the results of inspections by state revenue authorities with the exception of penalties accrued on the payment obligations to the budget
imposed in case of change (extension) of taxes payment deadlines as well as those accrued based upon in-house audit results.
Code 916 shall be assigned in case of payment of penalties imposed based upon the results of inspections by state revenues authorities with the exception of penalties imposed for the breach of Kazakhstan
legislation (except for those imposed based upon inspections by state revenues authorities); imposed prior to taxes payment deadlines extension.
Code 917 shall be assigned to payments to the budget of taxes with changed (extended) payment deadlines.
Code 918 shall be assigned in case of payment of a penalty accrued in case of a change (extension) of taxes payment deadlines; a penalty accrued based upon the results of inspections conducted by state revenue
authorities; a penalty imposed based upon in-house audit results.
Code 919 shall be assigned to penalties imposed prior to extension of taxes payment deadlines with the exception of penalties imposed for administrative violations in the sphere of taxation, penalties imposed under
the Administrative Violation Code, fines imposed based upon the inspections conducted by state revenue authorities.
Code 921 shall be assigned to remittances of taxes, mandatory and other payments to the budget (except for penalties) payable on the basis of a notice on elimination of violations identified based upon an in-house
audit results.
Code 922 shall be assigned to payment of a penalty accrued based upon the results of an in-house audit results with the following exceptions: penalties imposed with respect to payment obligations to the budget,
penalties imposed in case of a change (extension) of taxes payment deadlines; penalties imposed based upon the results of inspections by state revenues authorities.
Code 924 shall be assigned to a remittance of the penalty accrued on the refunded VAT excess not confirmed during an inspection conducted by state revenue authorities.
Code 968 shall be assigned to a refund by taxpayers of excessive or erroneously paid penalty with respect to payments to the budget.
Code 971 shall be assigned to a refund from the budget to the taxpayer’s bank account of excessively (erroneously) paid taxes, mandatory and other payments.
Code 975 shall be assigned to an excessively or erroneously paid amount to the budget, transfer of taxes and other mandatory payments from one budget classification code to another budget classification code.
Code 976 shall be assigned in case of erroneously credited taxes, mandatory and other payments to the budget to other state revenues authorities in case of transfer of an excessively or erroneously paid tax and
payment to other state revenues authorities.
Code 978 shall be assigned to a refund to taxpayers of a penalty paid with respect to payment obligations to the budget.
Code 979 shall be assigned to other payments including official transfers (subventions, budget exemption, etc.) and loans repayment.
Code 991 shall be assigned to payments by Kazakhstan resident individuals of taxes, mandatory and other payments to the budget (except for the penalties and fines).
Code 992 shall be assigned in case of a payment by a Kazakhstan citizen of penalties accrued for delayed payments to the budget.
Code 993 shall be assigned in case of payment by Kazakhstan citizens of penalties imposed for administrative violations imposed in compliance with the Administrative Violations Code.
Code 995 shall be assigned to payment of penalties imposed by state revenues authorities for administrative violations in compliance with the Administrative Violations Code.

BCC (in case of tax payment)

Code Name

101101

Corporate Income Tax from Legal Entities — Residents

101102

Corporate Income Tax from Legal Entities — Non-Residents

101103

Corporate Income Tax from Legal Entities — Residents withheld at source

101104

Corporate Income Tax from Legal Entities — Non-Residents withheld at source

101105

Corporate Income Tax from Legal Entities operating in the raw materials sector according to the list approved by the Government of Kazakhstan (GOK)

101106

Corporate Income Tax from Legal Entities operating in the raw materials sector according to the list approved by the GOK withheld at source

101107

Corporate Income Tax from Legal Entities — Non-Residents operating in the raw materials sector according to the list approved by the GOK withheld at source

101201

Individual Income Tax withheld at source

101202

Individual Income Tax not withheld at source

101203

Individual Income Tax from individuals operating on one time licenses

103101

Social Tax

104101

Property Tax for Legal Entities and Private Entrepreneurs

104102

Individual Property Tax

104301

Land Tax from individuals on agricultural lands

104302

Land Tax from individuals on populated land

104303

Land Tax from individuals on industrial, transport, communication, defense and other non-agricultural lands

104304

Land Tax on forests

104305

Land Tax on water ponds

104306

Land Tax on specially protected territories of recreational and historical value

104307

Land Tax from Legal entities and private entrepreneurs, private notaries and attorney on agricultural lands

104308

Land Tax from Legal entities and private entrepreneurs, private notaries and attorney on populated land

104401

Transport Tax from Legal Entities

104402

Transport Tax from individuals

104502

VAT on goods and services produced in Kazakhstan

105101

Single Land Tax

105102

VAT on goods and services imported into Kazakhstan except for goods/services from Russia

105103

VAT on goods and services produced by Legal Entities operating in the raw materials sector according to the list approved by the GOK

105104

VAT for a non-resident

105105

VAT on goods and services imported into Kazakhstan from Russia

105106

VAT additionally calculated after an independent customs price check on goods and services imported into Kazakhstan except for Goods/services from Russia

105107

VAT additionally calculated after an independent customs price check on goods and services imported into Kazakhstan from Russia Excise taxes

105201

All types of spirits produced in Kazakhstan
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105202

Vodka produced in Kazakhstan

105203

Heavy alcoholic drinks produced in Kazakhstan

105204

Wines produced in Kazakhstan

105205

Cognacs produced in Kazakhstan

105206

Champagne wines produced in Kazakhstan

105207

Beer produced in Kazakhstan

105208

Light alcoholic drinks with ethyl spirit content between 12 and 30 percent produced in Kazakhstan

105209

Salmon caviar produced in Kazakhstan

105210

Tobacco goods with filter produced in Kazakhstan

105211

Tobacco goods without filter produced in Kazakhstan

105212

Wine drinks produced in Kazakhstan

105214

Other light alcoholic drinks with ethyl spirit content below 12 percent produced in Kazakhstan

105215

Wine drinks imported in Kazakhstan

105216

Excise taxes additionally calculated after an independent customs price check on wine drinks imported into Kazakhstan with ethyl spirit content below 12 percent

105218

Wine materials produced in Kazakhstan

105219

Excise taxes additionally calculated after an independent customs price check on wine drinks imported into Kazakhstan

105221

Fire and gas arms (except for that purchased for the needs of the state authorities) produced in Kazakhstan

105223

Gambling business

105224

Lotteries business

105229

Raw oil including gas condenstate produced in Kazakhstan

105236

Cars (except those for people with disabilities) produced in Kazakhstan

105237

Other light alcoholic drinks with ethyl spirit content below 12 percent produced in Kazakhstan

105241

All types of spirits imported to Kazakhstan

105242

Vodka imported in Kazakhstan

105243

Heavy alcoholic drinks imported in Kazakhstan

105244

Wines imported in Kazakhstan

105245

Cognacs imported in Kazakhstan

105246

Champagne wines imported in Kazakhstan

105247

Beer imported in Kazakhstan

105248

Light alcoholic drinks with ethyl spirit content between 12 and 30 percent imported in Kazakhstan

105249

Salmon caviar imported in Kazakhstan

105250

Tobacco goods with filter imported in Kazakhstan

105251

Tobacco goods without filter imported in Kazakhstan

105255

Cars (except those for people with disabilities) imported in Kazakhstan

105258

Wine materials imported in Kazakhstan

105259

Diesel fuel imported into Kazakhstan

105260

Gasoline (except aviation fuel) imported to Kazakhstan

105261

Fire and gas arms (except for that purchased for the needs of the state authorities) imported in Kazakhstan

105269

Excise taxes additionally calculated after an independent customs price check on wine drinks imported into Kazakhstan

105270

Excise taxes additionally calculated after an independent customs price check on all types of spirit imported into Kazakhstan

105271

Excise taxes additionally calculated after an independent customs price check on all types of vodka imported into Kazakhstan

105272

Excise taxes additionally calculated after an independent customs price check on all types of heavy alcoholic drinks imported into Kazakhstan

105273

Excise taxes additionally calculated after an independent customs price check on all types of wines imported into Kazakhstan

105274

Excise taxes additionally calculated after an independent customs price check on all types of cognacs imported into Kazakhstan

105275

Excise taxes additionally calculated after an independent customs price check on all types of champagne wines imported into Kazakhstan

105276

Excise taxes additionally calculated after an independent customs price check on all types of beers imported into Kazakhstan

105277

Excise taxes additionally calculated after an independent customs price check on light alcoholic drinks with ethyl spirit content between 12 and 30 percent imported into
Kazakhstan

105278

Excise taxes additionally calculated after an independent customs price check on salmon caviar imported into Kazakhstan

105279

Excise taxes additionally calculated after an independent customs price check on tobacco goods imported into Kazakhstan

105280

Excise taxes additionally calculated after an independent customs price check on other tobacco containing goods imported into Kazakhstan

105281

Excise taxes additionally calculated after an independent customs price check on tobacco goods imported into Kazakhstan

105283

Excise taxes additionally calculated after an independent customs price check on wine materials imported into Kazakhstan

105284

Excise taxes additionally calculated after an independent customs price check on diesel fuel imported into Kazakhstan

105285

Excise taxes additionally calculated after an independent customs price check on gasoline (except aviation fuel) imported into Kazakhstan

105286

Excise taxes additionally calculated after an independent customs price check on fire and gas arms (except for that purchased needs for one of the state authorities)
imported into Kazakhstan

105287

Excise taxes additionally calculated after an independent customs price check on raw oil, including gas condensate, imported into Kazakhstan

105290

Gasoline (except aviation fuel) of own production sold wholesale

105291

Diesel fuel of own production sold wholesale

105292

Gasoline (except aviation fuel) of own production sold retail or used for own purposes

105293

Diesel fuel of own production sold retail or used for own purposes

105294

Gasoline (except aviation fuel) sold by legal entities and individuals wholesale

105295

Diesel fuel sold by legal entities and individuals wholesale

105296

Gasoline (except aviation fuel) sold by legal entities and individuals retail or used for own purposes

105297

Diesel fuel sold by legal entities and individuals retail or used for own purposes

105302

Tax on excess profit

105303

Payment for use of water resource on the surface

105304

Payment for use of forests
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105305

Bonuses

105306

Royalty

105307

Rent tax on exported raw oil

105308

Kazakhstan share on production sharing agreements

105309

Payment for use of radio frequency spectrum

105310

Payment for use of water vessel ways

105311

Payment for use of wildlife

105313

Payment for use of specially preserved territories of state value

105314

Payment for use of specially preserved territories of local value

105315

Payment for use of land lots

105316

Payment for environmental pollution

105322

Tax on excess profit from legal entities operating in the raw materials sector according to the list approved approved by the GOK

105325

Bonuses from legal entities operating in the raw materials sector according to the list approved by the GOK

105326

Royalty from legal entities operating in the raw materials sector according to the list approved by the GOK

105328

Kazakhstan share on production sharing agreements from legal entities operating in the raw materials sector according to the list approved by the GOK

105401

Tax for state registration of private entrepreneurs

105402

License fee for the right to perform certain activities

105403

Tax for state registration of legal entities

105404

Auction fees

105406

Fee for passage of vehicles through the territory of Kazakhstan

105410

Fee for using the toll state roads of local value

105412

Fee for state registration of radio electronics and high frequency devices

105413

Fee for granting licenses for using radio frequency spectrum by TV and radio

105414

Fee for state registration of mechanical transport vehicles

105415

Fee for state registration of sea, river and small vessels

105416

Fee for state registration of medicines

105417

Fee for state registration of civil air vessels

105418

Fee for state registration of rights on real estate deals

105419

Payment for placement of outdoor visual advertisement on roads of state value

105420

Payment for placement of outdoor visual advertisement on roads of local value

106101

Customs duties on imported goods except for duties taken from individuals

106102

Customs duties on imported goods

106103

Customs duties additionally calculated after an independent customs price check on imported goods

106104

Customs duties on imported goods taken from individuals

106201

Proceeds from executing customs control and procedures

106202

Duties taken to protect local manufacturers

106203

Proceeds from executing customs control and procedures additionally calculated after an independent customs price check on imported goods

106204

Duties taken to protect local manufacturers additionally calculated after an independent customs price check on imported goods

107109

Other tax proceeds to the republican budget

107110

Other tax proceeds to the local budget

108101

Consular fee

108102

State fee for submitting suit applications to the court

108103

State fee for notary actions

108104

State fee for registration of a civil condition

108105

State fee for exit visa issuance or invitation letter registration

108106

State fee for visa issuance to foreigners

108107

State fee for citizenship documents

108108

State fee for registration of a residential address

108109

State fee for granting hunting licenses

108110

State fee for registering of civil weapons

108111

State fee for issuance of passports and IDs

108112

State fee for granting licenses to own/carry firearms

108113

State fee for apostile

108114

State fee for issuing driver’s licenses

108115

State fee for issuing vehicles registration certificates

108116

State fee for issuing license plates

201101

Share of profit of the republican state enterprises

201102

Share of profit of the local state enterprises

201201

Profit of the National Bank of Kazakhstan

201202

Interest of GOK deposits

201203

Dividends on shares owned by the state

201204

Interest on placement of funds borrowed by the state abroad in the local commercial banks

201206

Interest from state securities bought in the securities market

201211

Payment for the information on subsurface resources

201213

Profit from the state lotteries except for the regional lotteries

201215

Dividends on the shares in the local government ownership

201217

Profit from the regional lotteries

201226

Payment for the military polygons use

201227

Payment for the cosmodrome Baykonur
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201228

Rent fee for state property use

201229

Rent fee for local government property use

201301

Proceeds from compensation of losses of agricultural and forest manufactures due to the agricultural and forest land requisitioning

201302

Proceeds from services rendered by state enterprises financed from the state budget

201303

Proceeds from services rendered by state enterprises financed from the local budget

201304

Payment for the sale of land lots rent rights

201305

Payment for intercity and international communication services

202109

Proceeds from the funds withheld from salaries of convicted people

202113

Payment for movable property collateral registration

202303

Proceeds from government purchases made by the state enterprises financed from the state budget

202304

Proceeds from government purchases made by the state enterprises financed from the local budget

202305

Proceeds from sale of confiscated property

202306

Proceeds from sale of no one’s property

203101

Administrative fees and sanctions levied by the central state authorities

203102

Proceeds from alcoholics placed into special conditions

203104

Proceeds from confiscated profits derived from unlicensed activities except gambling

203106

Executive sanction

203107

Amounts of sanctions applicable to commercial banks violating reporting requirements

203109

Proceeds from banks violating the tax legislation

203110

Penalties for environmental protection law violation

203111

Administrative fees and sanctions levied by the local state authorities

203112

Other sanctions and penalties levied by the state authorities financed from the republican budget

203113

Other sanctions and penalties levied by the state authorities financed from the local budget

203114

Proceeds from confiscated profits derived from unlicensed gambling

203115

Proceeds from confiscated profits derived from individual entrepreneurs operating without state registration

203116

Profit derived from the violations of the antimonopoly law

204101

Interest on loans under the leasing program

204102

Interest on loans for co-financing of investment projects

204103

Interest on loans by ADB for agricultural sector development

204104

Interest on loans by Eximbank Kazakhstan for investment projects

204105

Interest on loans for purchase of cattle-breeding products

204106

Interest on other loans

204107

Interest on loans for small enterprises development

204108

Interest on loans extended to production enterprises for equipment leasing

204109

Interest on loans extended to agricultural enterprises through the system of rural credit societies

204201

Interest on loans extended for the housing construction and purchase program

204301

Interest on loans extended to the local authorities from the state budget

204303

Interest on loans extended for other purposes

204401

Interest on loans extended as technical assistance

204402

Interest on loans extended for enterprises development projects

204403

Interest on loans extended for SME development

204404

Interest on loans extended for post privatization support of agricultural enterprises

204405

Interest on loans extended to support the oil industry

204406

Interest on loans extended to build the Astana airport

204407

Interest on loans extended to modernize the irrigation systems

204501

Interest on loans extended to develop the city transportation

204502

Interest on loans extended to develop the Atyrau water and sewage system

204503

Interest on loans extended to develop the Almaty water and sewage system

204504

Interest on loans extended for the project of water and land resources management

204601

Interest on government guarantees paid by the legal entities

204701

Interest on external loans extended to foreign states

204801

Interest on loans extended to support small entrepreneurship

204802

Interest on loans extended to agricultural producers

204803

Interest on loans extended to support economy sectors

204804

Interest on loans extended for local investment projects

204805

Interest on other loans

205101

Unclear profits

205102

Kazakhstan share from the distribution of additional duty

205104

Proceeds from voluntary submission or confiscation of property or services rendered to government officials

205109

Other non-tax proceeds to the republican budget

205110

Other non-tax proceeds to the local budget

205111

Transfer from the National Fund of the Republic of Kazakhstan as a compensation of losses on Corporate Income Tax from Legal Entities operating in the raw materials
sector

205112

Transfer from the National Fund of the Republic of Kazakhstan as a compensation of losses on Corporate Income Tax from Legal Entities — Non-Residents operating in the
raw materials sector withheld at source

205113

Transfer from the National Fund of the Republic of Kazakhstan as a compensation of losses on Corporate Income Tax from Legal Entities — Residents operating in the raw
materials sector withheld at source

205114

Transfer from the National Fund of the Republic of Kazakhstan as a compensation of losses on VAT from Legal Entities operating in the raw materials sector

205115

Transfer from the National Fund of the Republic of Kazakhstan as a compensation of losses on excessive income tax from Legal Entities — Residents operating in the raw
materials sector
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205116

Transfer from the National Fund of the Republic of Kazakhstan as a compensation of losses on bonuses from Legal Entities operating in the raw materials sector

205117

Transfer from the National Fund of the Republic of Kazakhstan as a compensation of losses on royalties from Legal Entities operating in the raw materials sector

205118

Transfer from the National Fund of the Republic of Kazakhstan as a compensation of losses on Kazakhstan share in the production sharing agreement

205123

Receipt of receivables from the state entities finances from the republican budget

205124

Receipt of receivables from the state entities finances from the local budget

205125

Return of unused funds received from the republican budget

205126

Return of unused funds received from the local budget

301103

Proceeds from the sale of property of state entities financed from the local budget

301104

Proceeds from the sale of property of state entities financed from the republican budget

301106

Proceeds from sale of arms and military machinery

302101

Proceeds from repayment of debts for goods received from the state reserves

302102

Proceeds from sale of excessive supply

302103

Proceeds from sale of grain from the state reserves

303102

Sale of intangible assets

303103

Proceeds from sale of land lots and the right of land use

303104

Proceeds from sale of state agricultural

401201

Official Transfer
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Appendix XV: Purpose of Payment Codes
(ZAR)
Transaction adjustments

Code Sub Code
100

Imports: Advance payments (not in terms of
import undertaking)

00

Description
Adjustments / Reversals / Refunds applicable to merchandise

Code Sub Code Description
101

01

Import advance payment (excluding capital goods, gold, platinum, crude oil, refined petroleum products, diamonds, steel, coal, iron ore and goods imported via the South African Post Office)

101

02

Import advance payment – capital goods

101

03

Import advance payment – gold

101

04

Import advance payment – platinum

101

05

Import advance payment – crude oil

101

06

Import advance payment – refined petroleum products

101

07

Import advance payment – diamonds

101

08

Import advance payment – steel

101

09

Import advance payment – coal

101

10

Import advance payment – iron ore

101

11

Import advance payment - goods imported via the South African Post Office

Imports: Advance payments (in terms of import
Code Sub Code Description
undertaking)

Imports: (excluding advance payments and not
in terms of import undertaking)

Imports: (excluding advance payments but in
terms of import undertaking)

Imports: Other

Transaction adjustments

102

01

Import advance payment (excluding capital goods, gold, platinum, crude oil, refined petroleum products, diamonds, steel, coal and iron ore)

102

02

Import advance payment – capital goods

102

03

Import advance payment – gold

102

04

Import advance payment – platinum

102

05

Import advance payment - crude oil

102

06

Import advance payment – refined petroleum products

102

07

Import advance payment - diamonds

102

08

Import advance payment – steel

102

09

Import advance payment – coal

102

10

Import advance payment – iron ore

102

11

Import advance payment - goods imported via the South African Post Office

Code Sub Code
01

Import payment (excluding capital goods, gold, platinum, crude oil, refined petroleum products, diamonds, steel, coal, iron ore and goods imported via the South African Post Office)

103

02

Import payment – capital goods

103

03

Import payment – gold

103

04

Import payment – platinum

103

05

Import payment – crude oil

103

06

Import payment – refined petroleum products

103

07

Import payment – diamonds

103

08

Import payment – steel

103

09

Import payment – coal

103

10

Import payment – iron ore

103

11

Import payment - goods imported via the South African Post Office

Code Sub Code

Acquisition of intellectual property (excluding
computer related and audio-visual)

Research and development

Description

104

01

Import payment (excluding capital goods, gold, platinum, crude oil, refined petroleum products, diamonds, steel, coal, iron ore and goods imported via the South African Post Office)

104

02

Import payment – capital goods

104

03

Import payment - gold

104

04

Import payment - platinum

104

05

Import payment– crude oil

104

06

Import payment– refined petroleum products

104

07

Import payment - diamonds

104

08

Import payment– steel

104

09

Import payment– coal

104

10

Import payment– iron ore

104

11

Import payment - goods imported via the South African Post Office

Code Sub Code

Description

105

00

Consumables acquired in port

106

00

Repayment of trade finance for imports

107

00

Import payments where the Customs value of the shipment is less than R500

108

00

Import payments where goods were declared as part of passenger baggage and no MRN is available

109

01

Payments for goods purchased from non-residents in cases where no physical import will take place, excluding gold, platinum, crude oil, refined petroleum products, diamonds, steel, coal and iron ore as well as merchanting
transactions

109

02

Payments for gold purchased from non-residents in cases where no physical import will take place, excluding merchanting transactions

109

03

Payments for platinum purchased from non-residents in cases where no physical import will take place, excluding merchanting transactions

109

04

Payments for crude oil purchased from non-residents in cases where no physical import will take place, excluding merchanting transactions

109

05

Payments for refined petroleum products purchased from non-residents in cases where no physical import will take place, excluding merchanting transactions

109

06

Payments for diamonds purchased from non-residents in cases where no physical import will take place, excluding merchanting transactions

109

07

Payments for steel purchased from non-residents in cases where no physical import will take place, excluding merchanting transactions

109

08

Payments for coal purchased from non-residents in cases where no physical import will take place, excluding merchanting transactions

109

09

Payments for iron ore purchased from non-residents in cases where no physical import will take place, excluding merchanting transactions

109

10

Not allocated

110

00

Merchanting transactions

111

00

Not allocated

112

00

Not allocated

Code Sub Code
200

Charges for the use of intellectual property

Description

103

00

Description
Adjustments / Reversals / Refunds applicable to intellectual property and service related items

Code Sub Code

Description

201

00

Rights obtained for licences to reproduce and/or distribute

202

00

Rights obtained for using patents and inventions (licensing)

203

00

Rights obtained for using patterns and designs (including industrial processes)

204

00

Rights obtained for using copyrights

205

00

Rights obtained for using franchises and trademarks

Code Sub Code

Description

210

00

Acquisition of patents and inventions

211

00

Acquisition of patterns and designs (including industrial processes)

212

00

Acquisition of copyrights

213

00

Acquisition of franchises and trademarks

Code Sub Code

Description
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Audio-visual and related items

Computer software and related items

Technical related services

Travel services for non-residents

Travel services for residents

Travel services in respect of third parties

Telecommunication and information services

Transportation services

Financial services obtained

Construction services

220

00

Payments for research and development services

221

00

Funding for research and development

Code Sub Code
00

Acquisition of original manuscripts, sound recordings and films

226

00

Payment relating to the production of motion pictures, radio and television programs and musical recordings

Code Sub Code

Study related services

00

The outright purchasing of ownership rights of software

231

00

Computer-related services including maintenance, repair and consultancy

232

00

Commercial purchases of customised software and related licences to use

233

00

Commercial purchases of non-customised software on physical media with periodic licence to use

234

00

Commercial purchases of non-customised software provided on physical media with right to perpetual (ongoing) use

235

00

Commercial purchases of non-customised software downloaded or electronically acquired with periodic licence

236

00

Commercial purchases of non-customised software downloaded or electronically acquired with single payment

Code Sub Code

Transaction adjustments

01

Fees for processing - processing done on materials (excluding gold, platinum, crude oil, refined petroleum products, diamonds, steel, coal and iron ore)

240

02

Fees for processing - processing done on gold

240

03

Fees for processing - processing done on platinum

240

04

Fees for processing - processing done on crude oil

240

05

Fees for processing - processing done on refined petroleum products

240

06

Fees for processing - processing done on diamonds

240

07

Fees for processing - processing done on steel

240

08

Fees for processing - processing done on coal

240

09

Fees for processing - processing done on iron ore

241

00

Repairs and maintenance on machinery and equipment

242

00

Architectural, engineering and other technical services

243

00

Agricultural, mining, waste treatment and depollution services

Code Sub Code

Description

250

00

Travel services for non-residents - business travel

251

00

Travel services for non-residents - holiday travel

252

00

Not allocated

Code Sub Code

Description

255

00

Travel services for residents - business travel

256

00

Travel services for residents - holiday travel

Code Sub Code

Description

260

00

Payment for travel services in respect of third parties - business travel

261

00

Payment for travel services in respect of third parties - holiday travel

Code Sub Code

Description

265

00

Payment for telecommunication services

266

00

Payment for information services including data, news related and news agency fees

Code Sub Code

Description

270

01

Payment for passenger services - road

270

02

Payment for passenger services - rail

270

03

Payment for passenger services - sea

270

04

Payment for passenger services – air

271

01

Payment for freight services – road

271

02

Payment for freight services – rail

271

03

Payment for freight services – sea

271

04

Payment for freight services – air

272

01

Payment for other transport services – road

272

02

Payment for other transport services – rail

272

03

Payment for other transport services – sea

272

04

Payment for other transport services – air

273

01

Payment for postal and courier services – road

273

02

Payment for postal and courier services – rail

273

03

Payment for postal and courier services – sea

273

04

Payment for postal and courier services – air

Code Sub Code

Description

275

00

Commission and fees

276

00

Financial service fees charged for advice provided

Code Sub Code
00

Description
Payment for construction services

Code Sub Code

Description

281

00

Payment for government services

282

00

Diplomatic transfers

Code Sub Code
00

Description
Tuition fees

Code Sub Code

Description

287

00

Payment for legal services

288

00

Payment for accounting services

289

00

Payment for management consulting services

290

00

Payment for public relation services

291

00

Payment for advertising and market research services

292

00

Payment for managerial services

293

00

Payment for medical and dental services

294

00

Payment for educational services

295

00

Operational leasing

296

00

Payment for cultural and recreational services

297

00

Payment for other business services not included elsewhere

298

00

Not allocated

299

00

Not allocated

Code Sub Code
300

Income payments

Description

240

285
Other business services obtained

Description

230

280
Governement services

Description

225

00

Description
Adjustments/Reversals/Refunds related to income and yields on financial assets

Code Sub Code

Description

301

00

Dividends

302

00

Branch profits

303

00

Compensation paid by a resident to a resident employee temporarily abroad (excluding remittances)

304

00

Compensation paid by a resident to a non-resident employee (excluding remittances)

305

00

Compensation paid by a resident to a migrant worker employee (excluding remittances)

306

00

Compensation paid by a resident to a foreign national contract worker employee (excluding remittances)

307

00

Commission or brokerage

308

00

Rental

309

01

Not allocated

309

02

Not allocated

309

03

Not allocated

309

04

Interest paid to a non-resident in respect of shareholders loans

309

05

Interest paid to a non-resident in respect of third party loans
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Transaction adjustments

309

06

Interest paid to a non-resident in respect of trade finance loans

309

07

Interest paid to a non-resident in respect of a bond

309

08

Interest paid not in respect of loans

312

01

Fee in respect of inward listed securities derivatives individual

312

02

Fee in respect of inward listed securities derivatives corporate

312

03

Fee in respect of inward listed securities derivatives bank

312

04

Fee in respect of inward listed securities derivatives institution

Code Sub Code
400

Current payments

Transaction adjustments

Capital transfers by non-resident individuals

Investment not related to the investment
allowance

Investment in terms of investment allowance

Investment from a resident Foreign Currency
account

Re-transfer of capital repatriated

Emigrants

Transaction adjustments

Description

401

00

Gifts

402

00

Annual contributions

403

00

Contributions in respect of social security schemes

404

00

Contributions in respect of foreign charitable, religious and cultural (excluding research and development)

405

00

Other donations / aid to a foreign Government (excluding research and development)

406

00

Other donations / aid to a foreign private sector (excluding research and development)

407

00

Pensions

408

00

Annuities (pension related)

409

00

Inheritances

410

00

Alimony

411

01

Tax - Income tax

411

02

Tax - VAT refunds

411

03

Tax – Other

412

00

Insurance premiums (non life/short term)

413

00

Insurance claims (non life/short term)

414

00

Insurance premiums (life)

415

00

Insurance claims (life)

416

00

Migrant worker remittances (excluding compensation)

417

00

Foreign national contract worker remittances (excluding compensation)

418

00

Not allocated

419

00

Not allocated

Code Sub Code
00

Description
Adjustments / Reversals / Refunds related to capital transfers and emigrants

Code Sub Code

Description

501

00

Donations by SA Government for fixed assets

502

00

Donations by corporate entities for fixed assets

503

00

Disinvestment of property by a non-resident corporate entity

504

00

Investment into property by a resident corporate entity

Code Sub Code

Description

510

01

Disinvestment of property by a non-resident individual

510

02

Disinvestment by a non-resident individual - other

Code Sub Code

Description

511

01

Investment by a resident individual not related to the investment allowance – Shares

511

02

Investment by a resident individual not related to the investment allowance – Bonds

511

03

Investment by a resident individual not related to the investment allowance - Money market instruments

511

04

Investment by a resident individual not related to the investment allowance – Deposits with a foreign bank

511

05

Investment by a resident individual not related to the investment allowance – Mutual funds / collective investment schemes

511

06

Investment by a resident individual not related to the investment allowance – Property

511

07

Investment by a resident individual not related to the investment allowance – Other

511

08

Not allocated

Code Sub Code

Description

512

01

Foreign investment by a resident individual in respect of the investment allowance - Shares

512

02

Foreign investment by a resident individual in respect of the investment allowance – Bonds

512

03

Foreign investment by a resident individual in respect of the investment allowance – Money market instruments

512

04

Foreign investment by a resident individual in respect of the investment allowance – Deposits with a foreign bank

512

05

Foreign investment by a resident individual in respect of the investment allowance – Mutual funds / collective investment schemes

512

06

Foreign investment by a resident individual in respect of the investment allowance – Property

512

07

Foreign investment by a resident individual in respect of the investment allowance – Other

512

08

Not allocated

513

00

Investment by a resident individual originating from a local source into an account conducted in foreign currency held at an Authorised Dealer in South Africa

Code Sub Code

Description

514

01

Not allocated

514

02

Not allocated

514

03

Not allocated

514

04

Not allocated

514

05

Not allocated

514

06

Not allocated

514

07

Not allocated

514

08

Not allocated

Code Sub Code

Description

515

01

Not allocated

515

02

Not allocated

515

03

Not allocated

515

04

Not allocated

515

05

Not allocated

515

06

Not allocated

515

07

Not allocated

515

08

Not allocated

516

00

Not allocated

517

00

Not allocated

Code Sub Code

Description

530

01

Emigration foreign capital allowance – fixed property

530

02

Emigration foreign capital allowance – listed investments

530

03

Emigration foreign capital allowance – unlisted investments

530

04

Emigration foreign capital allowance – insurance policies

530

05

Emigration foreign capital allowance – cash

530

06

Emigration foreign capital allowance – debtors

530

07

Emigration foreign capital allowance – capital distribution from trusts

530

08

Emigration foreign capital allowance –other assets

531

00

Not allocated

532

00

Not allocated

Code Sub Code
600

Disinvestment by a non-resident

Description
Adjustments / Reversals / Refunds related to transfers of a current nature

Code Sub Code

500
Capital transfers relating to government /
corporate entities (excluding loans)

00

00

Description
Adjustments / Reversals / Refunds related to financial investments/disinvestments and prudential investments

Code Sub Code
601

01

Description
Listed shares - sale proceeds paid to a non-resident
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Investment by a resident corporate entity

Inward listed investments

Prudential investments (institutional investors
and banks)

Transaction adjustments

601

02

Non-listed shares - sale proceeds paid to a non-resident

602

00

Disinvestment of money market instruments by a non-resident

603

01

Disinvestment of listed bonds by a non-resident (excluding loans)

603

02

Disinvestment of non-listed bonds by a non-resident (excluding loans)

604

00

Not allocated

Code Sub Code
01

Investment into shares by a resident entity - Agriculture, hunting, forestry and fishing

605

02

Investment into shares by a resident entity - Mining, quarrying and exploration

605

03

Investment into shares by a resident entity - Manufacturing

605

04

Investment into shares by a resident entity - Electricity, gas and water supply

605

05

Investment into shares by a resident entity - Construction

605

06

Investment into shares by a resident entity - Wholesale, retail, repairs, hotel and restaurants

605

07

Investment into shares by a resident entity - Transport and communication

605

08

Investment into shares by a resident entity - Financial services

605

09

Investment into shares by a resident entity - Community, social and personal services

605

10

Not allocated

Code Sub Code

Transaction adjustments

01

Inward listed securities equity individual

610

02

Inward listed securities equity corporate

610

03

Inward listed securities equity bank

610

04

Inward listed securities equity institution

611

01

Inward listed securities debt individual

611

02

Inward listed securities debt corporate

611

03

Inward listed securities debt bank

611

04

Inward listed securities debt institution

612

01

Inward listed securities derivatives individual

612

02

Inward listed securities derivatives corporate

612

03

Inward listed securities derivatives bank

612

04

Inward listed securities derivatives institution

613

01

Not allocated

613

02

Not allocated

613

03

Not allocated

613

04

Not allocated

Code Sub Code

Loans granted to residents temporarily abroad

01

Investment by resident institutional investor – Asset Manager

615

02

Investment by resident institutional investor – Collective Investment Scheme

615

03

Investment by resident institutional investor - Retirement Fund

615

04

Investment by resident institutional investor - Life Linked

615

05

Investment by resident institutional investor - Life Non Linked

616

00

Bank prudential investment

617

00

Not allocated

618

00

Not allocated

Code Sub Code

Miscellaneous payments

Description
Adjustments / Reversals / Refunds related to derivatives

Code Sub Code

Description

701

01

Options – listed

701

02

Options – unlisted

702

01

Futures – listed

702

02

Futures – unlisted

703

01

Warrants – listed

703

02

Warrants – unlisted

704

01

Gold hedging – listed

704

02

Gold hedging – unlisted

705

01

Derivative not specified above – listed

705

02

Derivative not specified above – unlisted

706

00

Not allocated

707

00

Not allocated

Code Sub Code
00

Description
Adjustments / Reversals / Refunds related to loan and miscellaneous payments

Code Sub Code

Description

801

00

Repayment of trade finance drawn down in South Africa

802

00

Repayment of an international Bond drawn down

803

00

Repayment by a resident of a loan received from a non-resident shareholder

804

00

Repayment by a resident of a loan received from a non-resident third party

805

00

Not allocated

Code Sub Code
810

Loan granted to non-residents

Description

615

800
Loans repayments by residents

Description

610

700
Derivatives (excluding inward listed)

Description

605

00

Description
Loan made by a resident to a resident temporarily abroad

Code Sub Code

Description

815

00

Individual loans to a non-resident

816

00

Study loan to a non-resident

817

00

Shareholders loan to a non-resident

818

00

Third party loan to a non-resident (excluding shareholders)

819

00

Trade finance to a non-resident

820

00

Not allocated

Code Sub Code

Description

830

00

Details of payments not classified

831

00

Rand collections for the credit of vostro accounts

832

00

Not allocated

833

00

Credit/Debit card company settlement as well as money remitter settlements

834

00

Not allocated

835

00

Not allocated

836

00

Not allocated
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Appendix XVII: Purpose of Payment Codes
(UGX)
Payment Purpose Code

Payment Purpose Description

CORT

Trade Settlement Payment

DIVI

Dividend

EPAY

E-payment

GOVT

Government Payment

HEDG

Hedging

ICCP

ICCP desc

INTC

Intra Company Payment

INTE

Interest

LOAN

Loan

MP2B

Mobile P2B Payment

BONU

BONUS PAYMENT

CASH

Cash Management Transfer

PENS

Pension Payment

SALA

Salary Payment

SECU

Securities

SSBE

Social Security Benefit

SUPP

Supplier Payment

TAXS

Tax Payment

TRAD

Trade

TREA

Treasury Payment

VATX

Value Added Tax Payment

WHLD

With Holding

Other

Any Other Payment not Listed. In this case, please add a full description
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Appendix XVIII: Purpose Of Payment Codes
(BHD)
Appendix: Purpose of Payment Codes (BHD)
STANDARD CODES
TTYP

TDESC

ACM

Agency Commissions

AES

Advance payment against EOS

AFA

Receipts or payments from personal residents bank account or deposits abroad

AFL

Receipts or payments from personal non-resident bank account in BAH

ALW

Allowance

ATS

Air transport

BON

Bonus

CCP

Corporate Card Payments

CEA

Equity and investment fund shares for the establishment of new company from residents abroad, equity of merger or acquisition of companies abroad from residents and
participation to capital increase of related companies abroad

CEL

Equity and investment fund shares for the establishment of new company in BAH from non- residents, equity of merger or acquisition of companies in BAH from non-residents
and participation to capital increase of related companies from non-residents in BAH

CHC

Charitable Contributions (Charity and Aid)

CIN

Commercial Investments

COM

Commission

COP

Compensation

CRP

Credit Card Payment

DCP

Debit Card Payments

DIV

Dividend Payouts From FI

DLA

Purchases and sales of foreign debt securities in not related companies - More than a year

DLF

Debt instruments intragroup loans, deposits foreign (above 10% share)

DLL

Purchases and sales of securities issued by residents in not related companies - More than a
year

DOE

Dividends on equity not intragroup

DSA

Purchases and sales of foreign debt securities in not related companies - Less than a year

DSF

Debt instruments intragroup foreign securities

DSL

Purchases and sales of securities issued by residents in not related companies - Less than a
year

EDU

Educational Support

EMI

Equated Monthly Installments

EOS

End of Service / Final Settlement

FAM

Family Support (Workers' remittances)

FDA

Financial derivatives foreign

FDL

Financial derivatives in BAH

FIA

Investment fund shares foreign

FIL

Investment fund shares in BAH

FIS

Financial services

FSA

Equity other than investment fund shares in not related companies abroad

FSL

Equity other than investment fund shares in not related companies in BAH

GDE

Goods sold (Exports in fob value)
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GDI

Goods bought (Imports in cif value)

GMS

Processing repair and maintenance services on goods

GOS

Government goods and services embassies etc.

GRI

Government related income taxes, tariffs, capital transfers, etc.

IFS

Information services

IGD

Dividends intragroup

IGT

INTER GROUP TRANSFER

IID

Interest on debt intragroup

INS

Insurance services

IOD

Income on deposits

IOL

Income on loans

IPC

Charges for the use of intellectual property royalties

IPO

IPO Subscriptions

IRP

Interest rate swap payments

IRW

Interest rate unwind payments

ISH

Income on investment funds shares

ISL

Interest on securities more than a year

ISS

Interest on securities less than a year

ITS

Computer services

LAS

Leave Salary

LDL

Debt instruments intragroup loans, deposits in BAH (above 10% share)

LDS

Debt instruments intragroup securities in BAH

LEA

Leasing abroad

LEL

Leasing in BAH

LIP

Loan Interest Payments

LLA

Loans - Drawings or Repayments on loans extended to nonresidents - Long-term

LLL

Loans - Drawings or Repayments on foreign loans extended to residents - Long-term

LNC

Loan Charges

LND

Loan Disbursements From FI

MCR

Monetary Claim Reimbursements

MWI

MOBILE WALLET CARD CASH-IN

MWO

MOBILE WALLET CARD CASH-OUT

MWP

MOBILE WALLET CARD PAYMENTS

OAT

Own account transfer

OTS

Other modes of transport (including Postal and courier services)

OVT

Overtime

PEN

Pension

PIN

Personal Investments

PIP

Profits on Islamic products

PMS

Professional and management consulting services

POR

Refunds/Reversals on IPO subscriptions

POS

POS Merchant Settlement

PPA

Purchase of real estate abroad from residents

PPL

Purchase of real estate in BAH from non-residents

PRP

PROFIT RATE SWAP PAYMENTS

PRR

Profits or rents on real estate
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PRS

Personal, cultural, audiovisual and recreational services

PRW

PROFIT RATE UNWIND PAYMENTS

RDA

Reverse debt instruments abroad

RDL

Reverse debt instruments in BAH

RDS

Research and development services

REA

Reverse equity share abroad

REL

Reverse equity share in BAH

RFS

Repos on foreign securities

RLS

Repos on securities issued by residents

RNT

Rent Payments

SAA

Salary Advance

SAL

Salary (Compensation of employees)

SCO

Construction

SLA

Loans- Drawings or Repayments on loans extended to nonresidents - Short-term

SLL

Loans - Drawings or Repayments on foreign loans extended to residents - Short-term

STR

Travel

STS

Sea transport

SVI

STORED VALUE CARD CASH-IN

SVO

STORED VALUE CARD CASH-OUT

SVP

STORED VALUE CARD PAYMENTS

TCP

Trade credits and advances payable

TCR

Trade credits and advances receivable

TCS

Telecommunication services

TKT

Tickets

TOF

Transfer of funds between persons Normal and Juridical

TTS

Technical, trade-related and other business services

UFP

Unclaimed Funds Placement

UTL

Utility Bill Payments
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